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the   first   decade   of   the   new   millennium,   killing   thousands   of   people.
Observers  have attributed the “crisis”   to  political,  economic and social









perceptions   are   as   important   as   facts   when   it   comes   to   seeking   a
transformational peace process, he sets out to map world­views, identities
and ethics of the warring factions.





research,   he   embarks   on   the   initial   stages   of   a   practical   theological
investigation in order to review the conflict from a specifically religious
perspective which might assist the Church in its efforts towards peace.
Research   is   focussed   on   the   perceptions   of   the   pew   faithful   of   two
denominations   in   Plateau   and   Adamawa   States   and   is   based   on   an
evaluation of interviews and focus groups which were held across a range
of   cohorts   and   settings   in   order   to   draw   comparative   conclusions.




on  Grounded  Theory  and also   included  elements  of  Critical  Discourse





in  the way conflict  unfolds,  but  of   religion  displacing  ethnicity  as  the
marker of identity in some locations and age groups. It also demonstrates








to   be   a   convincing   force   for   reconciliation   which   arise   from   this.
Eminently, there are signs that ethnocentric mores have been integrated
into   an   emerging   Christian   identity,   which   engenders   a   monolatric
perception of  God and a penchant to reinforce boundaries  rather than




















a   fresh   look   at   the   evolving   conflict   from   a   religious   angle,   and   by
applying the so­called pastoral cycle draws some conclusions as to how
the   local   Church   might   contribute   to   transforming   the   conflict   and
building peace. A main thrust is the exploration of perceptions. To this
end   church­   and   mosque­goers   in   several   locations   in   Plateau   and















to respond  in kind to  an aggressive  Islamic   front  perceived as having
moral   licence   to  use  whatever   force  of  violence   it  deems necessary   in
pursuit of dominance. The dissertation makes a number of proposals and





























has   ravished   their   ancestral   homelands   in   the   time   since   my   field














churches   of   Steinmaur­Neerach   in   Switzerland   and   Limekilns   in









Any   reader   should   note   that   none   of   them   necessarily   endorse   the
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Tarok   neighbours   from   the   adjacent   villages   approach,   carrying   their
household belongings with them. Some families arriving did not have all
their children with them, and many a husband was missing. Godiya wept.
Later   that   day,   fire   rose   from   a   nearby   church.   Their   menfolk
investigated   and   reported   that   danger   was   near.   The   families   of   her























hiding on the hillside  praying,  while  her  brothers  watched  the house.
Later that day her brother Solomon walked down to the nearby road, so












EYN   (Ekklesiyar   Yan'uwa   A   Nigeria,   or   Church   of   the   Brethren   in
Nigeria)   between   2007   and   2010.   With   frequent   trips   to   Jos   and   to
neighbouring Borno State I had first hand experience of the Plateau State
crisis   and   the   emergence   of   Boko   Haram   which   impressed   on   me   to
research   the  underlying   causes  more   fully.  This   set  me  on  a   journey





with   the   situation   to   offer   the   local   Church   a   perspective   of   their
predicament.  She  is   invited to  first   test  and then accept or  reject   the






think   of   themselves.   Once   prizing   itself   as   the   “Home   of   Peace   and
Tourism”,  Plateau  State  has  now  become  a  byword   for   ethnoreligious
strife   and   social   fragility.   What   happened   that   afternoon   is   often
disputed, but the most recounted version of how things started2 tells of a
Christian woman who insisted on her right of way on the street past a



































new phase   in  which  Boko  Haram,  hitherto  but  a   remote   threat   from
Nigeria's north­east, was to become a defining force. This phase reached
its   climax between  May  and July  2012  when  public   life  was  severely
disrupted by a series of suicide attacks on churches and markets.
In the weeks and months after Solomon's disappearance, when many in
Jos  were   left   searching   their   souls  and   scrutinising   their   faith,   there
appeared to be a shared sense of shame and horror that two religions
which are allegedly so wedded to the ideals of peace could be involved in
such  a   frenzy  of   bloodshed.   It  was  only   the   influential   publication   of
Philip   Ostien   in   late   2009   which   couched   the   conflicts   in   terms   of




attribution8).   Tragically,   his   reduction   of   the   conflict   to   a   settler­vs­

















you see your  family slaughtered,  much of   the  religious  values  become












Nigeria   is   a  notoriously   religious   country.  Religious   organisations  are
powerful forces, and statements by Jama'atu Nasril Islam (JNI), Izala or
the   Christian   Association   of   Nigeria   (CAN)   are   seldom   pronounced
without   consequences   for   the   political   sphere.   Works   such   as   that   of
Adamu and Para­Mallam demonstrate that religious values in Nigeria















acknowledged   in   the   last   few   years12,   although   there   has   been   a
reluctance to engage with it academically beyond its functional influence
on conflict – and even then, usually only superficially. What information
is   available  does   indicate   that   religious   cleavages,   indeed  as  my own
research  has  progressed,  have  reached  a  point  at  which   they  are   the
dominant   faultline  between   communities   in  urban  Jos.   Accordingly,   I
argue   that   the   indigene­settler   dichotomy,   while   being   useful   in
characterising the conflict's origins, fails to explain many patterns of how
the conflict is now being carried out. The conflict has become irreversibly
unmoored   from   its   origins,   and   consequentially,   even   if   the   indigene­
settler   question   could   magically   be   resolved   in   isolation   from   the
digression of identity formation, it would not make the conflict go away. I
am not challenging the explanatory power of models of political, economic
and social  exclusion with the  intention of  replacing  with them with a
purely religious alternative; I do however claim that there is a serious
need   for   them   to   be   complemented   by   research   into   the   essence   of
religious perceptions and their influence on the machinations of conflict. I
will elaborate on this more fully in Chapter A.1.
Broadly   speaking,   one   may   contend   that   the   religious   perspective   is








reality  and  how this   impinges  on  words  and actions.  My work   is  not






be   confronted   and   negotiated   in   any   process   of   reconciliation,   in   the
course of which proximity to the factual truth might be reached through
collective   conversation.   An   indispensable   point   of   departure   is   to
understand   these   perceptions   as   far   as   possible   on   their   own   terms.
Accordingly,   it   is   in  Chapter A.2  where   I   will   attempt   to   anchor   the












shape social  spaces and are powerful  parties to public  policy dialogue.
Their  policy   statements   come   in   the   form  of   theology   and   ethics.  An
increasingly  common vehicle   for  such a  “policy  design”  exercise   is   the
approach proffered by practical theology (PTh), in which the local church
attempts   to   address  a   local   situation   as  a   community   of  Christ.  The






The   most   relevant   data   underpinning   my   findings   are  presented   in
Section C  (Chapters C.1  –  C.3),  as respondents'  direct  quotations. They
point to a fuller repository of quotations in Appendix G.7.
The   data   are   scrutinised   and   evaluated   in   the   subsequent  Section D
(Chapters D.1 and D.2) which is concluded with a summative discussion
of the findings  (Chapter D.3). The  ultimate objective at this point in my









inherently   emic.   As   a   non­Nigerian   outsider,   albeit   with   considerable
exposure   to   the  situation  over  a  number  of  years,   I  am compelled   to
explain what function I might have in such a process. Essentially, in the
same way as a moderator or mediator can often provide useful insights to
a  challenge  faced by a group,   the contribution I   intend to  make  is   to
complement and interpret   the  emic  perspective of  those in a situation
from the  vantage  point  of  an  etic  observer,   i.e.   one  who   is   somewhat




The   emic   approach   investigates   how   local   people   think,   i.e.   how   they
perceive   and   categorise   the   world,   their   rules   for   behaviour,   what   has
meaning for them, and how they imagine and explain things. […] The etic





himself   sufficiently   with   the   situational   context,   a   fruitful   dialogue
between the emic and etic perspectives can take place. In the words of
Gadamer,   there   is   a   merging   of   horizons.   Ideally,   this   would   form   a
breakthrough for a PTh process, possibly even allowing participants to
name the elephant in the room and facilitating the basis for subsequent




faithful   of  Plateau  State's   churches  who  are  by  proxy   represented  by
cohorts   of   rural   Tarok   and   peri­urban   Berom.   I   then   attempted   to
broaden   this  perspective  by   adding  a   comparative  dimension   through
interaction   with   peripheral   cohorts   composed   of   urban   and   rural
Christians   in   Adamawa   State   and   urban   Muslims   of   Jos   north.   The
original rationale was not only to peek across the religious divide, but to
probe the perspectives of  Christians  in a climatically comparable zone









My undertaking  might  be  placed   in   context  of  an  emerging  school   of
“sociotheology”   which   according   to   Juergenmeyer   et   al   “represents   an
attempt to transcend the wall  between facts  and perceptions,  between
scientific reasoning and empathetic understanding.”15. One might counter
that it is not per se a wholly new approach; however, it might be classed
as a new conscience for the relevance of  religion in Nigeria's   identity­







document  Boko  Haram's   influence  on  the perceptions  of  one  cohort  of





half   of   2014   and   destroyed   in   subsequent   fighting   with   government
troops.   Many   thousands   have   been   killed   and   considerably   more
dispersed across Nigeria, their communities possibly destroyed forever.
Given the strict anonymity granted to respondents in the course of this
study,   it   is   difficult   to   determine   what   has   become   of   individual























influence.  Often unmentioned,   they   lurk  just  below the surface  of   the
collective conscience, and it is particularly in rural areas that their open
expression   is   far   from   dead.   Various   observers   have   detected   the
continuing  importance of   traditional  concepts  and world­views16,  which







language  groups,   those of   the  Chadic  languages   (to which also Hausa
belongs)   spoken   in   the   southern   and   eastern   areas   of   the   Plateau,
encompassing such ethnicities as the Angas, Mupun, Fyer or Mwaghavul,
and those of the Benue­Congo group spoken by the likes of the Berom,
Anaguta,   Izere   or   Tarok,   who   inhabit   the   north   and   the   west.   The














the   shape   of  a  disk   suspended   in   space,  giving   rise   to  a   three­tiered





also   to   mortal   human   beings   and   can   thus   mediate   between   the
























force of  the Sokoto Jihad led by the Fulani  Usman Dan Fodio,  whose
campaign   rapidly   overran   the   Hausa   States   and   established   a   vast
empire reaching as far south as Ibadan and extending as far as east as to
what   is   today  known as  Adamaoua   in  northern  Cameroon25.  The  new
caliphate was ruled by the Sultan, or Sardauna, of Sokoto in a system of
loosely allied Emirates, some of them as vassal statelets each ruled by an
Emir,   or  Lamido.   However,   the   Fulani   cavalry   proved   ineffective   in
higher areas, such as Plateau and the Mandaras of northern Adamawa.
Also, the southward expansion was thwarted as the savannah gave way








the  20th  Century,  which  had   crushed   the  Sokoto   Caliphate  by  190328.
Nicholson   in   his   history   of   British   colonial   administration   in   Nigeria
























“legitimate   trade”.31  In   return,   it   was   the   missionary   schools   which
trained indigenous civil servants who formed the backbone of the nascent




the   vast   entity   of   Northern   Nigeria,   colonial   authorities   applied   the
doctrine of  indirect rule  to appoint traditional rulers, through so­called
Native Administrations, to lead the people of their jurisdiction under the
auspices  of  a  British  field  officer33.  Not   least  as  a  modus  vivendi,   the
British fell back on the incumbent Hausa­Fulani leaders who were almost
exclusively Muslim. Some observers argue that this arrangement greatly

















Colonial   economic   activities   and   administration   policies   conditioned







as   Smedley's   ethnographical   study   amongst   the   Berom   in   the   1960s
attests.37  Even  discounting   the   potentially   uncharitable   attitude   of   an
anthropologist   towards   the   missionary   community,   it   does   tally   with
other   observations   that   the   main   missionary   push   came   only   after
Nigerian independence.38  The better connected Hausa quickly took over
the leadership of the nascent Native Administration in 1912, which was
headed by a  Sarkin Jos  (Ruler/King of Jos),  a position occupied by an
uninterrupted succession of Hausa until 1947 under the Emir of Bauchi 39,




















rapid   conquest   and   was   subsequently   administered   by   indirect   rule
through traditional leaders; the southern colonies had grown more slowly,
initially starting life on the coast and gradually expanding land inwards
along   rivers   and   through   the   construction   of   railways41.   Until   the
unification of the two in 1914, southern rule had been subject to a more
pyramidal   system   of   civil   administration   governed   from   a   centre.42
Introduction of indirect rule led to a multitude of local leadership styles,
jurisdictions and law practices, with the application of sharia widespread




north,   as   far   as   it   existed,   continued   to   be   dominated   by   Qu'ranic
understandings of schooling. The fact that missionaries were long barred
from entering large parts of the north for fear of provoking traditional















In 1959,  on the eve of   independence,   the erstwhile  government  of   the
north introduced a policy of “northernisation”, the first Nigerian political








late   1950s   this   led   to   the   establishment   of   the   “United   Middle   Belt
Congress” which actively sought to resist what it saw as dominance by
the Hausa. The Middle Belt, while being notionally quite important in
many areas   including descriptive  geography  and  investment  planning,
has   never   achieved   any   legal   status   and   remains   ill­defined   in   its
geographical extent and political function.
The first six years of independence were a period of uneasy interregional,
interethnical   and   interreligious   coexistence   and   political   turmoil





















the   first   to  use   the  term “indigene”,  albeit  without  any self­contained
definition, which was applied in context of citizenship as belonging “to a
community  indigenous to Nigeria.”47  “Ethnicity”  was used in context  of
Nigeria's “federal character” which should be cemented by ensuring that
there was “no predominance of persons from a few states or from a few
ethnic   or   other   sectional   groups   in   the   Government   or   in   any   of   its
agencies”.48  This was then linked to the term  indigene  through §135(3):





An   indigene   of   a   Local   Government   Area   means   a   person:
(i)   either   of   whose   parents   or   any   of   whose   grandparents   was   or   is   an
indigene   of   the   Local   Government   Area   concerned;   or
(ii) who is accepted as an indigene by the Local Government.50
In   parallel   to   this   tendency,   the   role   of   religion   in   politics   became
increasingly important, often as an instrument for personal ends.51 While



























was   the   unconstitutional   and   unsolicited   manoeuvre   of   Ibrahim

















was   never   backtracked.   Another   watershed   development   was   the
introduction of sharia in a number of northern states as a parallel legal
system mandatory for all Muslims after Nigeria's return to civilian rule
in   1999.   This   represents   the   outcome   of   a   sharia   debate   which   had
simmered since the establishment of the secular state's constitution in

















ethnic  Hausa as   functionaries  and  issued  indigene certificates  both to


















(later   impeached over  charges  of  corruption),  who  quickly appointed a
Christian   as   chairman   of   Jos   North.63  Increasingly,   the   Hausa   were
excluded from political participation.
The initial violence in September 2001 was triggered by the nomination
of   a   Hausa   Muslim   to   the   National   Poverty   Eradication   Programme





papers,  and  a   subsequent  open  letter   to   the  government  on  behalf   of
Christian groups titled “Enough is enough”.65  It is conceivable that the














had been orchestrated in advance.   In September 2001,  unlike  in later
conflicts, there were relatively few incidents of violence spreading outside
the  Jos  area,   although  HRW does   report   the  destruction  of  Dilimi,   a
Muslim village south of Jos on 9th September67.
In the aftermath of the conflict the authorities were heavily criticised for
their   sluggish   response,   and   later   there  were   reports  of  unwarranted
arrests and shooting of innocents.68 Many Muslims and Christians moved




in   2002,   2003   and   2004.   Notable   were   the   violent   outbreaks   in   and
around the town of Yelwa in 2004, located in the southern part of the
Plateau (see Map, Chapter F.2). In a first round of violence, 75 Christians
were  killed   in  February,  with  repercussions  claiming as  many  as  700
Muslim lives in two days of bloody fighting, initiated by people resident
outside the town at the beginning of May.69  Notably, the Yelwa area is
composed of  various  smaller  ethnicities  of  mixed religious  allegiances.













sporadic  attacks  taking place  over  the subsequent  weeks  and months,
mostly Muslims on Christians. The “counter­attack” of May 2004 appears
to have been well­rehearsed and probably included vigilantes of various
ethnic   backgrounds   such   as   Tarok,   Gamai,   Montol,   Angas,   Kwalla,
Berom,   Sayawa   and   Jukun.71  Yelwa   was   devastated;   of   32,000
inhabitants, only 1,000 remained. By June 40,000 to 60,000 people had
been internally displaced, and it is reckoned that the subsequent riots in






























A   peace   conference   held   in   Jos   in   September   2004   with   a   wide
representation of nearly 50 indigenous groups from across Plateau State
plus   the  Christian Association  of  Nigeria   (CAN)  and Jama'atu  Nasril














ballot”77,  allegations  of   irregularities  at   the  collation   centre   led   to   the
eruption   of   violence   which   rapidly   spread   across   Jos   the   following








killed  by  the  time most   fighting  had been quelled.  By  the end of   the





and  affected  many  areas   round  about  Jos  North,   especially   the  more
outlying areas in Jos South and other parts of Plateau, notably Bukuru
and Vom. Higazi notes that in this phase of the conflict,  although not
widely reported,   it  was mainly rural  areas which were affected in the
form of recurring violence between Fulani and Berom.79
The   most   widely   accepted   version80  of   how   trouble   started   is   that   a





















that  Christian youths   from adjacent  Gyel  were  mobilised  in the early
morning of 19th January, and after initially being prevented by the army
from crossing the Express Way into Bukuru, nevertheless did, where they
found   a   ready   cohort   of   resident   Christian   youths   to   attack   Muslim
inhabitants indiscriminately,  many of whom were slaughtered in their
houses.   There   are   rival   accounts  as   to   whether   the  Gyel   youth  were
roused by a muezzin at 1.a.m., or whether the mosque call occurred in
response to the youth's mobilisation.82
Planned   and   coordinated   attacks   in   other   peri­urban   LGAs   followed,
targeting  Muslims of  all  hue,   including Berom, but   it  was  the  former
mining towns which were worst hit.83 Simultaneously violence had spread
to  rural  areas   in a  way not  seen since  2002.84  A  2012 Human Rights
Watch   report   alleges   that   Berom   attacked   a   considerable   number   of























and   counterviolence   between   the   sedentary   Berom   and   the   nomadic




Higazi   also   maintains   that   the   rural   dimension   of   Plateau's   latest
violence   has   gone   largely   unreported90  and   concludes   that   it   is
multifaceted.  He  questions   the  models  of  desertification  knock­on and





often   performed   by   motor   transport)   he   fails   to   deliver   an   accurate
diagnosis   of   what  is  driving   the   conflict.   Hagazi  does  however  afford
religion an important, although not salient part in it.91
The urban areas have followed the same pattern of a protracted “slow­
burn”   conflict   where   inter­communal   cleavages   have   become   more
pronounced.  Various wards are now “no­go” areas for one or the other














while  Christians  assert   that  Muslims  are  bringing  arms   in   from “the
North”.  Higazi   speculates   that  an  influx  of  weapons  after   conflicts   in
Libya   and   Mali   may   be   reaching   the   hands   of   insurgents   like   Boko
Haram   in   substantial   quantities.94  While   firearms   are   no   doubt   the
weapons   of   choice   for   planned   attacks,   simpler   weapons,  such   as
machetes and stones still  appear to be employed in more spontaneous
episodes   of   violence.   An   outbreak   of   severe   violence   occurred   on   29th
August 2011, the eve of Eid­Al­Fitr, in Gada Biyu in the aftermath of an
Izala   attempt   to   repossess  a  mosque   which  had   been  burnt   in  2010.
Ensuing violence claimed dozens of lives and tensions ran high for days
across the entire municipal areas.95





for   bomb   attacks   as   early   as   February   201096,   it   was   not   until   the
Christmas Eve bombings in Jos in 2010 and the 26 th­August on the UN

























Many   people   abstained   from   attending   church,   and   the   fear   of   Boko






















It's   founder,  Mohammed Yakubu,  was  a  youth   leader   in   the  Salafist­
Wahabist   movement   Izala101,   but   followed   a   radical   doctrine   that
demonised the Nigerian state as a Western construct  which should be
countered by violent means.102  This set him apart from the teachings of







eastern   cities.   Stockpiling   arms,   it   continued   to   propagate   a   violence
struggle against the state. After a number of skirmishes, an incident with
traffic police on 11th June 2009105  led to a rapid escalation and concerted
armed   assaults   on   government   institutions   in   Bauchi,   Kano   and
predominantly  Maiduguri,  where  mayhem reigned   for  several  days  as



















their   mosques.   Yakubu   was   extra­judicially   executed   while   in   police
custody. Boko Haram's attacks did not come as a surprise, although the







































in   May   2013.114  Public   life   came   to  a   standstill   in   many   parts,115  and
numerous observers condemned the heavy­handed tactics of government
security   forces   as   an   effective   recruiting   sergeant   for   Boko   Haram.116
Ironically, it appears that part of the causes are being prescribed as a
cure. As of mid­2014, Boko Haram has aped the tactics of the Middle­
Eastern ISIL and chosen not  simply to raid territory but occupy it   in
pursuit   of   establishing  a   caliphate.  Highly  effective,  Boko  Haram has
sacked   many   towns   across   Borno   and   northern   Adamawa   States,
maiming,  killing and displacing entire populations,  and currently  hold
areas   included  in my research.  Christians  have been  forced  to   flee  or
convert.   There   are   signs   that   the   group   is   attempting   to   extinguish
Christianity by systematically torching churches.117
Most   academic   observers   posit   that   the   sect   has   flourished   in
environments of economic exclusion and widespread disenchantment with
political patrimonialism and politicians' inability – or unwillingness – to
use   state   resources   effectively   to   foster   real   social   progress.118  The
ostentatious  public   appearances   of  Borno  State's   former  governor,  Ali


















almajirai,  who  graduate  with   little  beyond Qu'ranic   recitation skills,121












































Journal  of  Religion in Africa  outlines a protracted theological   feud on
Salafi­Wahhabist terms between Yusuf and  Adam, whose disagreement
lay more in the methods than the outcome of their efforts to re­establish
an   Islamic   state.   While   Yusuf   radically   rejected   Western   knowledge,
Adam   embraced   it   as   a   means   of   overcoming   Nigeria's   institutional
torpidity   from   within,   thereby   encouraging   Muslims   to   join   public
administration.  Many  of  Adam's  verbal  attacks  on  Yusuf  built   on  his



























indisputably   a   religious   organisation   with   a   religious   agenda.





meta­level,  developments   might   be   explained   in   context   of   the   ever­
increasing demands placed on finite resources confronting the region in
the wake of incessant population growth. Okereke argues persuasively for
two  strains  of  underlying   causes;   the   first,  dwindling   land  and water
resources which can result in conflicts between pastoral and sedentary
groups,   in   turn   provoking   internal   displacement   and   migration;   the
second   what   he   calls   “rented   insecurity”   in   which   an   abundance   of











Government  Discrimination  Against  Non­Indigenes   in  Nigeria,  Human Rights  Watch
(Washington DC, United States, 2006), XVIII., p.39f; Human Rights Watch, ‘The Cycle of
Violence  in Plateau and Kano States’,  Human Rights Watch,  17 (2005).,  pp.1­6;  and
Adesoji., p.97
page 39
regard   their   way   of   life   as   threatened,   the   latter   see   themselves   as
excluded   from   political   and   economic   processes.  Yet,   despite   having
established settler rights  as the conflict's  origins,  cleavage has  in fact
opened up along religious boundaries. Most autochthonous ethnicities on
the   Plateau   have   converted,   at   least   outwardly,   to   Christianity,   or
continue   to   practice   indigenous   religions136.   Meanwhile,   immigrant
communities are predominantly Muslim, albeit by no means exclusively
so.  The   settler­indigene   perception   might   be   broadly   accurate   in   the
diagnosis  of   the  conflict,  but  the  way  in which  conflict  alliances  have
evolved points to a more complex process of identity formation: Smaller
settler groups, who are also excluded from the political processes, yet who
are  Christian,   clearly   fall   into   the   “Christian”   camp  once   clashes  get
underway;137  likewise, the small number of Muslim indigenes who have
full   indigene rights  and even demonstrate a strong allegiance to  their
ethnic   roots   cannot   escape   identification   with   the   Muslim   cause.   In
Bukuru (south of Jos), many of them saw their houses destroyed during





















exceptionalism   would   appear   to   be   wedded   intricately   to   Islam   as   a
religious   system   knowing   no   clear   boundaries   between   religion   and
politics.  It  thus appears  likely that  religious  identity  is  conflated with
cultural  identity.   From   the   perspective   of   Christian   indigenes,
“Hausaness” might be perceived as a facet of Islam and an unwillingness






how external   ethnicities  were  drawn   into  a   conflict   between   indigene



























permeates   the   realities   in  which  people   live   to   such  a  degree   that   it
would, at least traditionally, not be recognised as a phenomenon in its
own right.143
It   is   thus   surprising   –   and   worrying  –   that   the   reports   of   respected
organisations such as International Crisis Group and Action On Armed
Violence still  class religion as “a smokescreen” for disputes over “such
issues   as   citizenship,   group   and   individual   rights   and   communal
distribution   of   public   resources”144,   or   continue   to   see   the   cause   and
remedies of the conflict purely through the lens of the settler­indigene
model,   reducing   the   conflict   to   “discriminatory   access   to   resources,
political   power   and   opportunities;   and   the   politicisation   and
manipulation of these fears by elites”145.
It does no justice to the many people involved in these conflicts to have
their   actions   reduced   to   motives   of   human   avarice.   Some   important
quantitative research by the political scientist Alexandra Scacco of the













predominantly   engaged   in   community­based   organisations,   (2)   that
surprisingly little looting has taken place, and (3) that most violence has
been directed  at  destroying  property  and harming people.146  While  not
detracting from the abhorrence of atrocities committed, this finding does
nevertheless   suggest   that   violence   was   not   perpetrated   primarily   by
social mavericks in the hope of opportunistic material gain. Instead, it
demonstrates   that   at   some   level,   even   the   most   violent   participants'
decisions were driven by some moral standard with little hope of material
reward   and,   given   the   risks   of   their   undertakings,   a   potential   for
considerable sacrifice. This suggests that the actions of riot participants






be  more   fully  accounted   for   in  any  process  of   conflict   transformation.
Accordingly, while most research has been content to dwell exclusively on
the   outward   manifestations   of   crisis,   such   as   ethnicity,   politics   or
economics, this study will, at least to some degree, attempt to enter into
the inward perspectives of men and women caught up in the crises, and
analyse  how  their   religion,   self­understanding and values  colour   their













they   build   their   world­views,   construct   their   identities   and   respond
morally to conflict. On these terms, it is no longer the pursuit of factual
truth which drives this inquiry, but the understanding of perspectives or
held  truths.  This   is  defensible   in  as  far  as  social  perspectives become
social realities.






Their   testimonies  have  been  corroborated  by   control   cohorts   from  loci
which   are   either   geographically   (Adamawa)   or   religiously   removed
(“Jasawa” Muslims). It is not suggested that these respondents can speak
for the whole of society, but forming the base of their churches, they are











chapters   will   explore   the   relationship   of   religion   and   violence











the   names   of   religious   movements,   namely   “assassin”,   “thug”   and
“zealot”148, is a testimony to the encumbered relationship religion has with
violence.   Despite   most   mainstream   religions'   preoccupation   with   the
quest for peace, history is littered with a staggering number of hideous
examples   of   religion   becoming   inextricably   entwined   with,   or   indeed
bequeathing violence, with “jihad” and “crusade” becoming bywords for
mayhem wreaked   in  the  name of  God.  The  reaction  of   some,  such as
Richard Dawkins, has been to condemn religion universally as the high
road  to  violence,  and enthusiastically  promote  atheism as  a relatively




















The   multifaceted   complexity   of   the   relationship   between   religion   and
violence   undermines   the   validity   of   the   “I­know­it­when­I­see­it”
approach to which even some scholars adhere, such as Andrew Gluck who
in   an   otherwise   interesting   essay   flatly   declares   that   he   would   “not
attempt to define religion or violence,  since most people know what is
meant   by   those   words”150.   Obviously,   if   I   am   going   to   discuss   the
relationship between religion and violent conflict in any meaningful way,
I   will   be   compelled   to   anchor   my   semantics   in   tangible   working
definitions.
A.2.2  Definition of religion
Much   has   been   written   on   definitions   of   religion,   and   it   would   be
preposterous of me to believe that in a thesis not dedicated to the topic I
could retrace more than a few facets of the many related conversations
criss­crossing   the   ages   and   scientific   disciplines.   Nevertheless,   it   is
important to reflect on what religion entails in function and substance
rather   than   uncritically   plumping   for   one   of   the   many   available
definitions  or  – worst  of  all  –  simply  assuming  that   the  term is  self­
explanatory.  Aware of  its  imperfect nature,  I  thus posit   that this   is  a
necessary and important point of discussion.
The notion of religion as a distinct entity emerged only in the European
Enlightenment,   when   the   rise   of   scientific   investigation   attempted   to



























rehearsed   ones   are   arguably   those   of   Frazer   (“a   propitiation   or
conciliation of powers superior to man which are believed to direct and



















increasing   secularisation,   forming   a   strain   of   inquiry   separate   from
anthropology.   This   permitted   a   relatively   narrow   substantive
understanding of   religion  and  led  to  severely   functionalist  definitions,
examples being the dubious and polemic “Religion is the sigh of the beset
creature,   the   sentiment  of  a  heartless  world,   the  spirit  of  a   spiritless











political   undertaking   rather   than   a   religious   statement   (even   though
some polemicists  would  brand   it  a   leap  of   faith).  A  similar  definition
presented by Avalos  Hector,  an unabashed proponent  of   the empirico­
rationalist tradition, is “a mode of life and through that presupposes the
















It   transpires at  this  point   that as  long as the definition of  religion  is
limited to a descriptive or functionalist perspective, and is designed only
to satisfy the particular uses of a particular field, there can be no common
denominator  allowing us  to  collate  the  insights  of  various  disciplinary




concern”).   This   usefully   returns   us   to   a   substantive   and   emic
contemplation of   religion and reopens  the quiddity of   the  term to  the
content and truths with which individuals or groups may wish to fill it.
However, one problem of such a broad definition of religion is that its
meaning   risks   vagueness,   with   no   clear   way   to   delimit   it   from   the
profane.   For   instance,   a   hypothetical   state   of   mind,   which   was
perennially   preoccupied   only   with   its   next   meal,   would   make   the
consumption   of   food   a   religious   act,   even   if   void   of   any   spiritual




under  one   roof  has  spawned  some  innovative,  but  ultimately   fruitless
thinking. Anthony Wallace talks of a building­block approach, in which













Indeed,   some   have   drawn   exactly   this   conclusion.   Thinkers   such   as
Timothy Fitzgerald or William Cavanaugh have entirely surrendered the
quest for a definition and declare either that religion does not really exist
as   a   tangible   entity   or   that   it   should   be   absorbed   totally   into   the
explanatory systems of other disciplines.161 The problem here is that this






be   meaningless.   However,   faced   with   exactly   this   challenge,   other
academics such as Hall, Pilgrim, R.R. Cavanaugh (not to be confused with
the   former)162,  Hervieu­Léger  and Cox,  by  combining  both  substantive­
essentialist approaches with functionalist phenomenology, have been able

















believers   can   appeal.   As   such,   this   can   be   applied   to   new   religious
movements  as well  as  historic   traditions.  The appeal   to   tradition  is  a
powerful  way  to  differentiate  between religious  practice  and unguided
spirituality.
Another  core  element  of  his  definition   is   the   “non­falsifiable  alternate
realities”   which   postulates   the   ability   to   move   in   worlds   of
multidimensioned   realities,   i.e.   between   the   ordinary   and   the   non­
ordinary.166  Possibly   here   more   than   anywhere   else   this   enables   the
differentiation of a religion from a faith statement. An atheist, unlike an
agnostic, might make a faith statement as to the non­existence of God,















Nevertheless,   where   the   definition   encounters   problems   is   in   the
operational verb “refers to” and the resulting singularity with community.
Religion, while often being a communal affair, is surely not exclusively so,
and   it   is  not   the   community   itself  but   the  practices,   experiences  and




specification   that   they   are   expressed   communally.   Accordingly,   the
emerging   working   definition   to   be   adopted   for   my   purposes   is   the
following:
Religion   refers   to   the   beliefs   and   experiences   of   communities   and
individuals which are based on postulated, non­falsifiable alternate realities
bequeathed   by   a   tradition   that   is   legitimated   by   an   appealing   to   its
authoritative transmission from generation to generation.
The close relationship between religion and world­view becomes apparent


















However,   the   focus   on   bodily   harm   unnecessarily   precludes   forms   of
violence   which   are   purely   psychological.   Fortunately,   with   the   move
towards   a   more   holistic   understanding   of   humans   and   power
relationships,  the term  violence  is  now being employed increasingly to
describe injury beyond the purely physical to frequently include the social
and psychological dimensions of existence. This approach challenges even






Violence   is  usually  regarded as  inappropriate behaviour  encompassing
the  use   of   force.  Habitually,   violence   is  underpinned  by   one   or   more




























the   infringement   has   not   yet   taken   place.   Whether   this   is   simply


















Besides   physical   force,   also   economic   oppression   and   psychological
coercion   are   now   widely   regarded   as   forms   of   violence.   The   common
denominator of the various phenomena does however appear to be groups
or individuals being diminished in their functional abilities or well­being,
in   other   words   being   hindered   from   unfolding   their   true   capacity.
However, not every situation where people are not living life to its fullest
can be attributed to violence. It could of course result from simply losing a
contest,   such   as   an   unsuccessful   firm   in   a   hostile   but   otherwise   fair












aspect  which must be normatively and even situationally  defined.  For
instance, most people would agree that it is legitimate to prevent theft
using some degree of force without it being tabbed as violent behaviour.
Whether this  might   include serious  injury  to or killing  of   the  thief   is
rather more doubtful. Some societies legitimate considerable uses of force,






But   what   if   the   thief   claims   that   he   is   merely   taking   back   what   is
rightfully  his?  Then the onus  of   infringement   is   suddenly   laid  on   the
erstwhile victim. At least post fait, this does not pose an insurmountable















observer to that of  the emic actor.  From the insider's  perspective,  our
definition of religion loses meaning as the Alternate Reality flows into the
Immediate  and may even become entirely fused with  it.  The resulting









opposing   individuals   or   groups,   influences   his   resulting   world­view,





meaning   is   “culturally   specified   and   historically   situated   rather   than
ontologically   given,   or   even   sociologically   determined   solely   by   sacred
text”.   In   other  words,   whatever  protrudes   from  the   Alternate   Reality
ultimately had its roots in the traditions, concerns, and challenges of the
Immediate. He thus follows that there is  no intrinsic difference in the
propensity   to  violence  between  Christianity  and   Islam.171  Taken   to   its
radical conclusion, this line of argument would mean that there would be
hardly any differences between the religions in almost any other respect
either,  which   is   obviously  not   true.  Gabriel  Palmer­Fernandez  affords
religion   a   more   autonomous   view,   stating   that   religion   “has   a
constructive,   though   not   necessarily   causal,   role   in   the   generation   of
violence.   It  provides an  interpretative   framework through a system of
narratives   and   symbols   that   make   possible   extreme   violence.”   In   his
seminal   work   based   on   mimetic   rivalry,   René   Girard   posits   that   the
imitation   of   admired   people   within   a   primordial   society   leads   to   a
heightened competition for resources, and thus conflict, which raises the
propensity to violence. This can be checked by a culture of scapegoating, a







victims'   view,   and   not   the   persecutors'.173  In   the   words   of   Wolfgang
Palaver:   “The   biblical   religions   are   not   rooted   in   the   scapegoat
mechanism, but expose it.”174 It is this heightened sense of victimhood and





the  assumption  of  divine  and revelational   elements  of   the  Abrahamic
tradition (something which Girard appears to accept), there do appear to
be   factors   endogenic   to   religion   which   may   temper   or   fan   the   way
exogenic conflicts are carried out.
Returning   to   the   question   of   the   interaction   between   the   Alternate
Realities   and   the   Immediate,   Monica   Duffy   astutely   observes   that
religious terrorism's “zealots and fanatics” do not follow the pattern of
assessing   tangible   costs   and  benefits   as  a   rational  person  might,   but




















expressed   by   the   religious   tradition,   the   epistemic   salience   of   the
Alternate Reality, or relationships of these to the security and way of life




be   less   fundamentalist.   This   appears   to   hold   true.   Andrew   Gluck   in
discussing  work  by  Craig  Nichols   concludes   that   “orthodoxy  generally
involves some kinds of historic  compromises that allow the religion to
adapt   to   the   world,   while   fundamentalism   often   challenges   such
adaptation  as   inauthentic.”177  He  goes   on   to   state   that   orthodoxy   and
fundamentalism might be similar in belief, but different in attitude.
How  the   two  play   out   may  depend  on   the  urgency   of   circumstances.
Jurgenmeyer et al  state that “conflicts   in contemporary social   life  can















Consequently,  we might  state  that  religious  conflict  arises   from a  felt
need   to   defend   the   integrity   of   ones   self­understanding   against   an
perceived illegitimate infringement of certain boundaries. I propose that
this might play out at a number of levels, or “shells” which flow from our
definition   of   religion.   None   of   the   three   shells   can   be   kept   entirely
separate from the others.
Inner   Shell   –   Theological   issues   concerned   with   the   ultimate
truth, i.e. the world­view. A perceived attack on the cosmic balance, or











the   Immediate   and   cosmic   forces   beyond.   The   stakes   are   high   in
maintaining this sacred link – and defending it against violent threats.
Outer Shell – Defence of identity, or a way of life. The Sacred can









either   in   the   group   itself   or   by   proxy   of   another   group   (e.g.   the








Chapter A.3  The   construction   of   identities   and
boundaries
A.3.1  Introduction
Any   study   of   identity­based   conflict   cannot   forego   a   discussion   of
identities and how they might be expected to play out in a given situation.







a   confrontation   between   three   or   more   parties   without   any   kind   of








In  practice,   interest  and   identity  claims  are  closely   intertwined.  What   I
want is in some sense shaped by my sense of who I am. On the other hand,
in clarifying my interests I may sometimes begin to redefine my sense of









philosophies   of  how   identities  are   formed  and  discuss   the   function   of
boundary.
A.3.2  Discussion   of   the   terms   identity,   identification   and
categories
The word   identity   is  derived   from the  Latin  word  idem,  meaning  the
same.   This   sameness   is   rooted   in   the   subject   of   identity   seeking
equivalence or correspondence to some other denominator. Thus, identity













of   the   “systematic   establishment  and  significance”  between   individuals
and between collectivities, rather than of how they are “distinguished  in
their relationals”183. In this sense, identifîcation could be regarded as the










that  Jenkins  sees   the   formation of   identity185,  an   idea   to  which   I  will
return.
Brubaker and Cooper establish  an  important  difference  between what
they   call  relational   identification  and  categorical   identification.186
Relational   identification   emphasises   how   an   individual   may   identify
himself   through   a   network   of   relationships,   while   categorical
identification   focuses   on   how   he   defines   himself   by   establishing   a
commonality   with   certain   trait   attributes   which   are   built   on   certain
classifications,   such  as  white,   coloured,   straight,  gay,  married,  young,
Western,   and   which   they   share   with   others   without   necessarily




This   brings   us   naturally   to   the   third   and   final   expression,   namely
categorisation. Jenkins illustrates its meaning by contrasting it to groups:
Group membership is a relationship between members: even if they do not
know each  other  personally,   they   can recognise  each  other  as  members.
Membership of a category is not a relationship between members: it doesn't
even necessitate a relationship between categoriser and categorised.  Any
interpersonal   relationships   between   members   of   a   category   only   involve









something   in   common.   It   is   this   commonality   which   establishes
membership of the group. Depending on the number and the salience of
the   commonalities,   the   group   identity   will   be   stronger   or   weaker;
depending   on   how   accurately   these   commonalities   overlap
(notwithstanding the role of boundaries to which I will turn later), the
edges of the group are more or less sharply defined. It is the strength and





























commonalities,   she   would   negate   any   constitutive   relevance   to   the
individuals' identities in the mentioned context. Instead, these are seen





as the basis  of   identity and as a never­completed process of  'being'  or
'becoming'.191  Generally,  Jenkins seems more relaxed in using the term
“identity” broadly, while Brubaker perceives it as being overworked. He
rightly   asks   the   question   as   to   whether   a   fractured   or   multifarious
identity is indeed really an identity at all and argues that it would be
better   replaced   by   more   specific   terms   for   most   purposes.   However,
Brubaker   too   characterises   identity   and   identification   as   processual
constructs192, thus largely dismissing the essentialist position.
On the basis of this brief discussion, I would criticise the settler­indigene




Brubaker's   categorical   and   relational   modes   of   identification,   an







however   without   any   available   indication   that   people   form   their
relational identities around such a notion.
But  what   is   the  essence  of   the  processual­constructivist  approach?  As
already mentioned, Jenkins postulates two criteria of comparison, namely




negative,  or apophatic  terms. For  instance,   the British National Party
struggles to define Britishness in terms of what it is, and rather resorts to
attempting   to   polemically   explain   what   it   is   not.   Similarly,   under
appropriate   circumstances,   a   Christian   may   feel   that   his   identity   is
established by being a non­Muslim (difference) rather than as a follower
of Jesus (similarity).
To   take   this   a   step   further,   Lawrence   Grossberg   maintains   that   a
“subordinate term” or “marginalised other” is a “necessary and internal
force   of   destabilisation   existing   within   the   identity   of   the   dominant




our   examples,   citing   the   positively­expressed   British   trait   “fair   play”
implies that the rest of the world plays foul; a follower of Jesus is not a
follower of Mohammed; and a non­Muslim is felt to be not­bad. Grossberg






of   the  modern;   instead,   it  becomes   the  master  of  differing,   offering  a
unified theory of difference.”195
A.3.4  The function of boundaries and borders
This  brings  us   almost   seamlessly   to   the  question   of   boundaries   as  a
central moment of differentiation. “Boundary” entered the mainstream of
anthropological   thinking   of   identity   in   Fredrik   Barth’s   landmark
collection   of   essays   titled   “Ethnic   Groups   and   Boundaries”.   In   his
introduction, he cogently raised four important points:









definition   of   ethnicity   as   biologically   self­perpetuating   and   sharing
cultural values and communication redundant. Instead, it depends on the
maintenance of a boundary, which may parametrically change, but can be












This   line   of   argumentation   swings   the   philosophy   of   identities   in   a
completely   constructivist   direction.   Identity   is   contrived   from   a









Anthony   Cohen   agonises   over   the   difference   between   boundary   and
border   in   an   attempt   to   demarcate   different   uses:   “If   border   is   fact,
boundary is consciousness, and the difference between them is crucial.”202










Wilson   have   pointed   out   that   Barth   has   emphasised   internal








A.3.5  Bottom­up   and   top­down   contemplation   of   identification
processes
At   this   point   we   have   determined   beyond   reasonable   doubt   that
individuals  and  groups  are   in  a  perpetually  active  process  of   shaping
identities in states of continuous conference with their environments and
social   relationals.  But  why  do   they  pursue   identities?   Is   it   simply  an
evolutionary survival trait, like a beating heart, or is it in fact founded on
a cognitive process?






























To determine what is  good or valuable  is  to make a moral statement.
Indeed,  Taylor  is  working within the Neo­Aristotelean school of  virtue
ethics which, as he puts it himself, moves beyond the question of the right
thing to  do  to the question of the right thing to  be210. This establishes a







of   psychology,   proposing   that   cognitive   and   spatial   orientations   are
mentally connected.
This is where the processual element of identity construction is brought
to  bear.  George  Herbert  Mead  developed   the   concept  of   an   endogenic
dialectical  process  between the “I”  and the “me”,  which  represents  an











The   I   both   calls   out   the   me   and   responds   to   it.   Taken   together   they
constitute   a   personality   as   it   appears   in   social   experience.   The   self   is
essentially a social process going on with these two distinguishable phases.






to  orientate  oneself.  Hermeneutically,   the self   is  both  interpreting the










well.   The   work   of   James   Marcia   based   around   the   “identity   status
interview”   has   categorised   different   types   of   identity   crisis   (identity
diffusion, foreclosure, moratorium and achievement), which characterise










what Marcia would call  “occupation and  ideology”.  Identity foreclosure
signifies   that   no   identity   crisis   has   ever   taken   place,   as   values   are
inherited with little reflection from the individual's surrounding society.
Identity achievement is  awarded to individuals who have overcome an
identity crisis  and arrived at   their  own  framework.  Broadly speaking,
identity   foreclosure   is   the  status  which would be  most  preferred   in a










and  what  he  does   in   society.  Although  we  have  seen  how   the  ego   is




the   ego   will   make   any   imprint   on   society.   Thus,   while   the   ego   is   a
construction of the self by the I and me at a purely individual level, albeit
under environmental influence, a personal identity is a co­construction of
the  person  by the ego and society.  It  is  worth pausing to consider the






Social   identity.  Finally,   I   turn   to   the   question   of   how   individuals,
through   their   personae,   construct   social   identities.   This   concerns




group   has   to   define   itself   by   the   establishment   and   maintenance   of
boundaries. As Jenkins has pointed out, identities and interests are not
always   easy   to  differentiate.215  Indeed,   individuals  will   form  coalitions












Where   the   commonalities   are   similar,   the   group   ethos   becomes  sinn­
stiftend,  and increasingly influences the individual's notion of the good



















constitute   belonging.   For   example,   such   erosion   of   groupness   can   be
observed in farming communities which became the dormitory towns of
urban centres.
Modernity   has   repeatedly   bestowed   a   sense   of   identity   diffusion   on
Western societies. Societies, being composed of individuals, can be slow to
respond.   Typically,   re­coagulation   lags,   as   older   public   symbols   and
rituals   linger.  As   long  as  a  group  or   society's  members   can  project  a
meaning behind these symbols and rituals, a certain cultural unity can be
maintained, although political reification becomes increasingly difficult.




recognising   a   simultaneous,   discursive   top­down   movement.   The
emphasis has been on an “organic” construction of identities. However,














Quintessentially,   one   must   therefore   recognise   that   although   it   is   a
bottom­up, “organic” force that is primarily at work, pre­existing power













illustrated,  rural  traditions and world­views still  permeate thinking in
city   contexts  and  ethical   frameworks   in   the   continent’s   largely   young
Christian denominations. Since these issues are central to our research
which   unfolds   in   urban,   peri­urban   and   rural   contexts,   it   is   clearly
warranted to review the general nature of African ethics in the context of
indigenous world­views and how their   residual  presence might   inform
new   religious   and   social   contexts.   Accordingly,   this   chapter   will   first







rules.   In   a   modern   state,  these   are  sanctioned  by   laws   and   decrees.
However, there are also many areas of life not directly subject to any law,
which in instances of conflicts of interest are negotiated by what seems











customary  law of  public  morality  which gains supremacy  in all  public
discourses.
Yet   what   does   morality   rest   on,   and   what   avenues   are   available   for
modifying   it?   To   answer   this   question,   it   is   perhaps   worthwhile
considering the relationship between morality and ethics. Oosthuizen, in
an introduction to ethics as a discipline in Africa, sees ethics as referring


















adherence  may be  penalised  by   collective   shunning  of  non­conforming
individuals.  Nevertheless,  normative  values  are  not  always  arrived  at
through consensus; they can also be imposed by powerful organisations or
individuals  such as   churches,  authorities  or  monarchs,   even  though  a
majority of individuals might not share them at a personal level.












by   which   the   people   release   themselves   in   some   degree.   Briefly,   moral
values   provide   a   core   of   integrative   concepts   for   the   development   of
personality and also for the maintenance of moral order of the community.220
Banzikisa's   “system   of   symbols”   transpires   at   all   levels   of   human




















A   derivative   of   this   is   morality   formation   as   the   result   of   socially
negotiated values which are inspired by the elements of a shared world­























notion  of  morality   resulting   from a   joint   communal  experience  of   the
world, I will first take a closer look at African traditional ontologies.
A.4.3.2  World­views and ontologies
The   world   of   the   traditional   African   community,   as   we   saw  in
Subchapter A.1.1,  is  cohabited  by the living of the seen world and the






certainly   when   compared   with   traditional   European   ontologies.   By
default,  Alternate Realities coalesce with the Immediate. A first major
corollary is that the ancestors, while inhabiting the spirit world, remain


















be   dealt   with.   Thus,   perpetual   confrontation   with   spirits   and   the
continual   communion   with   ancestors   contribute   to   a   participatory
relationship with the unseen world which gives it an immanence which
never ceases to surprise Western observers.
The   role   of   God,   or   the   Supreme   Being,   in   this   cosmos   is   somewhat
controversial,   although   there   is   a   broad   consensus   that   God   is   the






reach   of   everyday   concerns.   Johan   De   Tavernier   reaches   the   same




















has   implications   for   the   process   of   causality.   The   question   of  how
something came about is not as paramount as it is in modernist Western
thinking230. While mechanistic causality is indeed appreciated as in “Musa














Principally,   it   establishes   the   shared   value   of   the   individual's   self­
understanding as an inseparable part of his or her community as a life­
maintaining strategy.  This   is  reified   in  the moral  principle   that  what
serves the community in a life­affirming way is intrinsically good. Magesa
















in   the   communal,   if   not   the   individual   sense”234,   and  by  Wiredu,  who
points out that Akan deities who do not deliver, fall into contempt235.
Westermann   was   the   first   to   describe   African   morality   as
“anthropocentric”,   but   used   it   in   a   derogatory   sense236.   This   has   not
stopped   the  term  from being adopted by  a  cohort  of  African scholars.
Mbiti,  for example, uses it more positively when he places God on the
periphery  by assigning Him the auxiliary  role  of  human creation and
provenance237. God thus finds little mention beyond the various creation
myths, while the true locus of where cosmic events unfold is within the
























European   languages   can   only   circumscribe   this   concept   for   which
Africans are better equipped and use terms such as mmekorita  in Igbo239
or   more   famously  ubuntu  in   Zulu240.   Magesa   describes   the   concept   of
ubuntu  as  the   “quintessence   of   authentic   humanity”241,  while   Prinsloo
more lucidly ascribes it  characteristics such as empathy,  participation,
sharing, reciprocation harmony and cooperation242. In doing so, he quotes








































becomes   particularly   obvious   in   intercommunal   conflicts   where
infringements   by   individuals   across   communal   boundaries   will   very
quickly mutate into armed conflicts between whole villages rather than a
justice   process   between   those   immediately   involved   in   the   initial




“we  are  in the right”  a  tautology and “they  are  in the right”  a   logical













which   they   are   crafted,   and   uses   the   term   “tribal   ethics”
(Stammesethik).248  As  seen  in  the previous  chapter,   it   is  often  identity







treaty   amongst   various   members   of   a   society   which   is   intended   to
maximise the common good. P.H. Coetzee, in discussing African morality
in its relationship to a community specifies the common good as follows:
The   common  good  defines   substantive   conceptions  about   the  good   life  –
identified  for  application  in   specific   social   contexts.  The good  life   for  an
individual is conceived of as coinciding with the good of the community, and
a   person's   choice   is   highly   or   lowly   ranked   according   to   whether   it
contributes to or detracts from the common good.249
In   this,   an   individual's   choice   of   way   of   life   is   constrained   by   the
community's pursuit of shared ends.250 Coetzee constructs the notion of a
community's   shared   ends   on   society's   “shared  understandings”   as   the
logical   basis   of   a   society's   self­understanding.251  However,   if   society   is
philosophically construed as a body of individuals, it is difficult to see how
it could assume a self­understanding without attributing to it a form of












philosophical   and   psychological   debate   has   of   course   progressed   far
beyond Durkheim, but  it  suffices to say that  in order to preserve this
“group­think” and uphold anything approaching a collective conscience, a
rigorous process of harmonisation must be maintained. Failing this, the





much   on   the   community's   self­understanding,   experience,   values   and
world­view, and thus how it is felt that the individual should be related to
the whole. Oosthuizen sees the pattern of relationships as being directed
to   the   “self­maintenance   of   the   community”,   and   not   towards   the
satisfaction of the individuals254. This is achieved by a set of deontological
precepts   held   in   place   by   the   prevailing   world­view.   However,
Oosthuizen's proposal can work only up to a certain point. If the pain of
serving   community   ends   becomes   too   great   and   is   simultaneously
















atoned   by   performing   religious   sacrifice   or   altering   one's   values   to
vindicate   unprincipled   utilitarian   action,   but   the   problem   of   shame
remains.  Personhood­destroying  shame  is  disruptive   to   a   community's
order and harmony,  while guilt  and sin may endanger the ontological
balance   of   the   cosmos   itself.   For   this   reason,   many   African   cultures
pursue the goal of amending or avoiding shameful exposures or will take







becomes   known.257  This   is   not   strictly   fair.   Rather,   personal   guilt   is
invoked  out  of  a   concern  for   the ontological  good  of  one's   community,
which   is   beyond   simply   fearing   public   ostracism.  Being  a   responsible











which he means anthropocentric  utilitarianism.  This   is  constructed on
the  postulation   of   “what   is   good   in   general   is  what  promotes  human
interests”, which in the view of Wiredu disqualifies any non­human being,
including   God,   from   the   teleological   discourse.   This,   so   Wiredu,   then
leaves   God   with   the   possibility   of   policing   moral   behaviour,   which
however does not create “the sense of moral obligation”. It thus appears
sufficient   to   him   to   separate   religion   from   morality258.   This   line   of
argument   is   contentious   for   several   reasons.   In   the   first   instance,  he
negates any possibility of faith in God to discern human interests, and in
the   second,  he   reduces   God   to   a   bouncer   with   a   big   stick  who   is   in





must   now   decide   whether   (1)   is   based   on   a   transmitted   and
authoritatively   transmitted   tradition,  and   (2)   is  based  on a   system of
beliefs   and   experiences   of   non­falsifiable   alternate   realities   (see
Subchapter A.2.2).   Indeed,   African   morality   passes   these   tests.   As
discussed above, traditional morality is acted out communally, permitting
Sundermeier   to   use   his   term  Stammesethik  to   describe   a   system   of
morality which stops at the boundaries of the community. In the second
place,   the   concept   of   ancestorship,   totemic   cult   and   founder   myths











what   is   seen   as   good   for   humans   is   seen   as   such   only   through   the
ontological understanding of the cosmos with the non­falsifiable entity of








recent   decades   has   challenged   the   very   foundations   of   traditional
concepts   of   community.   Such   developments   have   had   a   profound
influence on the ethical structures of African societies.
Yet   changes   have   been   afoot   in   Western   civilisation   too.   Post­
Enlightenment   thought   has   placed   an   ever   greater   emphasis   on   the
individual as the locus of ethical construction. This development has been
favoured   by   urbanisation   and   an   ever   more   sophisticated   division   of
labour,   which   have   led   to   an   increasing   fragmentation   of   life   walks,
world­views   and   values.   By   the   1950s,   it   had   become   evident   that




Crowd,  which  David Riesman et  al  produced   in various  editions   from
1950   onwards.   In   it   Riesman   discerned   three   types   of   individual
page 95
orientation in what he traced a pattern of historic progression towards
modern   society,   namely   tradition­directed,   inner­directed   and   other­
directed.259 The first form represents how the individual relates to a rule­
based  society  whose   claims  are  universal  and  as   such   lead   to  a  very
deontological ethical framework which is controlled at a community level,




in   perspective,   but   the   locus   of   moral   reflection   is   shifted   to   the




other­directed   orientation,  was   a  predictive   concept  which   connoted   a
utilitarian outlook of few principles, guided by a value of interrelatedness







The   model   has   proven   useful   as   a   “meta­description”   of   American
development of moral orientation throughout modernity, but how would it
describe the African experience in an age of modernity and urbanisation?
African   traditional   morality   is   similar   to   Riesman's   tradition­directed












value­system   which,   although   in   many   aspects   very   compatible,   sits
uncomfortably with the old one. How far a conflation of value systems
might   take   place   will   vary   in   the   given   situation.   Magesa,   however,
speaks of two different faith­expressions, one official, the other popular,
as people will   interpret  church teaching on their own terms using the
dominant symbol systems of African traditional religions.260 R.J. Schreiter
goes as far as to speak of faith systems being held in discrete suspension,
as  people  visit  both  churches  and diviners,   seeing   in  this  a  source  of
“ambiguity   and   psychological   suffering”261.   It   is   indeed   so   that   people
living outside a publicly­sanctioned belief system to which the community

























orientation  have  any  bearing.  One  might  be   tempted   to   interpret   the
evolving situation from an inner­directed perspective, but then we find
that   the  very  precepts   of  African  moral   traditions  have  already  been
called   into   question   by   modernity;   the   traditional   emphasis   on
community­orientated values instilled in the individual means that any
inner­directed   orientation   is   very   quickly   eclipsed   by   other­directed




extremely   stressful   for   individuals   and   families   who   are   community­




view with   its   individualistic  approach  predominates.  When  the   religious
harmony is affected, the magical becomes a real problem.263
Accordingly,  without  the bounds provided by morality,   the question of







there   is   a   reconstitution   of   new   communities.   These   often   centre   on
religious   communities,   be   these   Christian   or   Muslim.   These   new
communities may centre on traditional ethnicities or languages, bringing





expression   of   spirituality.  Sundermeier   thus  accredits   the  AICs  as   “a




African   communalism   has   proven   to   be   resilient   and   a   lasting   value
which   African   world­views   and   religion,   whatever   the   contemporary
flavour.   Although   individual   expression   may   still   be   on   the   rise





















































For our purposes,   the  four stages represent a  rudimentary procedural
framework which must be fleshed out further with methods drawn from
disciplines that are appropriate to the research's defined subject matter
and objectives.  Hence,  due   to   the  socio­empirical   leanings  of   the   field




socially   constructed,  and   the   researcher   cannot   separate  himself   fully
from the constructivist process taking place within the framework of his
research.  Accordingly,   this   is  decidedly  not  a  nomothetic  undertaking.
Nevertheless,   the goal  must be to glean some tangible generalisations
from this process, which might be brought into dialogue with Scripture











within  such  a  cultural   context  such   things  as  narrative,  experience  and
emotion become modes of ‘soft truth’ which are, to a greater or lesser extent,





make   no   effort   to   certify   the   veracity   of   recounts   related   to   conflict
situations  per   se.   Instead,   my   quest   is   to   establish   what   collectively
perceived truths are held by individuals and their church communities. I
therefore decided at an early stage that one­to­one interviews and focus




identities   are   constructed,   and   construing   what   they   think   the




and  correspondence   to   the   findings  of   other   research.  This  process  of


















membership   in   urban   and   peri­urban   areas   of   Plateau   State.   My
arguments for choosing the pew­faithful rather than drawing members
from   the   entirety   of   the   nominally   Christian   population,   are   (1)   the
amount   of   data   collected   must   be   limited   to   a   quantity   that   can   be
analysed   seriously,   and   (2)   due   the  nature   of   the  PTh­enquiry  which
unfolds principally within the body of the Church, it is most efficient to
focus on members who show strong commitment to their church and who
represent   the  opinions  of   the  pew  faithful.  Moreover,   in   the  Nigerian
context, a majority of Christians regularly attend Sunday service, making
the pew­faithful an important voice within their society.
In   order   to   determine   salient   features   of   attitudes   held   by   this   core
research   constituency   (Christian,   urban,   from   Plateau),   several
comparative  parameters and corresponding control  group cohorts  were




















of   our   quest   –   interviews   and   focus   groups   emerged   as   the   obvious
methodological contenders.
1. Focus   groups:  These   were   designed   to   last   between   40   and   60
minutes  in order to attain a certain material  depth,  but also to
avoid the fatigue which comes with unnaturally long and intensive
conversations.   Participants   should   all   have   identical   cohort













Two   overriding   and   mutually   related   concerns,  trust  and  anonymity,
profoundly influenced the way I arranged and conducted contact sessions.
Their   importance   was   premised   on   the   argument   that   they   are




out   in   detail   (i.e.   the   right   to   withhold   information   or   end   their
participation at any time, etc.). Even though universal literacy could not
be   assumed,   all   participants   were   given   an   ethical   declaration   sheet
describing   these   points   and   providing   the   contact   details   of   the
researcher. Participants' anonymity was also guaranteed. It was clearly
stated that names would not be recorded and no unprompted effort would
be   made   on   the   part   of   the   researcher   or   his   assistants   to   contact
participants after the contact session ended, that no photo records of the
session   would   be   taken,   and   that   the  use   of   audio   data   was   strictly







have   been   impractical   and   anyhow   undermined   the   principle   of
anonymity.  More controversially,  I  took the decision in advance not to
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report   to   the   authorities   any   admissions   of   participation   in   violence
during emergency situations, which would be a normal ethical research
requirement   in   the   United   Kingdom.   The   reasoning   (and   subsequent
experience bore this out) was that such deeds were already well known to
members  of   the  community and  the authorities,  and  that  “confessing”
individuals  were  under  an umbrella  of   impunity.  Following   the  usual




I   constructed   the   data   collection   strategy   around   a   double   field   visit
concept. The first field visit was designed to collect the major body of data
by first carrying out contact sessions in the core cohort populations and
then   in   the   peripheral   cohort   populations.  A   second   field   visit  would
follow after a preliminary data analysis, i.e. 6 – 9 months later, and focus




permits   in­depth   analysis   of   the   discourses,   but   demands   careful
postprocessing   in   the   form   of   transcription   and   translation.   Video
recordings were judged to be too intrusive because of their potential to
undermine the policy on anonymity and trust­building,  and distort the
spoken   narratives   while   offering   little   additional   analytical   scope   in
return. I purchased semi­professional stereo digital recorders in order to
make transcription as reliable as possible: a Zoom H2 for focus group
recordings,   and   three   Tascam   DR­03s   as   interview   recorders   which,
thanks to their playback functions, doubled as transcription devices.
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Crucially,  participants were permitted to  speak  in the tongue of  their
choice,  which  may   sound  more  obvious   than   it   in   fact   is.  Given   that
responses had to be expected in a considerable array of native African
languages which are not widely accessible, this entailed both in situ and
post   situ  translation,   which   was   contingent   on   the   availability   of
competent translators. It would therefore have been tempting to follow
the far more convenient route of having respondents speak English, and
select   them   accordingly.   However,   given   the   complexity   of   the   issues
discussed, this would have systematically excluding representative voices
of non­English speakers from the research and robbed many responses of
their  depth.  The  gravity  of   these   implications  presented  a   compelling
reason   to   undertake   the   arduous   task   of   translation,   assuming
sufficiently good translational skills were available. An obvious resource
group with these abilities I found amongst certified bible translators, who














1. the   danger   of   inherently   misleading   information   provided   by
respondents/participants,   be   this   out   of   embarrassment,   fear   or
mistrust;
2. the  danger  of  wilful   or   random translation  mistakes  which   can
falsify the meaning and reduce the quality of interaction;
3. the   danger   of   fundamental   differences   of   categorical
understanding,   i.e.   conceptual   differences   between   high­context
and low­context languages and cultures.274
These   can   be   partially   mitigated   by   the   vigilance   of   the   researcher.
Simultaneous, in­situ translation and transcript translation were carried
out by different people and then compared in order to gain insights into








Compounding the unreliable availability  of  electrical  power  in Nigeria
with the fact that most translators do not have access to computers or
lack the skills to use word processors competently, most native­language







B.1.6  The   circular   relationship   between   field   experience   and
methodology of data presentation and analysis
In   theory­building   studies   as   this   one,   methodology   is   not   a   static
programme,  but  undergoes  modification  as   the  researcher  responds  to
field realities. Particular initial findings during data collection may shift
the choice of some data evaluation tools away from what was originally
anticipated.   On   this   basis   it   might   be   defensible   to   intertwine   the
narrative   of   preliminary   data   analysis,   i.e.   the   researcher's   initial
confrontation with the data, and the resulting method­creation process275.
Although   considered,   I   concluded   that   it   would   be   more   cogent   to




in   which   the   data   originated.   This   leads   on   to   the   acutal   analysis










Today   the   Berom   (or   Birom)   populate   the   area   to   the   south   of   Jos,
including   Bukuru,   Barkin   Ladi   and   Riyom.   There   is   considerable
uncertainty as to where they originated276, although Smedley argues that
they,  as  other  Plateau peoples  did,   fled   from slave raiding and war. 277
Gleave and Prothero state that a “response to slave raiding was to seek
refuge   in   hill   areas,   and   this   was   widespread   in   the   Middle   Belt   of
Nigeria as elsewhere in West Africa.”278 Indeed, the Plateau, possibly as a
result  of   its   former dense woodlands,  never  came under Fulani­Hausa
rule until the beginning of British colonial administration and tin mining
prospecting in 1904. For a long time the Berom remained a rural tribe.
The   towns   of   Jos   and   Bukuru   grew   out   of   mining   camps   that   were
populated by Hausa labour migrants who were viewed by the colonial
administration and mining companies as more civilised and hardworking
than   the   restless   indigenous   tribes.   Smedley,   writing   in   the   1960s,
reported that only 3% of the urban population was Berom.279  This was
arguably the genus of today's urban conflict, as it allowed the Hausa to











Christianity   came   to   the   Plateau   shortly   after   the   advent   of   British















depend on  lingering  community  with   the  living   through  remembrance
and  worship.  The  proximity  of   the  dead   to   the  divine  gives   rise   to  a
“double­edged”   relationship,   as   they   can   visit   good   or   bad   on   their
community to the point of tyranny.285
Traditional   Berom   hold   important   festivals,   such   as  Buna,   which
celebrates the harvest of acha and ushers in the traditional New Year286.












long   and   gruelling.   Circumcision   appears   to   be   the   key   feature   of









There   are   competing   theories  and   traditions   concerning   their   origins.
That the Tarok language belongs to the Benue­Congo group (and is the
only one in this study, all others being Chadic languages) and as such is
related  to  Bantu,  suggests  possible  migration  from the East.  There   is
some indication that the group may have originated in today's Congo and




















Christianity   than   Islam,   possibly   due   to   historical   grievances.   As
discussed   under   Subchapter A.1.3,   inter­religious   relationships   have
remained difficult,  with major outbreaks of  violence  occurring  in 2004
and   again   in   2013.   Meanwhile,   traditional   religion   has   retained   its
cultural strength, and as with the Berom there are signs of revival of old
cults.294 
Traditionally,   the  Tarok  have  held  a   concept   of   a  Supreme Being,   or
Ponzhi   Inan  as   lording  over   the   firmament  but   considerably  removed
from   the   affairs   of   quotidian   life.295  Idols   have   had   a   strong   daily
importance   for   everyday   affairs,   and   are   imbued   by   local   forces   and
spirits which must be appeased through worship.296 As with many other
African   religions,   it   is   these   forces   which   shape   the   well­being   of
individuals and communities. Lamle, my primary source on the Tarok,
states “The Tarok man believes in the presence of a life force in inanimate
objects”.297  These   forces   can   range   from   local   spirits   to   the   departed
ancestors.
A very important feature of traditional Tarok culture is the cult of the



























the   world.299.  Its   human   history   is   one   of   resistance   to   Fulani­Hausa
dominance   and   of   comparatively   recent   embrace   of   Christianity   and
Islam.   However,   the   difference   to   Plateau   State   is   that   many   ethnic
groups   have   sizeable   numbers   of   both   Christians   and   Muslims   and
religion   does   often   not   follow   ethnic   faultlines.  The   area   experienced
























the   border   with   German   Cameroon   leaving   the   Mandara   mountains
entirely in Cameroonian territory. Tribally, this made sense, given the
river's   role   as   a   natural   boundary   separating   the   Margi   and   Kilba
ethnicities   in   the   west   from   the   Kamwe   and   Fali   in   the   east306.   The
Cameroons were captured by the French and the British in the 1st World
War, and the area between the Yedseram and the Mandara peaks was
added   to   the  British   zone   of   influence  as   a   so­called  Trust  Territory.















While   Islam   had   previously   infiltrated   the   area   through   trade   and









of   indigenous   religions   remains   today.   Most   ethnicities   subsequently
experienced widespread conversion to both world religions, although the
Kirdi  normally   favoured   Christianity   over   Islam.   Nevertheless,   both
mosques and churches will be found in all larger villages and anywhere
between one third and half of the families have members of both faiths
either   within   their   own   households   or   in   the   households   of   close
relatives309.
Although there are cultural particularities of individual groups and tribes
scattered   across   the   Mandaras,   there   are   also   broad   historical
commonalities   in terms of   traditional  world­views and culture.   In  line














acephalous   nature312,   where   only   the   special   powers   and   religious
supremacy of the Hlidi  (King) of Sukkur played a unifying sacral role.313
Anthropological research314 demonstrates that Kamwe Mandara societies































2010  that  around 40 million people  speak Hausa as  a   first  or  second
language in West Africa318, although a cursory survey of Northern Nigeria
alone  would   suggest   to  me that   this   figure   is   extremely  conservative.
Despite having two separate identities and being sedentary and nomadic
peoples   respectively   in   constant   competition   for   land   and   water














tribes   pacified,   slave   trade   moribund,   and   the   increasing   activity   of



















uninterested   native   population.   As   argued   in   Chapter A.1.1,   the




refer   to   themselves   as  Jasawa,   or   the   people   of   Jos,   a   term   hotly
contested by Christian populations.324  (The controversy of the term leads
me to use it only sparingly in this thesis.)






















B.3.1  Cohort   structures:   structuring   in   regions,   locations
(urban/rural) and age groups
Cohort characteristics were chosen such that they constituted an array of
parameters   which   lent   themselves   well   to   the   comparative   study   of
various group attitudes. Data analysis should be able to compare any one
parameter characteristic in isolation, while the other parameters are held




Geography (spatial comparative) Area   of   country:   Plateau   State   or
Adamawa State
Environment (environmental comparative) Living environment: urban or rural




Setting (situational comparative) Individual/coupled   interview   or   focus
group setting











Christians  and  a  group   of   peripheral   cohort  populations   consisting   of
Muslims and Adamawan Christians. The contact sessions drawn from the
core  cohort  populations  were  designed   to  be  used   for   “open”,   in­depth
theory­building   analysis,   while   the   contact   sessions   drawn   from   the
peripheral cohort populations were used for what might be called “theory
strengthening”   or   “theory   extension”   by   investigating   only   certain
“particular” questions which arose from the study of the core population
material. The intention behind this approach was to make the extensive
data   quantity   manageable   from   an   analytical   point   of   view   while





































theory­building   analysis   and   then   compared   in   terms   of   their
generational, environmental and temporal characteristics. Based on the
emerging  results  and questions,   the  next  step of   the  enquiry  entailed





Nigerian church  members  are  overwhelmingly  committed  to  attending
church regularly. Since the cohorts were to be drawn exclusively from the
pool   of   church­going,   adult   Nigerians,   Sunday   morning   worship   was
arguably   the   most   representative   and   effective   vehicle   for   recruiting
them. In order to establish at least some respondent patterns, yet limit
the quantity of collected data, I decided that on the first field visit a total
of   8   contact   sessions   each   would   take   place   within   both   core   cohort
populations (i.e. Berom and Tarok). These would be carried out at two
church locations per ethnicity, with both age groups (youth and senior)
surveyed   each   with   a   focus   group   and   an   interview.   The   number   of
contact sessions was limited to 4 for the peripheral cohort populations
























































Diagram illustrating the comparative relationships between the various cohort data sets
Generational 
Comparison
The   church   location   was   not   selected   opportunistically,   but   with   the








In   rural   areas,   the   matter   was   simpler.   Although   the   largest
denomination was again chosen due to   it  spiritual  representation,   the







ethnicity  and age groups   to  meet  at   the back  of   the  church after   the
service. Focus group members and interviewees were selected randomly
from   those   responding   to   the   announcement.   Age   group   and   ethnic
coherence would be verified on the basis of self­declaration.
The   research  assistants,   chosen  as   gatekeepers   to   their   communities,
helped   establish   contact   with   the   selected   churches   in   advance   of












as   this   provides   greater   potential   for   topical   exploration   than   do
structured interactions. The process of dialogue is a joint construction of a
perspective  of  reality between two or more parties.329  What emerges  is







their   experiences   without   straying   too   far   from   the   research   topic.
Broadly, these questions were grouped thematically as “World­view” (W),
“Identity”   (I)   and   “Ethics”   (E),   which   are   the   three   areas   of   concern
identified under Subchapter A.1.6. A table providing a full overview of the
questions   is   available   under   Appendix G.5.1.   Over   the   course   of   the
contact   session,   the   moderator   or   interviewer   moves   broadly   from   W
through I to E questions, although with the freedom of exploring relevant
fields and testing statements with additional questions as required. The













actual   recording  period  had   to  be  properly  and consistently  managed.
Much of this could not be methodologically preconceived and therefore
represented   a   pragmatic   adaptation   to   the   circumstances.   For   this
reason,   the   following   paragraphs   interlace   the   applied   methodological
principles with actual experience in the field.
Setting. Ideally, a venue for contact sessions should be both inviting and




about   half   the   locations   this   led   to   recordings   taking   place   outdoors.
Sudden rains were a concern, which could drum down on corrugated roofs







Group   dynamics.  As   mentioned   above,   trust   and   anonymity   were
identified   as   key   to   attaining   openness   during   the   contact   sessions.
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Research   assistants   were   drilled   on   the   importance   of   making
participants feel welcome. On arrival, refreshments were offered. Before
starting,   participants   were   given   sufficient   information   about   the
research   team   and   the   project,   as   well   as   the   opportunity   to   ask
questions. As discussed above, a guiding principle was to let participants






practical   training.   I   directly   conducted   the   slower­paced   interviews
myself   with   support   of  in   situ  translation   by   one   of   the   research
assistants. Experience quickly showed that focus groups were best when
sitting in a close circle around the microphone, since even in the best of
situations,   background   noise   could   easily   impede   the   transcription
process.   Additionally,   reasonable   effort   was   made   to   set   people   with
similar voices apart in order to make utterances reliably attributable to
the individual participants at any time. Within each cohort, participants











2. All   field   research  assistants  undergo   specific   initiation   in   focus
group moderation, interview assistance and transcription and can





















































heterogeneous   the   cohort,   the   more   diversified   one   might   expect   the
range of responses to be. Nevertheless, one might also expect a shared
experience which may be limited to members of a single cohort group, or
indeed   be   reflected   across   boundaries   bounded   by   the   various   cohort
dimensions, to be reflected in a common structure of “cued­responses”.




















Not unexpectedly,  many  respondents  appeared  to  be  able   to  maintain
self­contradictory positions. Initially, a certain problem or situation might









they   may   hold   a   consistent   concept   of   outcome   (i.e.   desired   state   of










any   coherent   plan   of   action   to   address   underlying   social   ills   and
developmental problems.
B.5.1.3  The question of power
In   any   society,   the   description   of   identities   and   inter­/intracommunal
relationships is closely dependent on an accurate understanding of power
relationships.   In   order   to   understand   those   better,   I   enlisted   some
techniques   drawn   from   critical   discourse   analysis   (CDA).   A   central
element of CDA is to identify with which voice people are speaking, be




level).   It   is   particularly   here   where   interview   and   focus   group
comparisons within a single cohort  group may shed more light on the





The  collected  data  were   categorised   into   three  basic  groups:   (1)   focus




the   research   and   for   corroboration.   Occasionally,   I   have   made   direct














Transcript fiche Initial   summary   and   mapping   of   various   contact
sessions





Thematic   and   discursive
coding
Analysis of topical content
Thematic   triage   and
evaluation







structures   are   described   in   the   following   two   subchapters.   The   same
structure   of   analysis   is   maintained   for   both   cohort   population   sets,




















issues,   discussion   of   power   relationships,   and   presentation   of   key
utterances;










and   the   way   themes   are   taken   up,   repeated,   rejected   or   ignored   by
















study of  micro­level  voices   can be  equally   interesting,  as   there   is   the
possibility of marginalised group members being more willing to express
independent   yet   controversial   opinions.   In   this   respect   it   is   often
revealing to compare the way an individual expresses his or her opinion
in an interview setting compared to a focus group setting.









cue   question,   which   sections   are   clearly   not,   and   which   sections   are
inconclusive. The hypothesis behind this analysis is that themes which







categorised   according   to   recurring   themes   which   themselves   were
grouped   into  meta­themes.  This   represented   the  bases   for  a   thematic
coding   of   the   text.   As   the   various   contact   session   discourses   were
evaluated,   a   coherent   and   comprehensive   system   of   codes   was
constructed,   which   was   valid   for   all   cohorts.   The   thematic   code   is





the   thematic  passage  was  prompted  by   the  moderator  or   interviewer,
conditioned,   or   was   uttered   spontaneously.   Accordingly,   a   thematic­
discursive code could look like this: “M12­Pu”, or “G08­Sm”.
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The   software   tool   Nvivo   was   used   to   facilitate   the   identification   of
thematic patterns which should enable a substantiation of world­views,
identities   and   moral   approaches.   This   necessitated   the   analysis   of   a
complex suspension of ideas and concepts. This stage of the work was





In   the   course  of   evaluation,   groups   of  keywords   emerged  which  were
thought to be indicative of the salience of particular themes buried in the




















either as  spontaneous  (the use of  the keyword without any  immediate




less   than   five   words).   Spontaneous   occurrences   were   counted   in   full,
conditioned ones weighted at ½,  and prompted ones at ¼.   In total,  21
keywords were investigated across the entire body of text generated by




compiled   for   each   cohort  population  by   conflating   the  various   contact
session actor maps and the analysis resulting from the thematic triage
and evaluation  process.  The  power  of   the  actor  maps  was   to  visually
describe   the   principal   relationships   within   each   cohort's   word­views.




























often  assume that   the   language  and patterns  of  Cartesian   thought   is
universal. In fact, apparent contradictions can be held in suspense, and
the   pragmatics   of   communication   constructed   very   differently.   If   not
taken into account, severe hermeneutical difficulties can arise, and even
widely   recognised   methods,   such   as   GT,   can   quickly   lead   to   very




of   the   differences   so   they   can   be   analytically   accounted   for   during
evaluation.
B.6.2  Central world­view tenants




securing   of   human   well­being   is   the   end   of   all   moral   endeavour.   As
discussed in Subchapter A.4.3.2, traditional ontologies portrait  the life­
affirming   community   as   locked   in   an   incessant   moral   and   spiritual
struggle to preserve a cosmic balance within an unseen world which has
an immediacy that has often baffled Western observers. In many cases,
the   precarious   balance   can   already   be   upset   by   careless   or   callous




brought   to   heel.   Individuals   of   unusual   spiritual   authority,   be   these





(1)   The   line   between   the  seen  and  unseen  worlds   becomes   blurred.
Andrew Walls talks of an African vision of an “open frontier” between the
“empirical and spiritual worlds”, which is “crossed and recrossed” many
times  a  day.333  Wiredu   heightens   this   finding   by   claiming   of   his   own
ethnicity, the Akan, that it holds a thoroughly empirical orientation of the




(2)   Causality   is   seen   in   terms   of   a   densely   populated   spiritual   and
material   world.   Events   of   far­reaching   consequence,   such   as   disease,
death,   and   in   some   cases   unusual   serendipity,   are   attributed   to   the
relationships of power amongst  the denizens of this cosmos.  Following
from this, as touched on in Chapter A.1, the questions of who? and why?
have   precedence   over   the   question   of  how  events   come   to   pass.
Psychologically,   in   the   tight­knit   tapestries  of  human relationships   in
which most Africans live, these questions come easily and logically, as
each diurnally seeks to negotiate the vagaries of community life. To ask
























amenable   way.   Consequentially,   the   pragmatics   of   the   speaker   will


















a   universalist   semantic   approach   to   written   texts,   if   they   are   to   be
understood   in   the   absence   of   the   possibility   of   query   and   without
circumscriptions becoming too long.
The   Ghanian   philosopher   Kwame   A.   Appiah   argues   further   that   an
adversarial style of conversation never developed in African societies. In
his   view   they   are   accommodating   to   the   point   that   this   approach   to
conversation   “is   part   of   the   same   range   of   attitudes   that   leads   to
theoretical accommodations”.338 This contentious statement is borne out by
my experience   in  Northern  Nigeria,  where  open  disagreement   seldom
prevails in conversation. Instead, a verbal agreement is reached which





























Anecdotally   at   least,   Hausa   itself   appears   to   be   geared   towards



















That   is   just   the   first   problem.   As   news   of   the   event   spreads,   oral
transmission behaves not unlike the game of Chinese whispers, in which






serious   clashes.   Ellis   and   Ter   Haar,   exploring   the   question   of   why
rumours spread so briskly in African cities, note that Africans are less




Many Africans seem almost  on principle to  prefer  news that arrives  via
conversation with friends and acquaintances, and consider it more reliable

















maintaining the ontological  balance in the  local  cosmos of   the  village.
Ellis & Ten Haar employ the term radio trottoir, a colloquial expression
coined in Kinshasa and Brazzaville to describe the oral spread of news
and   rumour   throughout   an   African   urban   area,   equivalent   to   the
“grapevine” or the “bush drum”. “Listening” to radio trottoir shows what
Africans   like   to   talk   about344.   It   reflects   the   prevailing   mood   of   their
society and can tell us a good deal about the mentality of the group in





they are expected,  against  the backdrop of  their  world­view,  to  cobble
together a consistent, although not necessarily factual, account of events.
However,   in   my   own   cultural   experience   of   Northern   Nigeria,   an
encounter with very different and conflicting narrations of the same event
will   not   necessarily   lead   an   individual   to   address   the   contractions;
instead, they are held in suspense. It is as if a Rashomon Effect were











culture,  which  deny   the   thinker   a   repository   of  knowledge,   gradually










proposition,   the   proposition   itself   might   become   true:   “what   the






being   so,   but   one   can   reason   to   one's   heart's   content   in   Akan   without
recourse   to  any  word  or  phrase   separately  standing   for   fact   (that   is,   in




primacy of  moral  truth in the Akan language over  cognitive  truth.348  In
Hausa,   one   might   detect   a   similar   emphasis   on   the   basis   of   word









truth   is   accentuated.  Consequentially,   if   truth   is   indeed  defined   in  a
moral sense rather than as a rendering of a cognitive experience, then
events will be filtered through the gauze of an ethical framework, which
may   produce   a   radically   different   evaluation   than   would   the   model



















































about   the   world   challenged   by   Christianity   and   Islam.   From   a
hermeneutical perspective this confronts us with a hen­and­egg situation


















circumspect   in   the   way   we   explore   their   world   and   cautious   in   the














of   lives.   Election   violence   impacted   areas   which   had   hitherto   been
relatively   peaceful.   Notably,   this   entailed   intercommunal   violence   in
parts of Adamawa leading to the burning of the market in Michika. A




Christian­dominated   area   of   Gada   Biu   provoked   clashes   between
Muslims   and   Christians   in   which   more   than   20   died.   Military
intervention prevented a spillover into other parts of Jos's wider urban






a reasonable  degree  of   calm had returned   to   the route  did   I   risk  the
journey   to   Adamawa.   No   immediate   problems   were   encountered   in














Haram   had   declared   that   it   intended   to   purge   northern   Nigeria   of
Christians and had announced attacks on unspecified targets with “2000
Jihad   fighters”354.   Hence,   by   the   time   I   arrived   in   mid­June,   the
atmosphere  had  become  highly   charged.  Many  people   feared  going   to
church. Practically all churches were carrying out thorough body checks
of   churchgoers,   and   car­owners   were   parking   their   cars   immediately



































and   morphology   of   the   text.   Unfortunately,   as   the   transcripts   in   the
original languages had been carried out by hand and were thus available
only in handwriting, much of the text could not be reliably digitalised by
someone   not   proficient   in   the   language   in   question.   Accordingly,   the
transcripts had to be returned to Nigeria for the necessary verification









reliable  in terms of  their topical  content,  some discourse metrics were
disturbed because repetitions in some passages had been collapsed into




Three   Berom   researcher   assistants   were   recruited   through   the




interviewing   and   focus   group   moderation.   Training   focussed   on
moderation   and   the   subsequent   transcription   techniques   while   using
digital recording and play­back equipment.





ethnicities.   Focus   group   and   interview   candidates   were   thus   picked
randomly   from   a   pool   of   Berom   volunteers   who   responded   to   an
announcement  during the service,  prior agreement being reached with
the head pastors.  Both churches  held indiviual  services  in Hausa and
English, allowing me to recruit members from the Hausa service in Be1






























Langtang   and   Wase,   a   zone   which   had   been   subject   to   considerable
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intercommunal   violence   in   2004.   The   churches,   Ta1   and   Ta2,   were
selected for contact sessions on 3rd and 4th September. The pastor of Ta1,













some   having   been   immediately   involved   in   clashes   and   killings.   All
contact sessions were carried out in complete anonymity with no personal




had   the   recording   equipment  not   been   in   simultaneous  use   for   other
language groups. Originally, two members of the Tarok Bible translation
team had been recruited to carry out the translation,  however,   in the
event   one  was  hindered  by  professional   activity,  while   the   other  was






I   travelled   to   the   eastern   state   of   Adamawa   on   7th  September   after
making   various   enquiries   on   the   security   situation.   Throughout   the
following two weeks I operated from the Kulp Bible College in Kwarhi
near Mararaba, around 20 km west of Mubi.





time   limitations,   the   quantity   of   data,   the   availability   of
recording/transciption equipment (as some of it had been left in Bukuru),
and the scarcity of electrical power for running my laptop, research was
reduced   to   a   single  EYN  urban   church   (Ka)   in   the   town  of  Michika.
Contact   session   participants   were   chosen   randomly   from   a   pool   of






due   to  ongoing  Sunday  activities  would  have  made   subsequent  audio











Fali­Kirya.  The   two   Fali   research   assistants   were   introduced   to   the






Kirya   dictionary,   and   with   this   qualification   was   probably   the   most
adequate member of his ethnicity to assist this kind of research. Here too,
only one EYN church (Fa) was contacted, this time in a rural location,
with   visits   made   on   Thursday,   15th  September   and   Sunday,   18th
September.  Due to heavy rains,   the  location could  be reached only by
motorbike.  An additional  attempt   to   reach   the  village   failed  due   to  a
mechanical   breakdown.   Participants   in   these   cases   were   recruited
through the pastor by the “drum­up method”. No arrangements could be
made  in  advance  due  to  a   lack  of  mobile  phone  coverage.  All   contact




















The   entire   field   visit   was   dominated   by   the   process   of   improving




quality   checks,   and   to   reprocess   all   passages   which   were   either   of
extreme   importance   or   where   transcriptions   and   translations   were
suspected of being of doubtful quality. In addition, I used the research
assistants'   presence   to   revisit   many   of   the   pragmatic   meanings   of
respondents'  utterances, where I was aware that the cultural meaning
had eluded me. The Kamwe work was thoroughly reviewed, and to this
end   a   new   research   assistant   was   recruited,   who   re­translated   large
sections of the interviews and focus group sessions. This greatly improved



















held   with   Hausa   Muslims   of   Jos   North.   Finding   the   gatekeepers   to
mosques was particularly tricky and potentially risky at a time when the
public   security  risk  and community  emotions  were   running  unusually
high. Finally, I was able to recruit a group of four Muslim students from
the   Department   of   Religious   Studies   at   the   University   of   Jos,   which
























focus group sessions  were  frequently   interrupted,  and that due to   the
imams'   involvement,   the   age   groups   in   mosques   Ha3   and   Ha4   were
mixed.  One  research  assistant  mentioned  his  apprehension   in  dealing
with the topic of Boko Haram, explaining that one had to be careful about
informers attached to   the group,  who  lurk  in mosques and who could
initiate persecution of critics. Perceived or real, such fears do have an









time   period   on   these   terms.   For   this   reason,   the   work   was   given   to
previous   research   assistants,   who   were   not   fully   versed   with   the
particular Hausa spoken by their Muslim compatriots, but whose work
was of good standard and trustworthy. The Christian research assistants
were not given any details  on the locations of  the mosques,  and their























seniors   (cohort   4   &   5)   and   Tarok   youth   (Cohorts   6   &   7),   because
geographical/ethnic distinctions proved to be the most dominant, followed
by age group.  The setting differences   (church,  and  interview vs.   focus
group) were insignificant enough to be merged into one representation of
data.
The   presented   data   represents   a   topical   and   thematically   relevant
distillation  of   the   transcribed   contact  sessions.  The  various  references
have been ordered in such a way as to illustrate the emergence of themes
which  then become the building blocks  of   the  theory­building process.
Within  each of   the   four  data  groups,   I  discuss   first  general  discourse
features   of   the   contract   sessions   before   turning   to   thematic
representation of the data itself. 
The discourse features represent the interview settings, the participants
in   each  data  group  and  a   summary   of  how   they   interacted  with   one
another.  The actual  data presentation is split  thematically  into world­
view, identity and moral attitudes, and broadly represent the responses
to the cue questions in each of these categories. Within these, the data








reference   in   the   chapters   on   data   analysis.   Only   the   most   salient
references have been listed in this chapter, and the thinned­out number
sequencing  reveals   this.  For   the  sake of  brevity  and accessibility,   the
transcript   feature   notations   have   also   been   removed.   The   complete
collection of unabbreviated references can be found  in Appendix G.7. As
transcript summaries, the table in Appendix G.5 offers a summary of the
meta­parameters.   In   total,   more   than   13   hours   of   conversation   and





his   or   her   gender,   and   setting   [J   interview   or   F   focus   group]   in










































Berom volunteers  responding   to  an announcement  during   the  service.
However,  respondents  requested  to  have  the contact  sessions  deferred
until   Tuesday   lunchtime,   which   was   a   public   holiday   (Eid   Al­Fitr).
Notable developments influencing the dialogues were the death of a group
of COCIN pastors in a road accident only days earlier (announced during




Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­1 male BeU1S­F Dominant focus group member, profession unknown,
accepted member of his society, often speaks first.
B­1 female BeU1S­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   head   teacher,
accepted member of group, sometimes speaks first.
C­1 male BeU1S­F Accepted member of focus group, profession unknown,
accepted   member   of   his   society,   often   speaks   as
second, but sometimes first.
D­1 female BeU1S­F Elderly   lady,   social   role   not   established,   identity
unknown,   speaks   very   little,   dominated   in   group
discussion, but accepted member of her society.
E­1 male BeU1S­J Retired   sergeant   in   Nigerian   army,   experience   of
peace­keeping   missions   abroad,   concerned   about
development   of   Muslim   occupation   of   Berom   land,
long   for   peace   and   sees   Beroms   as   peace   lovers.
Dominates the discussion.
F­1 male BeU1S­J Retired school   teacher  and respected senior citizen.
Co­constructs a similar view of the world as his fellow
interviewee,  but  speaks  less.  Sees  Berom resilience
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grounded in their Christianity.
A­2 male BeU2S­F Dominant   focus   group   member,   mostly   speak   first,
although not at length.
B­2 male BeU2S­F Accepted, but relatively quiet group member. Speaks
more towards the end.
C­2 male BeU2S­F Dominant   focus   group   member,   speak   mostly   first,
although not at length.
D­2 male BeU2S­F Accepted  group member,  but  who  speaks   relatively
infrequently.









many were  proficient   in  English.  Outside   the   contact   session,   several
members of both cohorts expressed their appreciation for this effort.
I did however gain the impression that during the focus groups, members




This   is  perhaps  to  be  expected within a church,  where  Godliness   is  a






























































































































C­1(m,F):   “I  see  it  was wrong for us to mingle with them, because we have become































































































































A­1(m,F):   “No  one   who   is   a   true   believer   will   go   and   burn  down   someone's   house,
because   not   all   the   people  are   Christians,   there   are   those   who   practice   traditional













that  are affected,  you see   them flee,  mostly,  you  find Muslims quickly rush  for   the




















































































due   to   a   road   accident   and   especially   by   the   riots   in   Gada   Biu   the
previous day and this had affected some of the respondents, the second














voice,   so   many   of   his   personal   convictions   remain






B­3 male BeU2Y­F1 A student at the University of Jos, about 25, whose
father   died   some   years   back   when   his   family   still
lived   in   Maiduguri.   He   reports   a   very   close
relationship   to   his   mother.   He   is   outspoken   and










D­3 female BeU2Y­F1 A   quiet   respondent   who   does   not   volunteer   many
independent   opinions.   She   talks   about   her   mother
telling her  and her siblings to  pray before  going to
battle.  She is  unable to attend the second round of
contact sessions due to National Youth Service.
E­3 female BeU2Y­F2 College student,  25 years, for the most part a vocal
and   dominant   focus   group   member,   although   more
timid in interviews. She expresses clear opinions and
can   put   her   male   counterparts   on   the   spot.   She
describes her origins as an average home where “we










F­3 male BeU2Y­F2 Timid group member, somewhat on the periphery and
at a  grave  colloquial  disadvantage  due  to  a  stutter
(which   sometimes   provokes   sniggers).   He   has
difficulty   expressing   what   he   means,   but   is
empathetic in the way he encounters others, and in
terms of his attitudes to violence, definitely the “dove”













age   group   as   the   respondents   led   the   focus   groups.   Happily,   he   was
unusually able in his ability to interact critically with the respondents
and   test   the   content   of   their   utterances,   and   they   on   their   part   felt




although   the   focus   group   sessions   were   started   in   Berom,   it   rapidly
became   clear   that   most  members  were  more   comfortable   speaking   in
English.   One   member   openly   admitted   to   not   understanding   Berom.
Accordingly,   also   the   interviews   were   held   in   English.   The   cohort
collectively  and autonomously   insisted on  leaving  their  contact  details
with me in hope of a future contact session. This opened the way for a
new round the following year, of course once prior confirmation having



















































































































































































































E­3b(f,F):   “And they­  and  they are   fighting   for   the­   for   the world.  They want   to  be


















about   life.   [...]   But   I   have   friends   from   other   denominations   like   COCIN,   ECWA,
Catholic, Anglican, Baptist and the rest.” [E08­Su][E15­Su][M09­Su]
Meanwhile,  B­3 is more open, but also more utilitarian in the way he







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Setting   and   venue:  The   contact   sessions   took   place   in   two   rural
churches,   TaR1   and   Ta2,   about   5   km   apart   along   the   road   between
Langtang and Wase in southern Plateau State. Being in the heart of rural
Tarokland, the two congregations were almost homogeneously Tarok. At












Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­4 female TaR1S­F Despite being the only female in the group, she holds
her   own   against   the   men,   often   being   the   first   to
respond.   However,   none   of   her   opinions   stand   out
against the rest.
B­4 male TaR1S­J Self­identifies as a first­generation Christian, who is
nevertheless   a   proud   Tarok   and   attributes
considerable power to traditional religion.
C­4 male TaR1S­F Blends into the group with his opinions and what he
says about himself to the point of loosing all profile.
Seldom   to   speak   first   after   a   question,   he   aligns
himself fully with the group.
D­4 male TaR1S­F Describes himself as an Angas man, who nevertheless










D­5 female TaR2S­J Senior   school   teacher   who   prefers   to   speak   Tarok
during her interview, but understands all utterances
in English.





























B­4(m,J):   “The   greatest   thing   is   that   we   Tarok   people   that   are   here   as   slaves   to
Muslims.” [C13­SM][E04­SM]









































Throughout   the   contact   sessions   the   perceived  threats  voiced   during
































































In   terms   of   the   image   of  “the  Other”   in   general.  While   the   terms



































































































D­5(f,J):  “There's something a Nassara does say, heredity,  then to some people,  they
inherited the attitudes of their heroes through genetical influence, and that is based in





























































































































































Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­6 female TaR1Y­F In   training   as   a   teacher.   Makes   considerable
contributions to the dialogue throughout.
B­6 male TaR1Y­F Speaks very seldom and did not reveal much about
himself. He is definitely a dominated group member.
C­6 female TaR1Y­J Tailor by profession,  but with the  hope of  studying
English   someday.   A   very   quiet   respondent,   and   in
some senses very difficult to coax information out of;
however,  on closer   inspection  very revealing  in  the
stories she tells and how they reveal a quiet optimism
in a relationship with a living God.
D­6 male TaR1Y­F Self­identifies as someone with intentions to train as
a teacher. Along with E­6, he is one of two dominant
group members.
E­6 male TaR1Y­F Expresses   hopes   of   studying,   but   prepared   to   do
handiwork or farming to make ends meet. Along with
D­6, he is one of two dominant group members.
A­7 male TaR2Y­F A   quiet   member   who   does   not   reveal   much   about
himself, making his statement “I press myself not to
be self­centred” credible.
B­7 female TaR2Y­F Very little is known about her. Forgiveness appears
to   be   an   important   leitmotif   in   what   she   speaks
about.
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C­7 female TaR2Y­F Dominated   some   parts   of   the   discussion,   but   not
throughout. Little is known about her background.
D­7 male TaR2Y­F Little   is   known   about   his   origins.   He   is   dominant
during   the   first   half   of   the   session,   although   his
participation tapers off towards the end.
E­7 male TaR2Y­J Teacher and part­time mature student with political




Interaction   with   moderator/interviewer:  The   youth   were   clearly
closer to their elders in attitudes and world­view than their Berom peers.
Their interaction with the research team was similar. M­4 took the first
focus   group   while   M­5   translated   the   interview   which   took   place
simultaneously,   before   swapping   their   roles   the   following   day.   The
interviews were both challenging and revealing.  While C­6 was rather






D­6(m.F):   “In   my   life   then   I   like   schooling.   I   discover   schooling   to   read,   to   gain
employment so as to help my relations.” [E09­Su]
Ref­#495
























On the causes and nature  of  illnesses and accidents  (“sickness and

































































The  validity  and  power   of   other   religious   systems  are  also  discussed,



















which suggests   that  C­6 sees  the meaning of   “Tarok”  as entirely  self­
explanatory. However, after more prompting:
Ref­#549














































































































































































D­6(m,F):   “For   example,   as   you   are   schooling,   you   will   look   for   assistance   from
somebody, and the person does, and later on, one of his relations, or his child come to
you for assistance and then you know humanly, if you do not think carefully then you








































crisis.   […]  And to  bring   so  people   to  do  something  on conflict   resolution or   conflict
management, the teaching will be conducted in churches.” [C12­Su]
Ref­#621










are opportuned to have something in as a good Christians.  For the members of   the





































previous   chapter.   The   complete   reference   collection,   can   be   found   in
Appendix G.7, starting at Reference Ref­#629. As a transcript summary,








his   or   her   gender,   and   setting   [J   interview   or   F   focus   group]   in
parentheses. Since youths and seniors have been pooled in the same lots,
a  third  parameter  marks   their  age  group.  The  tail   coding  follows   the
description provided  in Subchapter B.5.3.4  and  indicates  thematic  and
discursive features (thematic code followed by voice and prompt flavours).








services   for   Kamwe   volunteers,   who   formed   the   majority   of   the
congregation, to meet outside in two age groups. Youths were recruited
page 234









Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­8 male KaUS­F Dominant focus group member,  often first to speak,
respected senior member of the church.
B­8 female KaUS­F Accepted  member  of   focus  group,  most  vocal  of   the
female participants, and over periods quite dominant.
C­8 female KaUS­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   her   participation
tapers off towards the end of the session.
D­8 male KaUS­F Accepted member of focus group, little is know about
his background.
E­8 male KaUS­J Older,   respected   member   of   the   community,   first
generation convert.
F­8 female KaUS­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   background
unknown.
A­9 female KaUS­F Dominant focus group member, little is known about
her.
B­9 male KaUS­J Lively   participation   in   interview,   student   living
outside Michika.
C­9 male KaUS­F Accepted, but quiet focus group member.
D­9 male KaUS­F Dominant focus group member.
E­9 female KaUS­F Dominated and rather quiet focus group member.
F­9 female KaUS­J Lively participation in interview.
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Interaction with moderator/interviewer:  My knowledge of the area
and   legacy   as   a   missionary   to   the   church   was   instrumental   in
establishing a strong trust basis with participants. All contact sessions
were held in Kamwe, of course with the inevitable interjections in Hausa
or  even  English.  The  seniors'   focus  group  was  moderated  by  M6,   the
youth by M8, while the interviews, held simultaneously, were translated
in  situ  by M7 and M6.  While  the older  generation spoke at  ease and
produced  some very  unguarded  and  frank exchanges  during  the  focus
group,   the  younger   respondents  were  more   cautious,  but  nevertheless




























































C­9(m,F):   „Michika   local   government   at   large,   we   have   three   major   religions:
Christianity,   Islam   and   Traditional;   of   which   Christianity   in   the   majority.   [...]
Christianity is 72 %, then Muslim 18 %, then others, is it 4­4 %.“ [D55­CM]
Understanding of “The Other”

































































































































































The   soteriological   importance   of   maintaining   purity   of   heart   and






















can build one's spirituality.  Without peace,  one's  spirit  cannot grow. [...]  If   the devil




















































































































































































outside   the   church   on   15th  (contact   sessions   with   youth)   and   18th
September   2011   (contact   sessions   with   seniors).   As   with   the   Tarok,




bush paths  to  reach the community),  patchy communications over  the
mobile phone network, and the availability of respondents at the time, it
became  evident   that   the   costs   of   repeating   the   exercise   in  pursuit   of
gaining   a   slightly   larger   selection   of   prospective   respondents   far




Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­11 male FaRY­F Accepted focus group member, married.
B­11 male FaRY­F Dominant member of focus group, farmer.
C­11 female FaRY­F Accepted member of focus group.
D­11 female FaRY­F Dominated and very quiet member of focus group.
E­11 male FaRY­J Currently   in  training as a  school   teacher  with the
ambition to go for further education later.
F­11 female FaRY­J Accepted, on­going health worker with plans to train
later as a nurse.
C­12 female BeU2S­F Elderly widow, marginal figure in the community.
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doctor who will make you to appear in a pot and he will  also kill  you there.“   [T54­
CM/T56­CM]
Ref­#818



















































































Discussions  often circle  around  invoking  action by  the security   forces,
moderated defence and self­defence:
Ref­#844




























and  also   in   order   to  make   it   easier   for   the   team to  build   trust  with
potential respondents without my presence. Differing from the churches,
the mosque  leaderships   (HaU3/HaU4)  took more control  over  how the
focus   groups   were   composed,   overriding   the   research   assistants'
preference for segregation of age groups and even the clear separation of
focus group and interview settings. The imams insisted also on selecting
the  participants   of   the   contact   session   in   these   two   cases,  which  has
considerable implications for the interpretation of the utterances, and it




Name Gender Session Characteristics
A­12 male HaU1S­F Accepted member of focus group, an Islamic teacher
and member of the group Jama'atu Izala.
B­12 male HaU1S­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   also   a   Jama'atu
Izala member and Islamic teacher.
C­12 male HaU1S­F Accepted  member of   focus  group,  a  resident  of  Jos
and a student of the group Jama'atu Izala.
D­12 male HaU1S­F Accepted member of  focus group, a resident of Jos,
and a student of Jama'atu Izala.
A­13 male HaU1Y­F Accepted member of focus group, from Bauchi State,
from where he recently grew up, and now in Jos for
reasons of study.
B­13 male HaU1Y­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   from   Adamawa
State, in a border area with Cameroon, studying in
religious fields in Jos.
C­13 male HaU1Y­F Accepted member of focus group, from Kaduna State,
and now in Jos to study “Higher Islam”.
D­13 male HaU1Y­F Accepted member of focus group, a local from Plateau
State, also studying “Higher Islam”
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E­13 male HaU1S­J A   young   man,   born   and   raised   in   Jos,   a   place   in
which he feels very much at home, and interested in
developing   his   business   in   order   to   establish   a
family.
A­14 male HaU2Y­F Accepted member of focus group, a young resident of
Jos, who sees education as the root to development
and  life   improvement,  not   only  personally,  but   for
the community.
B­14 male HaU2Y­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group,   profession
unknown,   young   man   who   attributes   much
importance to education, valuing it above all else in
life.
C­14 male HaU2Y­F Accepted member of focus group, a young resident of
Jos, currently at higher secondary school.
D­14 male HaU2Y­F Accepted   member   of   focus   group.   a   student   who
studies in Kaduna.










































Interaction   with   moderator/interviewer:  The   first   two   mosques
(HaU1/HaU2)   were   visited   by   M­11   and   M­12   and   the   second   two
(HaU3/HaU4)   by   M­13   and   M­14.   There   were   no   notable   differences
between   the   narratives   coming   from   the   Sunni­Salafi   and   the   Sufi
mosques, which is why they have not been distinguished in the following
presentation  of   the  evidence.  All  discussions  were  very   tempered  and
polite to the point of appearing controlled and self­censored. In both topic
and   content,   practically   all   utterances   appeared   to   follow   community
meta­narratives with little controversy within focus groups. Notably, the

























































because   in   this   town   God   Almighty   blesses   the   Muslims   since   the   time   of   their




























































































































































C­12(m,F):  „Leading the people.  Whatever you will  give,  give them peace,   it   is more

























































































Christians,   and   made   Jos   the   headquarters   for   a   Christian   country.   […]   We   have
















































































































































D­13(m,F):   „The   Muslims   themselves   should   make   sure   they   create   a   cordial


























































differences   are   most   notable   in   people's   appeal   to   social   norms   and
standards. In the focus groups, people make frequent reference to God
and  Jesus,   as   if   to  underline   their  piety   in   conformance   to   a   “group
think”357. However, the references to God and expressions of piety tend to
become   less   common   in   the   course   of   contact   sessions.   A   possible
explanation is an obvious need to demonstrate ones Christian credentials
within   the   group   before   engaging   more   freely   with   the   material   of
discussion. Meanwhile,   interview respondents make considerably fewer















many   life   situations,   He   is   evidently   also   the   most   crucial   agent   in
overcoming violence358. Conjunctively, prayer is seen largely as the vehicle
to salvation359, and several respondents voice the opinion that the church's
contribution   to   peace   is   to   fast   and   pray360.   This   spiritually   pregnant
understanding   of   how   the   conflict   is   governed   is   an   indication   that




only   disease,   accident   and   death   are   largely   attributed   to   rational
causes362, but also the origins of conflict, which are grounded in a Muslim
agenda of   land­grabbing and political  dominance already supported  in
colonial   times363.  The   fixation   on  God  may   simply  be  an  admission   of
helplessness,   and   frequent   eschatological   innuendo364  may   indicate   a












Identity.  The   emerging   feature   of   identity   is   that   of   ethnicity,   i.e.
Berom365, with its inherent attributes of God­willed land ownership and
indigeneship366,   although   in   many   instances   it   is   conflated   with
Christianity367, or contextually treated even as one and the same368. In the
respondents'   understanding   of   the   Plateau   context,   Beromness   is   the
expression of pure Christianity. At least one allusion was made to the
Christian characteristics  of   the Berom back  in pagan times369.  For   the











conflict,   and   could   be   prescriptive   for   moral   behaviour.   Indeed,   one
respondent   does   cite   Israel   as   an   example   for   action374.   In   this,   the
respondents' religious expression gains a henotheistic dimension, which
may be a continuation of an older religious tradition, according to which



















Meanwhile,   it   is  noteworthy   that   “Berom”   tends   to  be   is  used   in   the
context   of   Muslim   power   and   land  grabbing,   while   in   descriptions   of
direct violence, it is almost always “Christian”.
Morality.  Happily,   the  picture   is  more  nuanced   than  that.  A widely­
shared Berom self­perception is one of accommodation and hospitality375,
and   there   appears   to   be   a   genuine   longing   for   peace376.   However,
respondents'  actual  understanding of  peace remains vague.  Condensed
and reified, it might amount to a longing for how things were in the past
or   an   expression   of   nostalgia   for   a   time   when   conflict   appeared   less























Israelites as role model
Disassociation with violence




























God's vengeance will come upon the Muslims

















































































































Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram with actor map of world-view according to Berom Seniors in August 2011
There are strong indications of frustration and resignation, and the past
is   idealised384.  One  woman,  E­2,  expresses a  flicker  of  self­doubt   in an
interview when she wonders aloud whether God has forsaken them385. At
a  material   level,   respondents,  and   in   this   context  notably   the   former




exhibits   a   general   departure   from   any   pacifist   position,   as   far   as
accepting defence as morally legitimate. Two male respondents, A­1 and
A­2,   hint   independently   that   they   attempted   to   restrain   their   youth
during   crises389.   When   specifically   confronted   with   Christian   youths
burning Muslim homes,   these  youths  are  described as “provoked”  and
“angry”390.  The apologetic stance is  then invariably compounded by the




particular   allegation,   be   that   by   means   of   tribal,   religious,   or   even
denominational   differentiation,   whatever   serves   the   purpose   of
maintaining innocence.
Solution.  The solution to the crisis  is  clearly  in God's hands. Human
















conjunction  with  other  actions   such  as   fasting398,   living   in  purity399,   or













one   setting   with   the   researcher,   as   well   as   part   of   a   focus   group
moderated by a  research assistant. This permits the comparison of the
same   respondent's   behaviour   in   both   settings.   Consistent   with   their
seniors'   behaviour,  the   respondents   gravitate   more   strongly   towards
expressions of piety during focus group sessions. F­3, in answering the
question as to what the most important thing in his life is, replies that it
is   education402,   but   modifies   his   previous   statement   when   his   peers











and   “friends”   during   her   interview404,   again   quotes   “life”   in   the   focus
group405, but like everyone else, falls into an outward expression of piety406.
Similarly,   the   other   double­respondent,   B­3,   admits   readily   in   the
interview to  having Muslim  friends407,  despite  being considerably more
critical of Muslims in his previous contact session408. In both youth focus
group sessions,   there are periods  when the members dynamically  and





even   dominates   extended   parts   of   the   conversation,   and   decisively
influences the morphology of the responses to the cue questions. Although
the  female  respondents  report  planning  traditional   female  occupations
and roles for their future, such as homemaker or help for the needy410, and
unlike   their   male   counterparts  were   not   directly   involved   in   violence
















themselves  in His   image415.  While the exact meaning of peace remains
obscure416, personal well­being is associated with the “goodness of God”,










seniors  use   it  without  prompt about   three   times  more   frequently   (see
Subchapter D.1.4,   Annex G.8).   This   supports   the   proposition   that
religious belonging transcends ethnicity as the salient identity grouping
for a younger generation. Even when cued, B­3 identifies himself first as


























ethnic   tongue428,   compounds   the   impression   that  Berom culture   is  not
being  renewed   in   the  usual  patterns  of  a  drawn­out  ethnic   conflict.   I
construe this as a further indication that ethnicity is a weaker identity
component   for   the   youth   than   it   is   for   an   older   generation.   It   is
noteworthy   that   while   being   located   in   what   would   be   recognised   as




are   referred   to   as   a   source   of   evil   or   violence   with   an   agenda   of
dominance429; yet no concerns are raised over ethnic divides. Apart from B­
3,   who   reports   considerable   interaction   with   Muslims,   and   has   a
reconciliatory view towards them430,  distrust maintains the upper hand
and is underscored by their projected unpredictability431 and an inability
to  tell  good  from bad432.  On one  occasion,  E­3   likens  Muslim attitudes
towards Christians to how someone would treat a chicken, feeding it one
day  and  killing   it   the  next,   for  no  obvious   reason   from the   chicken's
perspective433.  Even the accommodating  B­3 supports   the perception of
Muslims as agents of danger during most of his focus group and even










Muslims'   adherence   to   their   religion   and   the   ways   of   Mohammed435.
Frequent   reference   is   made   to   the   sword   logo   of   the   Islamist   Izala
organisation   as   proof   of   Muslims'   subliminal   attitudes436.   Ethnic
differences   do   not   appear   to   play   any   major   role   in   this   evaluation,
although E­3 accredits Yoruba Muslims – from western of Nigeria – as
being   more   liberal   than   the   Hausa437,   or   “typical   Muslims”,   who   are
regarded as being passionate about their faith438. When queried, E­3 finds
no barrier across the ethnic boundaries to Hausa, as  long as they are
Christian439.  She regards  the small  number of  Berom Muslims slightly
more charitably and affords them a minimal amount of trust based on
their   blood   ties440,   but   ultimately,   they   clearly   fall   into   the   Muslim
(enemy)   camp441.   Meanwhile,   B­3,   shocked   by   the   swelling   number   of
Berom   Muslims,   is   inconclusive   as   to   how   he   should   judge   them442.
However,  as  much  as   the  discourses  agree  on   the  urgency  of  Muslim
danger,   they  also   converge  on   the  view   that  Muslims  and  Christians
share a common ancestry in the Abrahamic tradition443,  a paradigm of
which   E­3   is   the   most   avid   proponent.   While   Muslims   are   seen   as
descendants of the repudiated Hagar, Christians are placed in the more
illustrious   tradition   of   Isaac.   The   salience   of   this   narrative   could   be
indicative of respondents' autochtonous ontology of ethnic identity being
displaced   or   at   least   conflated   with   a   new   one:   Christians   are   the
Israelites, Muslims the Arabs. Christians are descendants of a favoured
son,  Muslims   the  perfidious  and  corrupted  spawn  of   an  outcast.  One
possible interpretation is that a new meta­ethnic identity is being forged
















identity   which   has   eclipsed   traditional   ethnicity   as   a   mode   of   self­
understanding, but in its own terms has ascended to the point where it
forms something  like  a  meta­ethnicity,  particularly   in   the  case  of   the
Berom youth. Paradoxically, this may be the expression of autochthonous

























Israelites as role model
Disassociation with violence


























Vengeance is the Lord's
God loves everyone
God will smite the Muslims as Israel did the Midianites
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engaging with violence,  as   they perceive  Muslims as having no moral
framework which restrains  them from the use  of   force  as a means of
reaching   political,   economic   and   religious   dominance445.   As   with   their
seniors, they do at least pay lip service to the maxim that “vengeance is
the   Lord's”446,   but   its   consequences   obviously   do   not   resonate   with   a
majority   of   respondents,   of   which   three   (A­3,   F­3   and   G­3)   hint   at
participation in violence447  and several others in retaliatory action448. E­3
indicates   that   she   too  would  have   taken  part   as  well,  had   that  been
acceptable for her as a woman449, while B­3 reports contacting the security
forces to request their intervention to end violence450. Mostly, respondents
define  Christian  action  quasi­axiomatically   as  defence451,   although  B­3
does also have doubts about the spiritual implications of violence, and
wonders if they, the Christians, too would be forgiven by God452. All the
same,   other   respondents   have   evidently   made   their   own   attempts   to
overcome   the  moral   conundrum  on   their   own   theological   terms  while
maintaining   observance   of   biblical   authority.   Often,   they   gravitate
towards   OT   imagery,   such   as   God's   support   to   the   smiting   of   the
Midianites at the hand of Gideon453, which may be the model for assuming
























clemency   to   all.   Often,   respondents   appear   to   overcome,   or   rather,
circumvent   the   question   through   “lensing”:   God   may   be   classified   as









servant,  will   farm on the side   in order   to  complement  their  salary or














can  assume  that   it   is  mostly  meso­level   “group   speak”   rather   than  a





life,  all respondents note that it   is “Christianity”,  which as a religious
system   appears   to   be   more   relevant   than   God464.   Although   their
statements are conversationally linked to one another, it may reveal a







Accordingly,   it   is   vitally   important   to   fear   Him   and   maintain   a
harmonious relationship with Him through intercession and good moral













particular   Muslims   are   identified   as   the   agents   of   evil472  who   can  be






traditional   religion   with   its   cult   of   the   “Orim”   remains   a   powerful







of   the  pre­colonial  history  of  Fulani   conquest  of   the  region,  when  the
Sokoto Caliphate established rule through the Emir of Wase. Following
the arguments proposed by Danfulani in the case of Angwas, Tarok may
have  embraced  Christianity   in  an effort   to  align   themselves  with   the
powerful but benevolent God introduced by Western missionaries, who
represented an alternative to the Muslim Allah and an ally in throwing













self­understanding480,   to   the  point   that  they  are  willing  to  sponsor  the
schooling of non­family members481. It also dovetails with the statement of
B­4,   a   first­generation   convert,   that   Western   education   taught   by
missionaries was first seen as slavery and construed as liberating only
much   later482.   Tarok   self­identification   with   such   attributes   as
reconciliation   and   honesty483  is   thus   compounded   with   a   liberating
religious   system   requesting   such   similar   moral   standards.   When   E­4
































Fulfulde­speaking   semi­nomadic   ethnicity,   who   are   overwhelmingly
Muslim and who were  the retainers  of   traditional   Islamic  rule   in the
area, and the picture becomes more complex. “Fulani” is used mostly in
the   context   of   the   socio­economic   relationship   between   this   pastoral
Muslim and the sedentary Tarok farmer, which while not being cordial, is
nevertheless functional489. Meanwhile, “Muslim” is used in the context of
strife  and conflict,  even though reference  is  made to the same people.
Only twice is the term “Fulani” used in context of a conflict situation490, so
the   categorical   difference   does   appear   significant.   C­4   even   talks   of
collecting his cattle from Fulani before defending his community against
Muslims491.  Nevertheless,  while  B­4  maintains   that  not  all  Fulani  are
interested in violence492, he also claims that whoever hits his forehead on
the ground cannot avoid conflict for long493. Accordingly, respondents are
making   clear   categorical   distinctions   between   ethnic   and   religious













tradition   of   the   conflict   with   Muslims   from   these   origins494.   D­5   even
proposes that the violent conduct of the “tribe of Islam” is heredity due to
a “genetic influence”495. If this is representative of a meta­level discourse
within   the   respondents'   group,   it   might   give   traction   to   an   ethnic
















































































Triangular relationship education – liberation - Christianity
Clear functional difference between Fulani (ethnic) and 
Muslim (religion), but also referred to as “tribe of Islam”
House-burning ok in defence situations due to human fallibility 
and fallen state
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the   Muslims   would   not   come   again504,   while   A­4   provided   logistical










being   continually   pressurised509.   C­4   uses   the   Ishmael­Isaac/Israel






















biblical   moral   principles   of   reconciliation,   forgiveness   and   abstinence
from   violence,   and   trust   in   the   providence   and   support   of   God.
Nevertheless,   their   experience   of   violent   conflict   has   impressed   upon
them the need to develop reasons for having not followed these principles,
and ethical explanations as to why they also could not have been expected
to.  As with other cohort  groups,   the same respondents find the Isaac­










C­6   recounts   a   palpable   tale   of   her   conflict   experiences   and   E­7   is
thoroughly   open   about   his   chequered   past.   Throughout   all   contact
sessions,   there   is   broadly   less   recourse   to   piety   than  amongst   senior
Tarok.   This   is   a   phenomenon   already   observed   with   the   Berom.   It












And death.  For the most part,  “sickness”,  “stumbling”  and “hitting of
toe” (illness and accidents) have non­spiritual causes518. Keeping your car
in working order, eating the proper foods and so on are the usual ways to
avoid   them519.  Nevertheless,  A­7  does   also   claim   that   sickness   can  be

































some   festivities   and   rituals   correspond   to   ones   found   in  Christianity.
Independently,   they   note   that   both   traditions'   funeral   rituals   make
reference to the narrow and to the broad path529. It is not certain whether
these   commonalities   are   inherently   common   features   of   independent







C­6,   who   is   obviously   not   well   travelled,   sees   “Tarok”   as   fairly   self­
evident,   and   only   on   further   reflection   indicates   that   they   are   good
people, and any deviating view should be corrected530. C­7 and D7 depict















C­6  and B­7,  attribute  Fulanis'  perceived   love  of   conflict   to  a  religion
which rewards violence with the promise of eternal life534. Rather like the
senior D­5 from the same church, he also claims that this is behaviour
handed   down   from   their   ancestors,   thereby   revealing   a   quasi­tribal
perception of the Fulani535. D­7, B­7, and in separate discourses, C­6 and
E­6 repeat the sentiment that Muslims are driven to dominate536. B­7 adds


























conversion   to   Islam   is   essentially   a   cancellation   of   one's   community
membership: C­6 declares that converts are “nothing before me”544, while
E­7 identifies  the small  group of Tarok converts  as those who led the
Muslims to attack them, and thus are guilty of treason545.
Morality and defence. Responding to the question of being prepared to









they sought to snare their own share550.   In a protracted discourse,  E­7
recounts how he took part in premeditated retaliatory action on Muslims
during which “many”  of   them were killed551.  Particularly  the narrative
with E­7, who recalls satisfaction and even joy after returning home from
the attack,  makes  disturbing reading.  Nevertheless,   some respondents














restrains   the   urge   for   retaliation553.   Respondents   legitimise   Tarok­led
violence,  either because  it  was exercised in context  of defence554,  social
disciplining555,   or   because   the   Muslims'   deeds   were   so   heinous   and
overpowering to the minds of humans, that no other course of action was
bearable556.   It   is   of   course  possible   that   these   explanations  are  actual
ethical   statements   which   guided   the   decisions   of   the   respondents'
communities   in   the  urgency  of   the   circumstances;   it   is  however  more
likely that the reprisals were carried out instinctively and we have here a
set of post­hoc vindications which are used to legitimise violent action and
can   be   called   upon   in   a   future   emergency.   Given   the   closeness   in
narratives between the two generations,  (e.g.  A­4 and A­6 recount the
same event  of  cooking gruel   for  their warriors),   it   is  evident  that  the

























































































Conflict management training in churches
Charity
God must touch enemies


















Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram with actor map of world-view according to Tarok Youths in September 2011
and E­7 specifically ask for God to touch their enemies and show them
their   wrongs558.   B­6   and   D­6   suggest   active   teaching   of   conflict








where   respondents   see   the   blame   lying   and   whom   God   should
unreservedly support.
D.1.3  Analysis   of   Berom   Youth   follow­up   data   of   June   2012
(Cohort 3)
Discourse   features.  In   this   second   cycle   of   Berom   youth   contact
sessions, I  myself  moderated both interviews and focus groups.  It  was
possible to deepen the trust that had been established during the first





subjugate  and  force­convert  Christians   to   Islam,  while  on   the other  a














the   point   of   doubting   God's   existence565.   Talk   of   bombings   during   the
previous sessions ten months earlier had taken place in a very general






B­3  does  not   expect   it   immediately568,   thus   echoing  his  position   of   10
months earlier that “the Muslims' time will come”569.



















group  is   run by Muslims  “as  a  cover­up   for   their  mess”571.  A­3,   in  his
separate interview calls them “a rebel group which they [Muslims] use to




particular   to   the   Northeast   of   Nigeria   has   now   been   seamlessly

























contact   sessions   and   in   light   of   severe   affliction,   the   respondents'
perception   of   God's   agency   may   also   have   undergone   a   shift.   The
triumphalism   has   subsided:   God   remains   important   in   the   current
situation578, but, the once­voiced idea that He will blow confusion among
the enemies579 is more muted. E­3 does suggest that enemies will fight one




Her  utterance   is   amazingly   consistent  with  her   previous   views582,   but
lacks the former conviction and confidence. This is further supported in
the  interview setting  when   in  a  very  personal  moment  she admits   to
wondering  whether  God exists   in   light  of   the  growing  violence  before
reconfirming that He has been protecting them583. This may be a sign that
the  previous  perception   of   a   crisis   robbing   respondents   of   their   lives'
prospects  is  being amalgamated with an existential   fear and a deeper
crisis of faith. So although respondents still expect God to take their side
in   this   conflict,  He  now  appears   to   be   on  probation.  On   the  basis   of
previously detected utilitarian attitudes  amongst   the respondents,  one
might  surmise   that  where  God  is  unable  or  unwilling   to   transform a
situation, their community could turn to other agencies or to their own
means.






















see   Muslim   as   single­mindedly   working   towards   the   subjugation   and





what   has   been   done   for   them   and   accuses   them   of   being   party   to   a
































he   is   able   to   separate   himself   from   a   subjective   perspective   in


















Israelites as role model
Disassociation with violence

















Faithfulness to God is important
Hidden doubt about Gods existence
God loves everyone
God will smite the Muslims as Israel did the Midianites
Israel is the moral example
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Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram with actor map of world-view according to Berom Youths in June 2012






or   unwillingness   to   differentiate   between   various   currents   within   the
Muslim community; instead he conflates their concerns and actions with
those of Boko Haram into a single­minded front against Christians.
Solutions.  When   prompted   on   what   could   bring   about   peace,
respondents almost predictably mention prayer600. Their list does however
also   include   the  broadcast   of   Christian   peace   programmes   and   peace
seminars601.  While   the effects  of   these remains  vague,  B­3 refreshingly
proclaims that peace can be brought about only by practising peace, and
that   Muslims   could   not   successfully   preach   against   Christian
peacemakers602. As to why Muslims might turn to Christianity by means
other than through the force of prayer, B­3 points to the merits of the





Muslims   love   by   mingling   with   them   and   buying   from   them   in   the




















on   mosques.   That   this   has   not   happened   may   indeed   be   due   to   the
Church's restraining doctrine on revenge. Yet there is plenty of reason for
concern.   There   is   a   fundamental   unwillingness   to   concede   Christian
wrong­doing,   to   the point   that  many  respondents   inadvertently  define
defence   as   Christian   action   and   attack   as   Muslim   action.   God   is
instrumental to their struggle, and the basic assumption is that He is on






directly   prompted,   conversationally   conditioned,   or   uttered
spontaneously. Appendix G.8  offers a detailed description of the applied
analysis.   As   a   word   of   caution,   it   must   be   emphasised   that   the
conversation matrix, the semi­structured nature of the contact sessions,
and   of   course   the   small   number   of   events   do   not   permit   any   strict





corroborate   well   with   the   non­statistical   observations   already   made
above.  God  receives  a   lot   of  attention   throughout   the  body of   contact
sessions. Focus groups and older generations appear to use the word more
frequently   than   the  younger  ones.  Meanwhile,   reference   to  one's  own
tribe, i.e. the term “Berom” or “Tarok” is uttered more often by seniors in
focus groups and in rural contexts. This may be due to the fact that the
Christian community,  or at  least the circle of  respondents'  contacts,  is
more homogeneous amongst seniors and in religious contexts. Their “us”
may represent a social network with a particularly strong congruity of
ethnic   and   religious   identities,   meaning   the   terms   “Christian”   and
“Berom/Tarok”   can   be   used   nearly   interchangeably   to   underline
allegiance and membership, particularly in focus group contexts where




2012,   under   the   duress   of   acute   religious   conflict.   Meanwhile,   the
frequency of the word  God  does follow a pattern similar to that of  own
tribe.  This could be a sign that while ethnic identity  is established by
natal belonging, religious identity is accredited by a strong relationship


























BeS BeY TaS TaY BeY+ Be Ta
01 God 754 425 455 337 394 556 390
02 land 144 22 94 18 24 70 52
03 [own place of worship] 103 100 43 154 222 101 105
04 [own scripture] 90 74 117 39 57 80 73
05 [other scripture] 12 18 25 15
06 Boko Haram 139
07 [own religion] 180 279 287 190 461 240 233
08 [own tribe] 130 37 242 192 16 74 214
09 [other religion] 240 311 328 208 486 283 261
10 [other tribe] 6 39 49 69 35 26 60
11 [own scriptural tribe] 30 31 27 12 14
12 [own rel. Figure] 136 106 139 96 141 118 115
13 [other rel. Figure] 16 10 7 24 12 4
14 tribe$ 24 3 40 14 8 11 26
15 indigene
16 settler 21 8 8
17 pray$ 205 76 65 119 118 127 95
18 Justice/righteous$ 7 16 4
19 peace 193 71 123 211 253 120 172
20 fear 69 33 195 78 102 47 130
21 fight$ 121 76 92 41 210 94 63
The  use   of   the  word  tribe  is   quite   rare  across   the  board.  The  words
indigene  and  settler  are   hardly   ever   used,   although   some   passages
describe   people   in   these   roles.   This   comes   as   a   surprise,   given   the
importance that much of the literature attributes to these terms.
D.1.5  Synopsis and discussion of findings
Discourse.  As   surmised,   respondents   do   indeed   behave   differently,
depending on whether they are speaking in an interview or focus group
setting.   Focus   groups   offer   dynamic   discourses   with   opportunities   to
bounce ideas off one another, and even, as in the case of Cohort 3, for




importance   of   the   methodology's   concern   with   anonymity.   What   the
comparison demonstrates is that recognised piety is an important social






the credibility  of  previous  accounts.  The differences   in experience  and
behaviour expressed between senior and youth Berom609 echo the findings
of Scacco610  that it was mainly networks of youth peer groups who were
involved in Jos's  2001 outbreaks of  violence.  This  points  to a younger





various ways they deem fit.  Meanwhile,  both age classes amongst  the
Tarok   offer   similar   accounts,611  suggesting   that   as   undefended   rural
communities,   they   were   engulfed   by   violence,612  but   then   collectively
planned and carried out reprisals, this being particularly traceable in A­
4's   and   A­6's   matching   accounts   of   preparing   gruel   for   their   fighting
menfolk.   This   collective   experience   reinforces   a   common   horizon613





areas   seems  unconcerned  about   the   rural   conflicts  between  sedentary
Berom and Fulani  herdsmen.  Older  urban Berom and one  youth who
frequently visits her village can relate to this conflict and graft it into
their  understanding of   the  urban conflict   they are  experiencing. 615  The
differences between contact  sessions with Berom youths between 2011
and   2012   illustrate   the   dynamics   of   how   quickly   conflicts   of   distinct
substance can be merged; one year Boko Haram is a remote phenomenon
with   little   impact   on   their   expressed   perception   of   Muslims,   but   the
following   year   various   respondents   merge   them   seamlessly   into   their
understanding  of   the  pre­existing   conflict,616  even   though  Boko  Haram
emerged in a very different area and set of circumstances and shares few
concerns with most Muslims of Jos. Nevertheless, the acute threat posed

















from   other   states   with   sophisticated   firearms   despite   security   forces
frisking   travellers   for   weapons,617  the   immanence   of   the   Boko   Haram
threat heightens the sense of a coordinated malice which is bent on not
simply dominating, but on destroying Christians.618 There is considerable
danger   that   the   inability   or   unwillingness   of   some   members   of   the
Christian community to tell the conflicts apart may yet provoke sustained
mayhem should mosques be indiscriminately attacked as they attempt to







Categories,   appellations   and   identities.  While   the   categorical
differences of “Fulani” versus “Muslim” and “Berom” or “Tarok” versus









particularly   by   the   Tarok,   where   “Muslim”   is   used   in   a   context   of
animosity  and   “Fulani”   in   context  of   intercommunal  association,   even
when   the   same or   similar  groups  are   concerned,   exhibits  a  degree  of
pragmatic   functionality.   It   also   exposes   religious   allegiance   as   the
essential faultline.620 Their own ethnic category, Tarok, stands apart from
these other two categories, which means that it can be used as a strong
identity­founding   concept.   Its   demographic   congruence   with   Christian
allegiance,   allows   “Christian”   to   be   used   readily   as   an   attribute   to
“Tarok”.621  In   this   very   rural   area   with   only   relatively   low   rates   of
migration through other ethnicities,  and few conversions to Islam, the
situational denominator of “Untarok” is essentially “Muslim”, and on the












Muslim;   on   the   other,   nor   are   the   “Unberom”.   It   appears   that   the
similarities of world­view between various Christian groups, regardless of









to  a  Berom self­understanding  had  all  but  disappeared   in   the  second
round of contact sessions in June 2012.
Muslim essence.  In the Berom context,  “Muslim” is the antithesis  of
“Christian”,  while amongst  the Tarok it   is  the antithesis of  the Tarok
themselves.   Yet   “Muslim”   in   the   Berom   context   emerges   as   a   more
heterogeneous   concept   due   to   respondents'   varied   experiences   and
perceptions of Muslims.624  It is probable that inter­group contact is more
difficult to avoid in an urban context and results in a broader range of






with   the  goal   of   establishing   total   control.626  Islamic  divisions  are  not














The   Christian   ethnicity.  The   indigene­settler   paradigm   of   conflict
which   various   observers   have   laboured   on   over   the   last   years
(Subchapters A.1.2  and  A.1.3), while remaining useful in describing the
conflict's becoming, does not gain much traction in any of the dialogues














































former   group   are  uneasy,   establishing   trust   may   remain  a   prolonged
challenge, whereas his former group will rapidly sever ties. Subsequently,
there is a lot to dissuade conversions. It is with these concerns in mind







efforts   to  explore   this   topic   consciously  in  the second round of  Berom
youth contact sessions reveal that there is usually no real expectation of








also  no  evidence   that  any   respondents  have  been part   of  any serious
missionary effort. Findings indicate instead that missionary outreach is
at   best   random   and   unreflected,   and   may   not   reach   far   beyond   the
Christian broadcasts mentioned in the contact sessions, vague references





that   Muslims   might   be   saved.637  Such   a   lack   of   missionary   concern
amongst an otherwise very evangelical youth could be an indication that
an ethnomorphic  understanding of  religion as a given fact  of   life  may
already be quite entrenched.
























He   is   essentially   on   the   Christians'   side   of   conflict.   Nevertheless,   a
Christian understanding exists to the effect that He is omnipotent and





significant   improvement   of   the   situation   appears   to   be   continuously
deferred appears to have informed the sentiment of two female Berom
respondents  who  are   in  doubt  about  His  will   to   end   the   conflict   and
possibly about His very existence.642 Remembering that a popular theory
of initial conversion to Christianity was the wish to align oneself with a
powerful,   salvific  God,643  it   is  not   impossible   that  disappointment  will
drive   adherents   spiritually   elsewhere,   assuming   the   same   utilitarian
cultural   traits   still   prevail.   However,   assuming   that   the   model   of
Christianity itself constituting a quasi­ethnicity holds true, it is difficult
to   predict   how   any   of   these   developments   might   unfold.   Would   the
Christian   ethnicity   decay   into   its   constituent   parts,   i.e.   probably   the
former   ethnic   units,   or   would   new   groupings   emerge,   if   the   ethnic











Moral   thinking   in   conflict.  Respondents   of   both   age   groups   and
ethnicities  appear   to  be  caught  between  the   theological  principle   that
“vengeance belongs to the Lord” and the perceived necessity not only to
ward off an immediate attack, but retaliate in kind. The justifications for
this   range   from   the   apologetic   (“fury”,   human  weakness   “born   of   the
blood”), through the need to exact social discipline in an effort to deter,
right   up   to   the   extremes   of   the   moral   obligation   to   preserve   one's
generation   and   crush   the   enemies   of   God.644  Particularly   Berom
respondents use narratives of the OT to establish a biblical precedence for
their more militant positions.645 An affinity to OT imagery, much of which























world­view has become deeply subjectivistic  and their  moral  outlook a






On   this   basis,   there   is   something   seriously   amiss   in   the   doctrinal
constitution of most respondents' faith.





























struggle   by   those   identifying   with   Christianity.   Without







processed   on   the   basis   of   a   closed   set   of   queries   emerging   from   the
discussion of the Core Data Set's features. This approach was intended to
narrow down the investigation to the question of how findings amongst
Plateau   State   Christians   relate   to   perceptions   in   Adamawa   State   or
across the religious divide to Muslims. Accordingly, the Peripheral Data

















even   retold   in   the   focus   groups   moderated   by   a   Kamwe   research
assistant, and thus probably without much concern for projecting them on
page 329
me   as   an   outsider649.   The   settlement   of   Michika   and   the   allegedly



















Yola656  from   which   the   “Kirdi”,   to   which   the   Kamwe   belong,   were
unshackled   only   by   White   missionaries657.   Nevertheless,   the   terms
“Fulani”   and   “Muslim”   are   linked,   and   Islam   is   seen  as   the  Fulanis'













term “Muslim”   is   often  equated   to  a   force  of   evil,   and  even  with   the
devil659. This manifests itself in a strong inclination towards violence660 and
an   in   insatiable   lust   for   power661.   However,   respondents   who   report
Muslim relatives or family do not usually appear to support this extreme
view.
Respondents  insinuate that the Muslim agenda  is  one of  political  and
religious   control.  F­9   suggests   that   they   will   force   everyone   to   follow
Islam662, while B­9, in the same contact session, claims that they want to
make  Kamwe  areas  part   of   Hausaland,   “so   that  we  all   become   their
brothers”663. In this I identify the contours of a nascent narrative similar
to that among Plateau State Christians describing a unified Muslim front

























8  makes  reference   to   the   Isaac­Ishmael  narrative   to  explain  Muslims'












people   for  his  own679.  Respondents  appear   to   construe   this   struggle   in
dualistic terms. Exemplary moral conduct and devotion to God are the
essential   operative   means   to   curry   peace   and   protection680.   Both
generations ascribe equally to this world­view.
Respondents   frequently   employ   biblical   paradigms   to   frame   their



















basis   of   his   strength   and   courage683.   Such   references   to   examples   of
subjugation   and   persecution   are   different   from   the   combative   and





























which can  further  be  enhanced  by working  together691.  More  than any
others, Muslims are seen to foment trouble, driven not only, as discussed
above, by religious zeal and the desire to dominate, but also by jealously
































verbiage   designed   to   avoid   hardtalk   and   hurt   feelings.   Nevertheless,




Overall,   attitudes   towards   Muslims   do   however   appear   to   differ.
Respondents with Muslim family members  appear on the whole   to  be
more acquiescent towards Muslims in general701, while their peers adopt a
markedly   suspicious  attitude  and  warn  against   trusting   even  Kamwe
Muslims in any respect or accepting them as relatives702.  Nevertheless,
this categorisation is not “cut and dried”, given that E­8, who has hosted
his  Muslim daughter703,   launches  into two diatribes against  Muslims704.
Interaction   with   Muslims   is   repeatedly   classed   as   difficult,   and   their
conversion   to   Christianity   can   be   accomplished   solely   through   God's
intervention705.
Moral   attitudes   in   conflict   situations.  Although   nobody   overtly


























































Spoken word is powerful if pronounced by 
person of authority
Narrative of subjugation and persecution
Conversion of Muslims from Islam only 
possible through prayer
Strong pacifist strain














































































































Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram of actor map of world-view according to the Kamwe in September 2011
that if he slept, people would burn him inside his house 709. Accordingly,
the principled answer does not always work through to moral action in












intermarriage   which,   as   expected,   appear   to   temper   respondents'
disposition to engage in violence; thirdly, there is the heritage of the EYN
which   as   a   Brethren   denomination   is   rooted   in   pacifist   theology  and













importance   of   having   a   God­given   purpose   in   life711,   be   that   to   bear
children712,  to “keep the Word of God”713  or to serve God714.  Grounded in




from   the   outset   very   much   focussed   on   Muslims,   of   which   there   are
reportedly few in the close vicinity716. The views expressed in all contact
sessions broadly follow those uttered in other Christian cohorts. B­11, a
young   male,   maintains   that   Muslims   dislike   Christians   and   obstruct
them717.  Meanwhile,   in the interview session, his colleague E­11 claims
that Muslims “are killing our brothers”718  and showing “practical hatred
between us and them” quite as  their   leaders  enjoin them to do719.  His
female   interview partner,  F­11,  attributes  Muslims'  poor  behaviour   to
jealousy of Christians and to a wish to prevent them from getting ahead720.





















Christians into Muslims724  and expresses her sentiment that  local  Fali
Muslims are acquiescent only because their small number enjoins them










































to the  life  you  live  on earth”  while B­11 frames the same idea in the
rather more muscular terms of “you should try to fight to see that you go
to   the   right   place”.   Both   statements   suggest   a   communal   moral
framework and theology based on works righteousness, which is clearly a
departure   from   the   reformed   theology   which   the   EYN   denomination
formally endorses. Taken on these terms, the pew members' relationship
to Jesus is  not one built  on His clemency,  but appears rather to be a
contact point to petition an almighty god. Further utterances of E­11 and
B­11   indicate   that   following  Christ   is  understood  predominantly  as  a
practice   of   moral   fortitude,   without   any   immediate   soteriological
perspective733.





























moral   content739.   Notably,   however,   none   of   the   respondents   speak   of
drivers   of   peace   or   conflict   in   any   conscious   way.   Although   negative
imagery of  Muslims abounds,   the community does not  appear to have
been affected by any first­hand conflict with them. C­10 makes several



















the Fulanis'  pastoral   lifestyle744.   In this,  she reinforces  the supposition






Moral   attitudes   in   conflict   situations.  Religious   observance   and
prayer are seen as the means to secure peace. C­11 suggests that church
fellowship is the route to attaining community reconciliation and God's
blessings745.  According to  the  interview participants,  encounters  with a



























that   they are  coming here   for,  so  we  are  supposed  to  kill   them”750.   In




for  her   community.  Of   course,   the  younger   cohort   at   the   time   of   the
contact   sessions   has   had   little   or   no   first­hand   experience   of   serious















































Salient boundary Muslim (=Fulani)
Non-Muslim
Communal moral framework
Killing of Muslims permissible in contact situations
No soteriological perspective in following Jesus; 
is a moral exercise
Strong pacifist strain
















































































Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram with actor map of world-view according to the Fali-Kirya in September 2011
D.2.4  Analysis of Muslim data of June 2012 (Cohorts 12 to 15)
Self­understanding.  Respondents   identify   strongly   with   Islam   as   a
religion  of peace and mercy751.  C­12 claims Islam has protected Nigeria
from total chaos, and if the nation accepted its rule no­one would lose his















the Muslims,  A­14 exhibits an interest  in the political  economy of  the
conflict, which purportedly features 50 tribes with only one (presumably
















two   separate   contact   sessions   B­12   and   E­13   both   talk   about   the












14  recognises  Christians  as  having  a  religion,  but  not  holding   to   it766;
similarly,   A­14   differentiates   Christians   from   pagans   on   the   basis   of
having a religion, but asks rhetorically whether this should not lead them




























A­15's   three­way   categorisation   illustrates774.   Nevertheless,   the
impression   ultimately   lingers   that   “Christian”   is   a   chiefly   subset   of
“pagan” rather than any favoured category in its own right.
Tribal   descriptions   of   “The   Other”   are   relatively   rare.   C­12   explicitly




















Christian cohorts,  remarkably little  is  said in the conversations which
would permit an analysis of God's nature or agency. The most prevalent









Drivers   of   peace   and   conflict.  Several   respondents   report   being
caught up in past violence, and being met by the guns of the security
forces.  C­12,  appalled,   recalls   that  Muslims were   forced  to   look  on as
Christians   erected   barricades781.   Other   respondents   see   Christians   as
either colluding with the state against Muslims, or indeed  running  the
state.   Considering   crime,   B­12   makes   the   allegation   that   many
troublemakers   are   arrested,   but   not   charged,   especially   if   "big   men"
support their actions782.  Similarly,  Christians show favouritism towards
co­religionists and fail to indict them for their misdemeanours or crimes783.









International   as   stating   that   the   Christian   Controller   General   had
smuggled substantial quantities of weapons into Jos784. A­12 claims that
"big   men"   politicians   are   stoking   the   violence   for   their   own   political
gain785,  and E­13 alleges   that   tribal  and religious   identities  have been










inspection suggests  that  peace   follows  from access  to   justice by rights
holders.   Examples   are   cited   of   duty­bearing   authorities   not   giving
Muslims   equal   opportunities   for   employment   or   the   rule   of   law
preventing them from seeking solutions to disagreements through a fair
course of justice. It is hence the government which, by being even­handed
and having pity on the peoples of   the Plateau regardless of  tribe and
religion, has the strong role in ensuring the peace dividend792.
Coming to the question of securing peace, C­12 emphasises the patience
of   his   coreligionists   which   has   cushioned   the   failings   of   the   political


























if   the   governor   is   Christian,   his   deputy   should   be   Muslim797;   D­16






















really   willing   to   crush   the   movement803,   and   B­16   bemoans   the
reputational   damage   inflicted   on   Muslims   due   to   nefarious   groups
pursuing their own criminal indulgences in the name of Boko Haram and
Islam. More sinisterly, he claims that these are often Christians dressed
as  Muslims.  B­14 goes  as  far  as  stating that Boko Haram is  actually
Christian, since so far only Christians masquerading as Muslims have
been caught804. In a further utterance he sets out the idea that Christians
not   only   run   the   government,   but   are   instigating   Boko   Haram805.   A
corollary is that the government could control the movement, if they so




Boko   Haram   emerges   in   all   Muslim   cohorts.   A   worryingly   broad
phenomenon   of   denial   appears   to   be   at   work   across   the   Muslim
community. The reported actions of the government against Boko Haram
before   or   since   these   interviews   would   give   little   indication   that   the
movement is in any way state­sponsored.
Marriage   and   inter­religious   relationships.  Opinion   is   split   on













from   the  principled   to   the  practical.  A­13,  B­13  and  A­15   from other
cohorts would find common ground with them. At the principled end of
the spectrum, one assertion  is   that God either   flatly  forbids  marriage
with infidels807 or marginalises intermarriage on the same grounds as the
previously   rehearsed   characterisation   of   the  Ahali   Kitab.808  Others
forward practical concerns, such as the need to tend to one's own women,
particularly divorcees and widows, who may need to remarry, or place the








husband   to   convert812.   While   these   conclusions   are   interesting   in
themselves,   it   is  at   this  point   that  the Muslims'   female  voice   is  most
sorely missed in the scope of the study.
When the contact sessions come round to what would incent Christians to
turn   to   Islam,   there   is   a   remarkably   broad   consensus:   almost   all
respondents   identify   Muslims'   good   moral   example   as   the   decisive


















state   essentially   that   if   a   Christian   were   to   work   with   his   scripture
properly,   he   would   already   have   turned   to   Islam816.   This   becomes   a
circular argument in that since they have not become Muslims, they are
obviously   not   reading   their   scriptures   properly.   C­15   meanwhile
diagnoses   Christian   unwillingness   to   convert   as   being   due   to   enmity
entering their hearts817.
Moral   attitudes   in   conflict   situations.  Throughout   the   contact
sessions, the question was tested as to whether it is permissible to kill
Christians   under   any   circumstances.   As   opposed   to   many   Christian
respondents who obviously struggle with the pacifist slant of their own






peripheral   data   set   as   to   the   primary.   Of   course,   in   the   case   of   the












want to eradicate all Muslims
do no accept God
not People of the Book
do not abide by their own standards








Islam is peace and justice
conversion through good moral example to Christians
→ God is not the sole agent for conversion
The Prophet is the supreme moral example












suckled by Fulani as
far as education is
concerned































Entity or non-tangible actor
Actor and colour-coded moral evaluation
Diagram with actor map of world-view according to Jos Muslims in June 2012













against   Fulani   incursion.   The   Muslims   of   Jos   north   appear   more
preoccupied   by   the   question   of   controlling   the   municipality   than   the
surrounding land.
In another surprise, Christians use the word church far more often than
Muslims the word  mosque.  Perhaps congruently,  Christians utilise the
word  prayer  far more frequently than Muslims do. Conversely, Muslims
appear to be more concerned by the issues of  righteousness  and  justice
than Christians  are.  Connecting   this   to   the  supposition   that  Muslims
make reference to their religious identity significantly more frequently
than do Christians could be indicative of an attitude by which Islam is















The   use   of   the   word  peace  is   more   prevalent   among   Muslims   than
Christians. This is notable, since the desire to overcome violence is shared
by respondents of both faiths. The frequency of the word's use by Muslims




Be Ta Ka Fa Ha
01 God 556 390 547 536 432
02 land 70 52 92 48 48
03 [own place of worship] 101 105 108 113 23
04 [own scripture] 80 73 71 48 46
05 [other scripture] 15 42 109 44
06 Boko Haram 5 32 164
07 [own religion] 240 233 248 335 980
08 [own tribe] 74 214 72 64 88
09 [other religion] 283 261 317 480 387
10 [other tribe] 26 60 75 56 8
11 [own scriptural tribe] 12 14 20 6
12 [own rel. Figure] 118 115 141 210 68
13 [other rel. Figure] 12 4 34 16 26
14 tribe$ 11 26 22 58
15 indigene 3
16 settler 8 3
17 pray$ 127 95 140 197 39
18 Justice/righteous$ 4 20 32 128
19 peace 120 172 206 137 302
20 fear 47 130 36 56 91
21 fight$ 94 63 108 161 53
peace, leading them to use the word more often either to burnish their
credentials   of  piety,  or  because   this   in   fact   reflects  a  genuine   central
concern of their faith.




terms  indigene  and  settler  are   seldom used  amongst   the  Hausa.  Less




area.   Nevertheless,   this   is   obviously   not   enough   to   establish   an












positions  are  often   reached  collectively.819  Nevertheless,  both  Christian







whether   individual   convictions   are   being   uttered   at   all   and   lends
credibility   to   an   assertion   by   Murray   Last's   that   the   Hausa   are   a
gerontocratic and as such deeply conservative society820. The evaluation of
the Hausa data does lay bear how badly the female voice is lacking in

































Categories,   appellations   and   identities.  Both   Kamwe   generations
exhibit  a  strong ethnic   identity  which  is  distinct   from their  Christian
one.823 Like the Tarok, their relationship to the Fulani and their Muslim
religion   is   tainted   by   a   historical   struggle   against   domination,   while
Christianity   is  associated  with  political   liberation.824  There   is  a  strong
notion of solidarity with non­Kamwe Christians,825 yet no evidence of the





of   a   larger,   religiously   mixed   and   predominantly   Muslim   ethnicity,
exhibit no visible solidarity with other Fali groups in the course of the
contact sessions, and their allegiances with other Christians within the
EYN denomination appear   to  be  strongest.826  The perception which all
groups do however share is one of Muslims' desire for domination.827











their   struggle   for   political   control,   they   single   out   the   Berom   as   the












Muslims'   concept   of   what   conditions   conversion   is   a   radical   –   and
surprising   –   departure   from   the   Christian   cohorts'   concept   that




















(e.g.   proselytising)   than   Christians   who   see   its   influence   mediated
through   a   prayerful   devotion   to   God.834  This   may   be   exemplified   in
Christian youths' apparent – and worrying – penchant for treating Jesus
as an entry point to divine power in order to achieve life's ambitions, but
as One who has otherwise  lost  much soteriological  meaning,  salvation
being   awarded   purely   on   a   behavioural   basis.   Conceivably,   Christian
scripture is being drawn into the hermeneutical perspective of traditional
religion,   something   compounded   by   the   still   prevalent   concept  of
witchcraft   harboured   widely   by   Christian   respondents  of   both
generations, particularly in Adamawa.835
Historical experience may have a bearing on scriptural meaning. Kamwe
respondents   are   particularly   drawn   to   the   role   models   of   the   OT
associated with suffering and resistance, such as Job or Daniel,836 perhaps
reflecting their struggle against the powerful Emirate of Yola. The Berom
instead   gravitate   towards   the   triumphant   Israelites   defeating   the



















While  both  religious  groups  are  outwardly   condemning  of  unprovoked
attack,839  no   Muslim   appears   to   doubt   their   God­given   right   to   exact
retribution   when   facing   violence.840  By   contrast,   several   Christians
respondents  express   inhibitions  about   fighting  back.841  Muslims  indeed


















and   respond   morally   to   conflict   (Subchapter A.1.6);   in   terms   of   the
pastoral cycle, this is the pivotal moment between the interpretative and
normative stages, i.e. where the question as to why something is going on





that these  are not  discrete and easily separable units  of  a  whole,  but
topics  which  are   interrelated  and   fluid.  While   recognising   the  unique
ways individuals might relate to these topics, the main focus will be on


























P-X K-X S X Y X F X J X U X R X
01 God 493 545 593 447 579 435 646 418
02 land 63 82 99 47 65 72 90 51
03 [own place of worship] 103 109 82 120 73 141 121 107
04 [own scripture] 78 66 89 64 96 49 90 68
05 [other scripture] 10 58 12 32 31 17 28 21
06 Boko Haram 11 5 7 2 6
07 [own religion] 237 268 209 273 226 285 283 253
08 [own tribe] 127 70 144 87 102 121 86 185
09 [other religion] 274 355 298 296 232 391 343 304
10 [other tribe] 39 70 54 44 47 49 49 60
11 [own scriptural tribe] 13 15 22 7 18 8 17 11
12 [own rel. Figure] 117 157 140 120 167 90 146 134
13 [other rel. Figure] 9 30 15 15 10 21 23 6
14 tribe$ 17 17 24 11 10 24 17 21
15 indigene
16 settler 5 9 8 7
17 pray$ 115 153 137 118 106 156 153 115
18 Justice/righteous$ 1 23 3 11 12 2 8 10
19 peace 139 189 161 148 105 214 172 165
20 fear 78 41 98 46 89 43 51 115
21 fight$ 83 121 128 69 85 103 115 83
D.3.2  World­view:   The   struggle   in   context   of   its   cosmic
understanding   and   its   relevance   for   identity   formation   and
ethical thinking
Concepts of the good life and well­being. Most younger respondents
invited   to   formulate   their   life   goals   and   expectations   offer   very   civic
responses,   focussing   on   such   desires   as   furthering   their   education,













dedicated  ministry,  martyrdom or   conquest.   In   this,  manifestations  of
violence appear to be largely opportunistic or born of a situation rather
than underpinned by any religious conviction.











Christians   and   Muslims   hope   for   God   to   act   on   their   behalf,   their

















away   from   the  Christian   community   is   seen   as  a  particular   threat.853
While Fulani herders' belief in divination, charms and witchcraft is well

















threat   to   respondents   in   Plateau   State.   Berom   Christians,   and   in
particularly the youth, seldom refer to magic or witchcraft at all, even
when   conversationally   conditioned.   This   would   support   the   core
assumption (Subchapter A.4.6) that young, educated Nigerians in large
urban areas imbued with the world­view of modernity are less grounded
in   traditional   African   ontologies   than   their   counterparts   in   more
conservative   rural   and   peripheral   areas   where   they   remain   more
prevalent   (Kamwe   Michika   being   only   a   small   and   peripheral   urban
area).







which   to   “enter   into   the   presence   of   God”,   be   that   alone   or   as   a




direct   experience  of   interreligious  violence)  associate   them with  evil.857
Some  Tarok  and   Kamwe   regard   them  very  directly  as   an   ontological
source of evil or the as devil's hands in this world, although probably a











Christians   and   particularly   the   Berom.   In   its   current   constitution   it
neglects the Muslim community and indeed actively deprives it of basic
rights   to   land   and   services.   Its   security   forces   collude   strongly   with
Christians against Muslims of all hue.859
Other   prevalent   threats   are   disease   and   accident.   For   the   most   part
respondents explain these in mundane terms, with insufficient foresight
or carelessness being the main causes. However, many rural respondents
might   also   connect   them   to   machinations   of   the   spiritual   world   and
persons of spiritual authority. The Kamwe senior who attributes great
force to the uttered word of a respected elder pronouncing a malediction,
even   unintentionally,   bears   testimony   to   this.860  Although   similar
allusions  do  appear  amongst   the  urban  Berom,   they  are   considerably
more   muted.   Interestingly,   Muslims   are   never   directly   implicated   in
disease and accidents at a personal level, and are regarded chiefly as a
threat to society as a whole. The sole exception to this rule is the afore­
mentioned   power   attributed   to   them   to   seduce   Christian   girls   with
charms.861
Cosmic struggle. Many respondents have recently experienced moments
of   existential   fear.   Juergenmeyer   points   out   that   “conflicts   in
contemporary   social   life   can   appear   so   dramatic,   intense   and
consequential  as   to  have  ultimate  meaning”862.   Indeed,   references   to  a







eschatological   connotations.863  Several  Berom and  Tarok  seniors   report
thinking that they thought they were confronting the end times in face of
severe   violence;   Berom   and   Kamwe   youth   utter   similar   recollections,
albeit to a lesser extent.864







it  out of the realm of  purely material  concerns and infusing it  with a






Following the discussion  in Subchapter A.2.3,  I  will  stake out the key
features of endo­ and exogenic dynamics of identity formation which are
in   constant   interaction   and   can   never   be   cleanly   separated   from   one
another.
Interplay of ethnic and religious identities. Two prominent identity








considerable   evidence   of   an   identity   shift   between   the   generations   of
church­going Berom. While land and tribe are still very important to an
older   generation   which   identifies   as   both   Berom   and   Christians,   its
children, who live and relate to a mixed­ethnic urban community, see the
church  as   their   locus   of   belonging  and   Christianity   as   their   primary
identity trait.866 Here, this younger generation has extended its internal
self­understanding beyond ethnic identity to include Christians of other
ethnicities.  This   could  be   characterised  as  a   constructed   commonality
between them and their church­going peers, but equally as a perceived





to   have   built   an   internal   identity   model   based   on   both   religion   and
ethnicity: They are the autochtonous Islamic tribe of the Muslims' City of
Jos of whom all other tribes are jealous.867 Here we have both the idea of
the  Umma  and   an   ethnocentric   political   understanding   at   work.
Externally,   their  identity   is   shaped   by   a   strong   sense   of   being
beleaguered   by   “Christian   tribes”,   and   especially   the   Berom.868  While
there is no direct conflation at work, ethnicity and religion do represent













Meanwhile,   respondents   in  ethnically  more  homogeneous  communities
(Tarok, Kamwe) tend to cast chosen identities situationally. Generally,
the   ethnic   identity   still   appears   to   be   salient,   although   religious
orientation is integral to their ethnic identity too, and as such part of
their internal identity formation. In the case of the Tarok, both Christian




this   level,   internal   ethnic   boundary   formation   takes   prominence   over
religion,  despite  ontological  understandings  which  probably  vary  more
than those between Christians and Muslims in the area.
Turning   now   to   the   external,   ethnicity   also   trumps   when   the
conversational   lens   is   trained   on   commercial   relationships,   i.e.   cattle
rearing.  In this context, Tarok and, to a  lesser extent,  Kamwe have a
tendency   to   describe   themselves   as   Tarok   or   Kamwe,   and   their
counterparts   as   Fulani   rather   than   Muslim.872  Ethnicity   is   thus   a












lines   kataphatic   and   apophatic   identity   formation   takes   place
(Subchapter A.3.3).   However,   one   conclusion   I   draw   is   that   while
“Christian” becomes an inherent quality of the true Tarok (e.g. as opposed



































the   idea   of   a   Christian   commonality   in   face   of   a   pan­Muslim   threat
affecting   not   only   respondents'   ethnicity   and   region,   but   the   entire










The   Jos   Hausa­Fulani   on   their   part   see   the   Christian   collective   as
conniving to control the state in order to deprive them of their historic





even   still   exist   today,   and   that   true   discipleship   of   Jesus   entails







question   whether   the   People­of­the­Book   (Ahali   Kitab)   model   is   not




ontological   difference   between   Plateau   Christians   and   pagans.884
Compound   this  with   the  view   that   only   the   observance   of   Islam  can
resolve Nigeria's political problems,885 and it becomes defensible to claim
that   Political   Islam   cannot   be   far   behind.   This   can   only   stoke   the
Christian  notion  of  a  unified  Muslim  front   intent  on  destroying   their
communities and well­being. These fundamental differences in the two
groups'  world­views and constructed identities illustrate just how deep
the   intercommunal   cleavage   is,   and   how   far   it   reaches   beyond   mere
political and economic concerns.




resilience   in   tribulation   like   Daniel   and   Job.886  In   both   cases,   these






the   Kamwe   who   were   at   least   partly   subjugated,   it   is   appropriate














intercommunity   conflict.   Particularly   the   EYN   which   prides   itself   in





protestant   denominations   through   the   TEKAN   communion.   This   has
resulted in the assimilation of administrative structures, vestments and
worship   patterns.   On   the   other   hand,   Kamwe   respondents   are   only
marginally more critical of violence as a means to resist perceived Muslim
aggression than Berom.
What   is   however   common   to   both   COCIN   and   EYN   respondents   is
recourse   to   the   Isaac­Ishmael   paradigm   which   surfaces   repeatedly   in
conversations with and among Berom, Tarok and Kamwe respondents
(Fali conversations did not turn on this aspect). Muslims are cast in the
role   of   the   reviled   and   banished   Ishmael,   while   Christians   place







entailing   religious   violence.   Although   not   the   initial   driving   force










Identity   formation   is   a   dynamic   process   of   new   boundaries   being
constructed and others disappearing. Within the space of a generation, a


















into perceptions of  the  urban conflicts,  so   forming a combined conflict
narrative of Muslim aggression, the paradigm had been further extended
by the time of the 2012 interviews to explain Boko Haram as simply the
most violent  manifestation of  pan­Islamic  power lust.890  In  light  of  the
existential threat, reconciliatory tones towards Muslims are more muted,
while   calls   for   militant   action   against   Muslims   are   clearly   on   the
increase. One respondent was vocally in favour of retaliatory attacks on
mosques.891  This may well be the effect that Boko Haram hopes for, as
arbitrary assaults  on Muslims could easily   trigger  the mayhem which
could   potentially   benefit   the   movement's   ultimate   aspirations892.
Fortunately,   despite   the   fragility   of   the   situation,   this   has   not   yet
happened on any scale.





image   of   Islam   as   being   inherently   evil   in   nature   and   of   Muslim




even   Wahabi   clerics   being   critical   of   Boko   Haram   and   subsequently










be   explained   only   by   drawing   on   the   theological   position   of   Adam
(Subchapter A.1.5) that anyone claiming that secular education is haram
is   “either   a   sincere   Muslim   who   lacks   sufficient   Islamic   religious
knowledge,   or   is   actually   a   person   who   wants   to   create   additional
problems  for  Muslims”.  Adam places  Yusuf   in  the  latter  category.895  A
corollary of this is that Muslims may well be tempted to fuse the threat of
Boko Haram with  the perceived  malevolence  of  a  Christian­run state,
however   improbable   this   might   appear   to   an   outside   observer.   It   is
nevertheless   an   indication   that   at   the   time   of   interviews,   the
phenomenon   of   Boko   Haram   is   driving   the   Muslim   and   Christian
communities further apart through mutual alienation and strengthening
of identity boundaries.
Impermeability   of   religious   boundaries,   henotheism   and   the









the  veneer  of   the   “People  of  God”,   there  are  also   signs   that   they  are












hereditary.898  There  are  plenty   of   signs   of   respondents  being   ready   to
confront   Muslims,   and   only   few   demonstrating   genuine   reconciliatory
engagement   or   evangelising  activity.899  In   a   new   guise,   Sundermeier's
Stammeskirche  (Subchapter A.4.6)   may   be   alive   and   well.   Indeed,






chapter   (Subchapters A.1.2  and  A.3.3),   a   survey   of   respondents'
utterances shows that although the settler­indigene dichotomy is present
in some Berom and Muslims narratives and may be deployed to describe






which   disproves   a   possibility   that   I   had   originally   entertained































and   the   continuing   existence   of   the   group,   whereas   the   younger
902 pp. 355/365/367
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generation's   concerns  centre  around maintaining good  perspectives   for
being successful in life.903
Muslims meanwhile seldom speak of prayer. God is remote. What stands
out   is   the   reverence   for   the   Islamic   way   as   a   proxy,   and   which   is
honoured   by   following   its   injunctions.904  The   result   is   an   essentially
deontological   approach   to   life.   The   significance   of   this   difference   is
nowhere  more   visible   than   on   the   topic   of   conversion.  Christians   see
conversion  as  moved  entirely  by  God  with   little   or  no  human agency
involved, while Muslims hinge their hope for conversion of others entirely























Muslims  perform better   in   this   respect   in   that   their  moral  behaviour
towards  out­groups  and  in­groups  appears   to  be  more  consistent.  The













opponents,   while   the   more   positive   word  defence  defines   their   own





He will  not  attack,  but only defend,  and all  community action can be
understood as such.













D.3.4.2  Moral   dynamics:   interdependencies   between   identity,
world­view and experience




has  not   taken  place.  Within   the  Berom group,   there  are   two  distinct










might  be  challenged.  Amongst   the  Berom there  appear   to  be  signs  of
disappointment at how God has responded to the crisis. The two women
who query the existence of God may be betraying signs of identity crisis. 914
In  all  Christian  groups,   respondents   struggle   to   reconcile   the  pacifist
teachings   of   Christianity   with   what   they   see  as   the   exigencies   of   an





conflict,   reject   violence   and  prefer   to   report   problems   to   the   security
forces, and a Berom youth fears that his people might not be forgiven for
the   violence   they   have   wrought   upon   their   Muslim   neighbours.915
Meanwhile, various Tarok attempt to explain that, due to their human
weakness, God would be asking too much of them if they had to refrain





when   violence   is   appropriate   and   admissible   than   their   Christian
counterparts do.918
Comparisons   with   Berom   youth   who   speak   both   in   focus   group   and
interview sessions show that there is considerable insecurity behind some
of their statements on their faith. There is indication of identity diffusion
or   foreclosure   (Subchapter A.3.5),  and  a   creeping  suspicion   that  many
opinions voiced in focus group sessions gloss over private doubts. Among
youth   respondents,   rather   few   appear   to   have   succeeded   in   identity
achievement, despite such difficulties habitually being present in younger


































In   the   previous   section   I   first   discussed   the   content   of   the   collected,
compiled  data  and drew conclusions,  which  has  permitted  me to  map
pertinent aspects of how respondents' world­views, identities and moral












religious   dimension   of   the   conflict,   which   I   use   as   a   springboard   for
positing five propositions which I glean from the interpretative stage of
my work. In the following chapter (E.2), I will endeavour to bring these
propositions   into   contact   with   Scripture   with   a   view   to   outlining   a
possible  theological  response.  I  am very aware that,   in absence of  the





Respondents'   communities   understand   themselves   principally   as
Christian.  Either  Christianity  is  a   fundamental  quality  of   their group
understanding,  or  indeed the salient   identity  per se.  We have seen at
several points that religion plays a role in this conflict,  particularly in
emergency situations which have at times posed an existential threat to
communities   and   individuals,   invoking   eschatological   thinking   and
fortifying the importance of non­immanent alternate realities. To qualify
this  as   religious   conflict  we  must  answer   the  question  as   to  whether
religious boundaries are being transgressed, and, if that be the case, how
such transgression is perceived.
In  order   to  discuss   this,   I  will   return   to   the   three   shells   of   religious























space   in which  Christians  enter  prayerfully   into   the presence  of  God.
Here, the connection of the community and the Christian individual to




their  way of   life   is   challenged  by   the   conflict  due   to   its  political  and
economic   implications,   allowing   researchers   in   these   fields   to   detect




the   prominence   of   Islamic   self­understanding.   Responses   portray   the
Umma as being locally suppressed by an infidel and corrupt worldly state
propped   up   by   Berom   and   Christian­cum­pagan   tribalism.   Muslim
respondents   repeatedly   give   the   faithful   practice   of   Islam   a   similar
position   in   their   lives   as   Christian   respondents   do   prayer.   Islamic





is   of   fundamental   consequence,   because   while   unanswered   Christian









State,   the   evidence   of   this   study   points   strongly   to   a   dimension   of
religious   conflict   of   considerable   proportions.   Not   only   are   identities
drawn   out   principally   along   religious   boundaries,   the   religious
communities  reciprocally  experience  repeated violations  of   their  sacral
spaces. It  is  likely that such boundary infringement has at some level
induced responses by groups and individuals amounting to actions which
can  be   judged  only  as   violence  by  any   court   of   law,   be   it   Islamic   or
secular. Indeed, several Christian respondents admit involvement in such
actions. I therefore argue that conflict observers are not paying sufficient
attention   to  entities   of   sacral   space  and  alternate   realities  which  are
tangibles of considerable proportion for the life and self­understanding of
communities which define themselves religiously.
Despite recurring  hiatus in the hostilities,   there is  a  real  danger of  a
degenerative security situation moving the dimension of religious conflict













the  paradigm of   religion.  A  central   issue   is   to  discern which  abilities
religions have (endogenic factors) to temper or fan political, economic and
social concerns (exogenic factors). Communities must be understood also
in   terms   of   their   religious   identities,   and   cultural   analyses   may   not
sidestep an essentialist discussion of alternate realities held by Christian
and   Muslim   communities.   Their   unseen   worlds   are   fused   with   the
Immediate,   and   the   tangibles   of   these   worlds   must   be   accepted   as
tangibles   of   this   world   (Subchapter  A.2.4).   Accordingly,   any





Particularly  amongst  the Berom youth there  are signs  that  their  own









Although   lip­service   is  paid   to   the   theological  position   that  God   loves
Muslims, there is still a common expectation that He will by default side
with Christians in the conflict and eventually destroy them. This attitude




nor   supported   by   NT   theological   experience.   Moreover,   respondents'
Christologies appear to be very weak.
Proposition   4:  The  ethics   of  Christian  communities  are  overtly
utilitarian when addressing out­group challenges.
Moral rectitude does not appear to be held as a strong value in its own
right.  Particularly   towards   outsiders,   there  appears   to   be   little   or  no
notion of “doing the right thing” for its own sake. To a large extent, moral
action   might   be   based   on   the   effects   it   will   achieve.   Most   evidence
suggests   that   intercessional  prayer   trumps  good  moral   conduct  as  an
agency of change in most Christians' world, particularly in dealings with
out­groups.   This   is   considerably   different   from   Muslims'   notion   that
hearts   and   attitudes   can   be   changed   by   setting   a   good   example.
Christians   admire   Muslims   for   this,   but   it   is   no   doubt   also   part­
responsible for Muslim allegations that Christians are hypocrites. While















their   faith's   inner   strength   and   witness.   Christians   need   clearer
guidelines on when/if it is legitimate to use force and when they should




Chapter E.2  Theological   Responses   to   the   five
propositions




institutional  representatives  of   their  inherent  religions,  cannot  eschew
their responsibility to attempt to arrest drivers of conflict, regardless of
whether   these   are   exo­   or   endogenic   to   their   religious   systems,   by
intervening in the social discourses surrounding them.
In   confronting  exogenic  factors,   the   Church   must   be   prepared   to
contemplate   which   social,   political   and   economic   pressures   favour
conflict.   She   must   consider   how   she   can   become   a   good   partner   in
confronting these, both on behalf of her own members and broader society
on the understanding that all humans are loved by God and created in
His  image.  In this she is  called to embrace a holistic  approach to her






necessity   incomplete   and   does   not   relieve   the   Church   of   her   duty   to




are.   In   undertaking   this   in   critical   terms,   she   must   be   prepared   to
confront her own teachings, and the understanding and practice of her
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members,   in  order   to   test  whether   these  are   in step with  the salvific
message of Christ. The religious community or individuals may harbour
elements in their faith which go against traditional Christian tenets and
may   require   rectification.   Such   a   process   would   have   to   entail   open







operating   in   the  pastoral   space   to   initiating  a   substantive   theological
discussion on the challenges facing the Christian Community of Plateau
State.   The   debate   needs   to   be   balanced   with   the   perspective   of   a
universal, Trinitarian God who harbours a concern for all people living
within the Church's reach.
Response   to   Proposition   2:  Identities   are   increasingly   formed
around religious affiliation, yet follow the logic of tribalism.
The notional “people of God” is one derived from the Hebrew Scriptures

















On   this   basis   it   is   indeed   a   positive   development   that   a   younger
generation within the Church is overcoming internal tribal distinctions.
On   the   other   hand,   that   they   are   responding   defensively   to   non­
Christians   by   following   the   historically   rehearsed   patterns   of   ethnic
delimitation   is   deeply   troubling.   Considering   the   circumstances   in
Plateau State,   this  reflex is   in many ways understandable,  but  it  can
rapidly destroy any efforts to make newcomers feel wanted. Particularly
the detected discourses which construct spiritual lineages running back




























everything   to   God”   and   prayer,   she   would   be   wise   to   explore   the
possibilities of interacting directly with Muslims in pursuit of peace and
understanding.  This  would challenge   this  characterisation  with one of


















represents   a   clear   departure   from   the   undercurrents   of   many   OT
writings.928  The   ministry   of   Jesus,   although   focussed   on   Israel,   was
already outward­directed to include non­Jews.929 Contrary to what many
contemporaries   and   indeed   initially   His   disciples   assumed,   His
Messiahship concerned the “Kingdom of God/Heaven” knowing no earthly
bounds rather   than the worldly  dominion of   Israel.  The early  Church
embraced   this   new   messianic   universality,   and   quickly   spread   it
throughout the Mediterranean basin to peoples with very different gods930.
What narratives do exist in the NT that are concerned with separating
the   just   from   the   unjust   do   not   condone   a   concept   of   just   or   unjust
nations. In several instances it even appears that Jesus went out of His




hearts   and   actions.   The   applied   term,  ἔθνος,   is   not   limited   to   our
contemporary   understanding   of   the   term  ethnicity,   but   can  also   be   a
group   of   individuals   of   similar   traits.   Accordingly,   there   is   scant
theological evidence for assuming that belonging in the Kingdom of God
can be stipulated on membership of church or a majority­Christian group

























those  who  love  Him  in  their  suffering  and to  encounter  those  around
them with love is the understanding which helped the Church ultimately







to  reduce  worship   to  monolatric  and doxological  devotion,  and  force  a
singularity between the group's outlook and the presumed outlook of God.




God's   supremacy   over   competing   theological   concepts.   Deontological
precepts are replaced by utilitarian deliberations when approaching out­
group challenges, that manifests itself as morally inconsistent behaviour
towards   outsiders.   In   contrast   to   this,   God   is   the   universal   Creator.
Additionally, the Ministry of Jesus saw the proclamation of the Kingdom
of  God  which   requires  a  ubiquitous  and   consistent  application   of  His
Commandments933  in   all   Christian   dealings   in   pursuit   of   peace   and
justice.   The   basis   for   moral   action   is   laid   out   in   the   conjunct
uncompromising love for God and of one's neighbour in equal terms to
oneself. If the Kingdom of God is to make any imprint on the situation


































have   neither   had   nor   desired   participation   in   violence,   thereby
committing atrocities of their own and accelerating the cycle of violence.
These deeds may have occurred pre­emptively or out of revenge, but are



















peaceful  order under which it  could thrive.  Paul himself  sanctions the
state as the authority appointed by God and whose “symbol is the sword:
it   is   there   to   serve   God,   too,   as  His  avenger,   to   bring   retribution   to
wrongdoers.”938 With entry into the Constantinian age, the Church became
partner   to   this  worldly  authority  and shared   its   responsibilities.  This
development   opened   up   the   tradition   of   Just­War   thinkers   like   St




deliberations   of   Just­War   theory.   Civil   order   in   Nigeria   has   however
repeatedly   experienced   such   a   breakdown   that   entire   Christian
communities   are   confronted   with   the   ponderous   question   of   how   to
respond to violence of existential proportion. In absence of Paul's state
authority, the responsibility of how to exert force or consciously desist
from  action   forthwith  passes   to   communities,   groups  and   individuals,
placing a heavy weight of responsibility on them while affording them
little time for deliberation. Notably the Tarok, but of late especially the
Kamwe have  been  faced with situations  similar  to  civil  war where   in
absence of any meaningful state authority it often falls to parishes to find
an appropriate  response.  Having been  ill­prepared to  take momentous
decisions   in   emotionally   charged   emergencies,   they   are   in   practice









faithful  discern  between  aggressive  attack  and   responsive  defence.   In
order to achieve this, the Church will have to embark on an appropriate
situative debate in which some of the thought developed in the long Just­
War debate might  be  instrumental,  but never on  its  own sufficient  to
provide   answers   to   a   problem   the   local   Church   will   have   to   answer
herself. The outcome should be a clear set of principles about how the








can   transform   the   situation   in   a   way   that   invites   trust­building   and
reconciliation  if   they are  not  eventually   to  be  accused of  hypocrisy  or
meaninglessness, and their followers must demonstrate their willingness
and ability to put this into practice. For her own sake, the local Christian
Church   must   make   her   contribution.   In   this   section   I   have   made   a
number   of   propositions   on   the   basis   of   my   findings   which   might   be
scrutinised by the Church as a basis for action. However, it is here that I
come to the end of what I can contribute. The actual action required is
one   for   the   local   Church   to   decide   on   herself.   In   doing   so,   she   will
immediately find herself in the midst of the PTh cycle to which she and
page 406
her   members   contribute.   As   detected   in   the   course   of   my   work,   the
underlying conflict narratives are merging and evolving. Now, more than
two   years   after   my   last   field   contact,   it   is   safe   to   assume   that   that




populations   of   this   study   who   are   resident   in   Plateau   State,   their
communities remain intact. However, the communities of the peripheral
cohort   populations   of   Adamawa   (particularly   the   Kamwe)   have   been
shattered,   and   many   of   their   members   are   now   arriving   in   Jos   as
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Relevance:   The   underlying   assumption   here   is   that   rural
























interviewed   alone   opposed   to   when   speaking   as   a   focus   group








Attitude­shift   over  a  period  of  6  –  9  months   calibrated against
current events
Reason for choice: A comparison of attitudes over a certain time
period   may   indicate   trends,   and   depending   on   the   nature   of
utterances, these might be linkable to certain developments. It is
however normally necessary to speak to the same respondents on
both   occasions,   something   which   is   impaired   by   the   anonymity
provisions of the research. (It did however become possible, as one












Berom x x x x x x x
Tarok x x x x x x
Peripheral cohort population
Kamwe x x x x x x
Fali x x x x x x













































































Chapter G.4  Sample   metrics   and   aberrations   from
original intentions
G.4.1  The first field visit
Cohort   recruitment   generally   went   smoothly   and   respondents
participated with a high degree of trust. In most cases, volunteers were
recruited   through   an   appeal   during   Sunday   service,   and   a   random
selection from the appropriate age groups was made from those convening
at   the end  of   the  service.  The   interviews  and  focus  groups  were  held
either   immediately   or   at   a   later   date.   In   some   cases,   due   to   social
dynamics it was thought best to include two people in interviews instead
of one, and to include five in preference to four in a focus group (sending a
single   volunteer   away,   however   selected,   might,   given   the   group





was   a   member   of   the   same   language   group.   Interviews   I   conducted
myself, but with in situ oral translation. In the case of the (urban) Berom
and the very small language group of the (rural) Fali­Kirya, the preferred
languages   of   their   youth   cohorts   emerged   as   English   and   Hausa
respectively, exhibiting a loss of their ethnic mother­tongue in favour of a
local lingua franca. This made interviewing easier from the point of view





Zoom   H2   for   focus   groups   and   three   Tascom   DR­03   for   interviews.
Transcription was done by hand using the three digital recording devices
(Tascam DR­03).  Although   transcription  was   completed  by   the  end  of
September, much of the translation work had to be carried out by proxy

















During the second field visit,   the metrics  of  the contact sessions were
anything other than perfect. However, given that the top priority of the
second field visit was to tidy up the data collected during the first visit,
and   that   the   security   situation   was   very   tense,   expectations   were





respondents   suffered   from   situations   which   could   not   be   sufficiently
guided by the researcher due to his physical absence. This resulted in an
odd number of focus group sessions being conducted and in one interview
failing.  The   contact   sessions  were   of  varying   length,  and   respondents











































































data   collection   unfolded   in   the   field,   and   provides   a   response   which





Going   only   to   the   church   faithful   on
Sunday   mornings   will   skew   the
selection of  opinions recorded,  making
findings   non­representative   of   the
whole Christian population.
This   criticism   is   warranted.   However,   the
main concern of the research is to build theory
which   cannot   be   achieved   if   the   central
concern   is   statistically   representative
population samples. Nevertheless, the cohort
populations were carefully chosen to respond
to   the   disciplinary   focus   of   the   research,
namely PTh. The church faithful were chosen
primarily   because   any   resulting   response
within   the   process   of   theology   is   likely   to
resonate mostly with the church faithful as a
formative   group   of   Christian   expression




the   area   represents   only   a   relatively
small   fraction   of   the   total   Christian
population.
Given   the   limited   size   of   the   sample  which
can be taken using the research methods of
this survey, there will always be many groups
and  subgroups   left  uncovered.  Choosing   the
largest denominations represents an effort to





chosen   such   in   Plateau   State   that   they
represent   an   epicentre   of   past   or   current
trouble;   in the case  of  Adamawa,  they were
chosen   to   represent   very   typical   urban   or
rural settings.
The   cohort   constellations   have   lost




trade­off   between   getting   things   done   and
reaching   a   perfect   constellation.   A   more
critical   part   of   the   work   is   gaining   and
maintaining the trust of the community. The
awkward quest for perfect cohort metrics may
have   endangered   this   goal   and   undermined
the quality of collected data.
Female   representation   was   not
constant across all cohorts.
Measures   were   taken   to   ensure   female
participation in each cohort as they matched
the   criteria   and   were   willing   to   partake.
Particularly older women appear to have been
considerably shyer than their age­group male
counterparts.   Nevertheless,   the   measures




clearly  present  in all  Christian cohorts.  The
situation   was   unfortunately   considerably
different amongst the Hausa Muslims, where
it   would   have   been   virtually   impossible   to




has   to   be   considered   in   the   discussion   the
texts generated in the course of research.
Selection methods varied depending on
the   congregation.   In   some   cases
respondents   were   selected   directly   by
the   pastor   on   an   ad   hoc   “drum   up”
basis,   in   other   cases   they   were
recruited   directly   from   the   Sunday
morning   service.   The   method   should
always be the same.
It was not always possible to select according
to   a   fixed   method,   The   notion   of   research
methodologies   is   poorly   understood   in
recipient   communities,   and   demanding
adherence to a strict sampling technique was
deemed in some circumstances as something
that   could   be   construed   as   excessively
invasive. The logic of the research puts a high
premium   on   trust.   Undermining   this   to
impose   a   particular   selection   method   was
thought not to be worth the price as long as
the  applied  selection   method   promised   a
reasonably   random   sample.   Nevertheless,
hand­picking of respondents by the Pastor or
any   other   church   representative   was   firmly
resisted. Accordingly, the research team had
to  deal  with very  many different  situations.
Recruitment methods were selected according
to   what   was   most   adequate   under   the
circumstances.
Using  people   from the  same ethnicity
for focus group moderation can cause a
conflict of interest, as they have strong
incentives   to   guide   the   course   of
conversation   to   present   their   own
people in a positive light.
Such incentives do indeed exist. However, the
ethnic   continuity   between   moderator   and
participants clearly  offers  strong advantages
as well. There is a potential for a strong trust
basis   to   be   built   quickly,   and   mainly,   the
conversation   can   flow   more   naturally.   The
fact   that   translation   does   not   need   to   take
place  in situ  is a huge additional advantage.
Interviews were conducted in a different mode
(i.e.   with  in   situ  translation)   in   order   to
control   for   this   factor   and   because   the
conversational flow was estimated to be less
crucial in an interview situation.
Translation   is   always   wrought   with
difficulties.   There   is   the   danger   that
essential   nuances   will   be   lost   in
translation.
Whenever   source   language   and   research
language differ, translation has to take place
at some point. Translation would either have
had to be done directly  by  the  respondents,
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the   research   assistants,   or   the   researcher.




be   rechecked   if   required.   Exploring   the
alternatives,   the   researcher   could   not
reasonably   be   expected   to   acquire   the
linguistic   abilities   to   carry   out   the





and   translation   work   is   dubious,   and
these cannot go unchecked.
This   was   sometimes   a   serious   concern   for
some   of   the   content.   All   transcripts   were
checked for oral fidelity. Passages which were
suspicious were marked. Random checks were




Some respondents   indicated  that  they
had   participated   in   acts   of   violence,
possibly   amounting   to   crimes   against
humanity and ethnic cleansing. Failure
to report these to the authorities goes
against   the   ethics   guidelines   of
research   of   the   University   of
Edinburgh.





is   strong   enough   to   take   action   to   protect
victims   and   the   rule   of   law   is   regarded   as
sufficient   to   pursue   offenders.   A   major
dimension   of   the   researched   conflict   is   the
problem   of   impunity   and   the   fact   that
authorities   and   their   members   have   been
privy or even party to the crimes. Reporting
acts of crime in this context would not change
the   situation   other   than   undermine   the






laid  out   in   (Chapter  B.4.3)  were   in   fact   observed.  Each   tick   or   cross
relates to a church/mosque in their order of enumeration.
Policy Be Ta Ka Fa Ha
All   field   research   assistants   shall   speak   the
language   of   the   ethnic   group   they   will   be
researching.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
All  field research assistants shall  undergo specific
initiation   in   focus   group   moderation,   interview
assistance and transcription
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
All field assistants work under a written contractual
arrangement   and   are   remunerated   for   their   time
and expenses.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
Church   and   participants   shall   be   selected   on   a
voluntary and quasi­random basis. The church shall
belong to the largest denomination in its area.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ xx✓✓
939
Contact groups shall be researched in two distinct
age groups:  youths  (20  –  30)  and seniors   (50 and
above).   Participants   shall   be   explicitly   selected
according to these criteria.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ xx✓✓
940
All   focus groups shall  have both female and male
participants.
x✓ 941 ✓✓ ✓ ✓ xxxx942
Focus   group   moderation   shall   ensure   that   also
quieter members of the group are given a voice.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
Interviews should consist of both male and female
respondents for each ethnic group.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ xxxx943

















Contact   sessions   shall   take   place   on   the   “home
ground” of the participants.
✓✓ ✓✓ x945 ✓ ✓✓✓✓
All   respondents   shall   tick  off  an  ethnic   clearance
form. To advance trust and maintain anonymity, a
signature is not mandatory.
✓✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
Refreshments and an indemnity of  500 (£2) shall₦
be offered to each participant.
x✓946 ✓✓ ✓ ✓ ✓✓✓✓
Wherever possible, transcription shall be performed
by   the   focus   group   moderator   or   the  in­situ
translator.   The   researcher   shall   transcribe   all
sections conducted in English.




✓✓ x✓ 948 ✓ x949 ✓✓✓✓
Transcriptions and translations shall be subjected to
random spot  checks  and particular  checks  on key
passages.












































































































































































































































































D55   Self­understanding   ­
ethnocentricity
Indication of an ethnic self­understanding
D56   Self­understanding   ­
religicentricity
Indication of a religious self­understanding
D57 Tribal versus religious identity Utterance   where   both   tribal   and   religious
identity features come to the fore
E   Existential   experience   and
perceptions
Research­relevant   issues   with   which
respondents grapple
E51 Greatest fear or threat Reference   to   what   respondents   think   life's
greatest threats are
E52 Moral attitudes – in conflict Reference  to  respondents'   judgement of  right
and wrong in general terms
E53 Moral attitudes – outside conflict Reference  to  respondents'   judgement of  right
and wrong in conflict situations
E54   Moral   attitudes   cross­religious
marriage and family








T53   Influence   on   conflict   and
communal relationships
Utterance   about   things   or   actions   which
influence how conflict is caused or how people
live together
T54   Spiritual   understanding   of   the
world
Reference   to   how   the   spiritual   world
influences the seen world
T55 Eschatological expectations Utterances with explicit eschatological content





U51   Value   categories   –   love­trust­
honour etc.
Reference to communally held values
U52   Value   categories   –   drivers   for
moral behaviour
Reference   to   communally   held   values   which










Cohort Name Type Ethn. Male Female Time Words Mod/Tran Language
1 BeU1S­F senior Berom 2 2 34:50 4200 M1/T3 Be
1 BeU1S­J senior Berom 2 0 1:00:40 9400 M2 Be
2 BeU2S­F senior Berom 4 0 44:09 6000 M2 Be
2 BeU2S­J senior Berom 0 1 58:25 8100 M1/T3 Be
3 BeU2Y­F1 youth Berom 3 1 45:24 7000 M3 Be/En
3 BeU2Y­F2 youth Berom 2 1 47:54 6800 M3 En
3 BeU2Y­J1 youth Berom 0 1 46:52 6800 M1 En
3 BeU2Y­J2 youth Berom 1 0 49:52 9000 M1 En
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3 BeU2Yplus­F youth Berom 4 1 1:02:59 11000 M1 En
3 BeU2Yplus­J1 youth Berom 1 0 34:31 5100 M1 En
3 BeU2Yplus­J2 youth Berom 0 1 12:18 1900 M1 En
4 TaR1S­F senior Tarok 3 1 45:58 6200 Ta
4 TaR1S­J senior Tarok 1 0 43:52 6900 Ta
5 TaR2S­F senior Tarok 2 2 Recording failure Ta
5 TaR2S­J senior Tarok 0 1 43:28 6300 Ta
6 TaR1Y­F youth Tarok 3 1 39:53 5800 Ta
6 TaR1Y­J youth Tarok 0 1 39:00 5800 Ta
7 TaR2Y­F youth Tarok 2 2 37:35 4300 Ta
7 TaR2Y­J youth Tarok 0 1 45:39 6900 Ta







Cohort Name Type Ethn. Male Female Time Words Mod/Tran Language
8 KaUS­F senior Kamwe 2 3 51:25 7900 M6 Ka
8 KaUS­J senior Kamwe 1 0 57:09 7400 M1/T6 Ka
9 KaUY­F youth Kamwe 2 2 59:12 8800 M8 Ka
9 KaUY­J youth Kamwe 1 1 57:30 8700 M1/T7 Ka
10 FaRS­J senior Fali 0 1 51:25 4470 M1/T10 Fa
11 FaRY­F youth Fali 1 1 40:51 5900 M9 Ha
11 FaRY­J youth Fali 2 2 24:00 3300 M1/T10 Ha
12 HaU1S­F senior Hausa 4 0 52:02 8000 M12 Ha
13 HaU1Y­F youth Hausa 4 0 28:02 4400 M11 Ha
13 HaU1Y­J youth Hausa 1 0 17:39 3100 M11 Ha
14 HaU2Y­F youth Hausa 4 0 38:30 6500 M11 Ha
15 HaU3SY­FJ se/yo Hausa 5 0 48:04 8300 M14/M13 Ha
16 HaU4SY­FJ se/yo Hausa 5 0 50:00 9100 M14/M13 Ha






Cue question BeU1S­F BeU1S­J BeU2S­F BeU2S­J
W1 What are the causes of death/sickness/accidents? 0 0 1 0
W2 Tell me about a death which greatly affected you? 1 0 1 1
W3 What happens to a person who dies? 0 0 1 1
W5 Tell me about a place you feel safe 0 0 1 1
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 1 0 1 1
W8 What would you do with one day left to live? 1 0 1 0
I1 Who are you? 0 1 0 0
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 1 1 0 1
I3 What is the most important place to you? 0 0 1 0
I4 What is a Christian/Muslim/Fulani/Berom/Hausa? 0 0 0 1
I5 Who did the house burnings? 1 1 0 1
E1 Tell me about a person who is a role model or authority 1 0 1 0
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E3 What did you do / where were you in the last crisis? 1 0 1 0
E4 What would you do if a Muslim were to move next door? 1 1 0 1
E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Muslim? 1 1 0 1
E6 What should be done to resolve the crisis? 0 1 1 1
E7 What is causing the crisis? 0 1 0 0
Berom Youth cue questions
Cue question BeU2YF1 BeU2YF2 BeU2YJ1 BeU2YJ BeU2Yplus­F BeU2Yplus­J1 BeU2Yplus­J2
W1 death/sickness 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
W3 person who dies 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
W4 why on earth 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
W5 place you feel safe 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
W6 important thing 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
W7 next 5 years? 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
W8 one day left to live 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
W9 magic 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
I1 Who are you 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
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I2 people or place 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
I4 Chr./Mu./Fu./Be./Ha. 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
I6 convert to Christianity 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
I7 marry a Muslim 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
I8 relationship to Mu. 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
E1 role model or authority 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
E2 sacrifice your life 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
E3 last crisis? 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
E4 Muslim next door 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
E5 kill/attack Muslim 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
E6 resolved the crisis 1 1 0 1 0 1 1




Cue question TaR1S­F TaR1S­J TaR2S­J
W1 What are the causes of death/sickness/accidents? 1 1 1
W3 What happens to a person who dies? 1 0 0
W4 Why are you here on earth? 1 0 1
W5 Tell me about a place you feel safe 0 0 1
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 1 1 0
W8 What would you do with one day left to live? 1 0 1
I1 Who are you? 0 0 1
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 1 0 0
I4 What is a Christian/Muslim/Fulani/Tarok? 0 1 0
I7 Would you marry a Muslim? 0 0 1
I8 What is your relationship to Muslims? 0 0 1
E3 What did you do / where were you in the last crisis? 1 1 1
E4 What would you do if a Muslim were to move next door? 0 0 1
E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Muslim? 1 0 1




Cue question TaR1Y­F TaR1Y­J TaR1Y­F TaR1Y­J
W1 What are the causes of death/sickness/accidents? 1 0 1 0
W2 Tell me about a death which greatly affected you? 0 0 0 1
W4 Why are you here on earth? 1 0 0 0
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 0 1 1 1
W7 What do you plan in the next 5 years? 1 1 1 1
W8 What would you do with one day left to live? 1 1 1 0
W9 Is there such a thing as magic? 0 1 0 0
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 1 1 1 0
I4 What is a Christian/Muslim/Fulani/Tarok? 0 1 1 1
I7 Would you marry a Muslim? 0 0 0 1
I8 What is your relationship to Muslims? 0 1 1 0
E1 Tell me about a person who is a role model or authority 0 1 1 0
E2 Would you sacrifice your life for anything? 1 0 1 0
E3 What did you do / where were you in the last crisis? 1 1 0 1
E4 What would you do if a Muslim were to move next door? 1 1 1 0
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E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Muslim? 1 1 1 1
E6 What should be done to resolve the crisis? 1 0 0 1
G.6.2.2  Peripheral contact sessions
Kamwe cue questions
Cue question KaUS­F KaUS­J KaUY­F KaUY­J
W1 What are the causes of death/sickness/accidents? 0 1 0 0
W2 Tell me about a death which greatly affected you? 0 1 0 0
W3 What happens to a person who dies? 1 0 0 0
W4 Why are you here on earth? 0 0 0 0
W5 Tell me about a place you feel safe 0 1 1 1
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 1 1 1 1
W7 What do you plan in the next 5 years? 1 0 0 1
W8 What would you do with one day left to live? 1 0 1 1
W9 Is there such a thing as magic? 0 0 0 0
I1 Who are you? 1 0 0 0
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 0 0 0 0
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I3 What is the most important place to you? 0 0 0 0
I4 What is a Muslim? 1 1 0 0
I5 Who did the house burnings? 0 0 0 0
I6 Why should a Muslim convert to Christianity? 0 0 0 1
I7 Would you marry a Muslim? 0 1 1 1
E1 Tell me about a person who is a role model or authority 0 0 1 0
E2 Would you sacrifice you life for anything? 0 0 0 0
E3 What did you do / where were you in the last crisis? 0 0 0 0
E4 What would you do if a Muslim were to move in next door? 1 1 0 0
E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Muslim? 1 0 0 1
E6 What should be done to resolve the crisis? 0 1 0 1
E7 What is causing the crisis? 0 1 0 0
Fali cue questions
Cue question FaRY­F FaRY­J FaRS­J
W1 What are the causes of death/sickness/accidents? 0 1 1
W2 Tell me about a death which greatly affected you? 0 0 1
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W3 What happens to a person who dies? 0 0 1
W4 Why are you here on earth? 1 1 0
W5 Tell me about a place you feel safe 0 1 0
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 1 1 1
W8 What would you do with one day left to live? 0 0 1
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 1 1 1
I4 What is a Christian/Muslim/Fali? 1 1 1
I5 Who did the house burnings? 1 0 0
I7 Would you marry a Muslim? 0 1 1
E1 Tell me about a person who is a role model or authority 0 1 0
E4 What would you do if a Muslim were to move in next door? 0 1 0
E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Muslim? 1 1 0




Cue question Ha­U1Y­F Ha­U1Y­J Ha­U2Y­F HaU1S­F HaU3SY­FJ HaU4SY­FJ
W5 Tell me about a place you feel safe 1 1
W6 What is the most important thing in your life? 1 1 1 1 1
I1 Who are you? 1 1 1
I2 What people or places scare you / make you feel safe? 1 1 1 1 1
I4 What is a Christian/Muslim/Hausa? 1 1 1
I6 Why should a Christian convert to Islam? 1 1 1 1
I7 Would you marry a Christian? 1 1 1 1 1
E3 What did you do / where were you in the last crisis? 1 1 1 1
E5 Is it ever right to kill / attack a Christian? 1 1 1 1 1 1
E6 What should be done to resolve the crisis? 1 1 1 1





The   following   tables   present   a   comprehensive   list   of   topical   codes.




scale   of   1   –   5   indicating   the   topic's   relevance   to   one   of   these   three
categories. In total, 7 points per question have been distributed across




Topical codes W I E
C ­ Conflict experience
C01 Defence / attack 1 2 4
C02 Participation in atrocities 2 1 4
C03 Evaluation of atrocities 3 1 3
C04 Evaluation of land conflict/grab 1 4 2
C05 Conflict origins 3 3 1
C06 Narrative ­­ ­­ ­­
C07 Violence ­­ ­­ ­
D ­ Discourse features
D01 Eschatology 5 1 1
D02 Fatalism 5 1 1
D03 Repentence 5 1 1
D04 Christian apology 4 2 1
D05 Religioius relativism 4 2 1
D06 Traditional religion 4 2 1
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D07 Livestock/game imagery 4 1 2
D08 Biblical/holy land comparisons 3 3 1
D09 Ethnic­religious equivalence 3 3 1
D10 Henotheism 3 3 1
D11 Causes of sin 3 1 3
D12 Ethnocentricity 1 5 1
D13 Ethnic cleansing/hatred 1 4 2
D14 Impunity 1 2 4
E ­ Existential experience
E01 Cause of death 5 1 1
E02 Nature of death 5 1 1
E03 Life plans/meaning/future perspectives 4 2 1
E04 Traditional religions 4 2 1
E05 Devil/evil 4 1 2
E06 Magic 4 1 2
E07 Imperative to do good works 3 1 3
E08 Imperative to preach gospel 3 1 3
E09 Other ethnicities 2 4 1
E10 Self­image 2 4 1
E11 Evaluation of co­existence 2 1 4
E12 Emotional responses ­­ ­­ ­­
G ­ God
G01 Knowledge of God 5 1 1
G02 Jesus 4 2 2
G03 Bible/Word of God 4 2 1
G04 Nature of God 4 2 1
G05 Prayer 4 2 1
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G06 God as agent 3 2 2
G07 Relationship with God 2 4 1
M ­ Muslims & Islam
M01 Differences Muslim­Christian 2 4 1
M02 Izala/sword logo 2 4 1
M03 nature of Hausa/Fulani 2 4 1
M04 Muslim goals 3 3 1
M05 Nature of Boko Haram 3 3 1
M06 Nature of Muslims 3 3 1
M07 Experience of Muslims 2 3 2
M08 Nature of Mohammed 4 2 1
P ­ Power relationships
P01 Christian obedience 2 1 4
P02 Authority structures ­­ ­­ ­­
P03 Conversion pressure ­­ ­­ ­­
P04 Nigerian politics ­­ ­­ ­­
U ­ Universals
U01 Doubt 5 1 1
U02 Grief 5 1 1
U03 Victimhood 5 1 1
U04 Judgement 4 1 2
U05 freedom 4 2 1
U06 Nature of peace 4 2 1
U07 Refuge 4 2 1
U08 Security 4 2 1
U09 Revenge 2 1 4
U10 Sin 2 1 4
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U11 Truth/honesty 2 1 4
U12 Virtue 2 1 4
G.6.3.2  Peripheral Data Set coding structure
Topical codes W I E
C Conflict
C51 Drivers of conflict 3 3 2
C52 Drivers of peace 3 3 2
C52 Land issues 2 4 1
D Attitude features
D51 View of “The Other” ­ Christian 2 4 1
D52 View of “The Other” ­ Muslim 2 4 1
D53 Self­understanding Christian 1 5 1
D54 Self­understanding Muslim 1 5 1
D55 Self­understanding ­ ethnocentricity 2 4 1
D56 Self­understanding ­ religicentricity 2 4 1
D57 Tribal versus religious identity 2 4 1
E Existential experience and perceptions
E51 Greatest fear or threat 4 2 1
E52 Moral attitudes – in conflict 2 2 3
E53 Moral attitudes – outside conflict 1 1 5
E54 Moral attitudes cross­religious marriage and family 1 4 2
E55 Why cross­over 3 3 1
T Transcendental
T51 God's nature and agency 4 2 1
T52 Use of sacred imagery 3 3 1
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T53 Influence on conflict and communal relationships 2 3 2
T54 Spiritual understanding of the world 5 1 1
T55 Eschatological expectations 5 1 1
T56 traces of traditional religions 3 2 2
U Universals
U51 Value categories – love­trust­honour etc. 2 1 4






ordered   by   cohort.   The   respondent   quotations   presented   in   under
Section C  are  drawn   from  this   repository.  However,  unlike   those,   the
utterances   in   the   main   repository   are   complemented   with   intonation




















































































































but some people cause death to themselves,  so  it   is  important for people to care for
themselves. [M: hmm] Some drink and drive recklessly. He won't be the only one to die,
he might carry some people in his car and then he can crash into other­other road users.





























D­2(m,F):   “If  we  take a  look carefully,  during  the   time of  Abacha,  before  you enter















B­1(f,F):   “The death that disturbed and weighed me down seriously  [M: yes?]   is  the
death of my children in class one, that were killed, because I was headmistress, I gave a










































E­2:   “I  was  greatly  disturbed,   the  death  hit  me   so  much,  my  daughter   [[a  different
daughter]] said to me, “mother don't you have faith? .. don't allow the devil to discourage






























































are  possible.  We are   leaving  everything   in   the  hands  of  God,  because  we know  that
nothing can overpower him. We know that these that are happening is not within our

























































































































































to   US,   UN,   hmm­hmm.   There   are   security   personnels,   they   have   to   check   your
documents before you gain access into the UN premises, but because of how wicked the
human mind is and to go in forcefully, he had to plan evil there.” [E02­Cu][P02­Cu]







































(.k.k.k   is   an   interjection   expressing   agreement   of   unfortunate   or























will  chase us,  but they will   flee and leave everything.  [M:  true]  And we will  not go
























































































and   they   help   with   weapons.   [A­2:   Indeed.   ]They   build   places   of   worship,   with












































because   we   want   peaceful   coexistence,   but   their   children   who   have   been   bred   and
brought up here and seem to be wealthy above us, are proclaiming to people that they














don't  have a certificate of occupancy;  the place (land) was vast,  and we just wanted
people to occupy it,  we gave them places and until today I know the places. It is on





























































togetherness that they desire.  Because you don't   live together,  he will  not fight you.
































































































































































































































































































F­1(m,J):  “Ah, to add on what he­he's  said [T:  yes],  this happened for long and if   it





the   houses.   From   Congo   where   I   did   my   elementary   school,   near   Cwel­Aljap,   it's
Christians that are now dominating that place. Their [[Muslims]] place to Nassarawa,


















































































































fingers  twice)).  Another  one   is  here   in   the  church.  He's   in   the  baptismal  class.  His
mother bought him a machine to work with. Here in the church, there's no machine, and
the boy is nowhere to be found. Last June, we can't see the boy or the machine. But can


































































































































down   to   their   level,   and   do   what   they're   doing,   and   make   them   understand.   This
aspect .. [M: mm] that they're doing, this is right, and this is wrong. Like, em .. let me

















E­3a(f,F):   “From the world,   from earth,  where we  live.  You know? We are like from
January to this time the COCIN theme for this year is “Salt and Light of the World”.
You know we are to preserve, preserve our own generation. [M: mh] I remember doing
Sunday  sermon.   It   was  because  of  Noah   that   God  saved   his  generation   so   we   can
preserve our generation by the kind of life we live.”













































































































































B­3a:   “Em  ..   In   life,   there  are  people  who­   there  are  people  who  ..   :impact:   in  you
positively, [M: mmh] and there are people who impact in you negatively. .. When I'm
coming up, I have (where) I want to attend. [M: yu'] <I>­ I have my belief. I know what




































































A­3b:   “He   died   on   the   Cross   of   Calvary.   [M:   uh­huh]   He   cleanses   me   rather   than












































































































































































in the church.  [M: right] I think, church is the most safest place.   [M: right,   °mmh°]
because God is, you know, we have our .. other lives that we live on. [M: mmh] You
know, that in the church, although some people do pretend, but then [M: yu'] do feel that
the atmosphere  allows God to do  (all  day)  [M:  yu'],  because anyhow­anyhow, there's
always a righteous person there.” [E08­Su][T07­Su][U10­Su][U15­Su]
Ref­#192
A­3b(m,J):   “About a place  I   feel  safe?   (4.0)  With the current  situation happening  in
Nigeria,   (2.0)   I  don't   think   that   there   is  place  which   I   call   safe.   [M:  uh­huh]  Even
now.”;;”Because of the security problem that is in Nigeria. .. [M: mmh] Bomb blasts here
and there, the crisis, the terror crisis and so on and so forth.” [U10­Cu][U13­Cu]





we   are   finding   ourselves,   you   can   be   in   your   house,   with   the   policemen,   with   the
security, with soldier men here, [F: ye] [M: mmh] and these people will come and attack














































































































forgive,  He has a   forgiving spirit   ..   so   to  me,   I   think He's  going  to   forgive   them,   ..
allowing them to stay there. [M: mmh] .. an um, and make make them His friends .. [M:
°yeh°]. .. So that due to the present situation we have now, we try to make them our





























































there   with   you.   [M:   mmh]   While   you're   awake   He   is   there,   in   the   parlour,   in   the
bedroom. .. Even when you're doing the wrong thing, God is still there, except that He's
not happy. [M: yeh] So I find joy in .. that particular verse. Chapter 121. And also John




























































G­3b(m,F):   “it   was   God­sha,   so   it   was   God   who   saved   us.   [M:   yu']   Because   in   the
morning, … we now … went out again, now went to the University of Jos. That where
we stayed until   ..   [F:  after] until  after the crisis  even before we  leave some … Igbo










































































































































A­3b(m,F):   “I'm  really   scared  going   to   church   these  days.   [M:   mmh]  Why?   Because
































































































































































thing,   I   think   I  will­,   I   will   agree   with   you.   I   don't   have   specific.   [M:  yu']   I   want







































































D­3a(f,F):   “You can say a Muslim is  no Christian.  He has his own god.   [M:  mm] A
Muslim is a person that worship human being in form of God.”
[...]




















































































































































































A­3b:   “Because   they   don't   show­   they   don't   show   them­   the   good   ones   don't   show
themselves. [M: uh­huh] If they show up and they are the good ones, then they will be
eliminated by /thea/, [M: yu'] the other brothers as well.” [E02­Cu][M09­Cu]






























E­3a(f,F):   “We DON'T believe to  each other.   I  believe our things are different.  They











































































































A­3b(m,F):   “(Yeah,   what,   I   just   want   us   to)   define   the   point   why   I   said   so.   The
government   have   been   calling   the   Boko   Haram   [E:   mmh]   for   [:negotiation:]   [E:















































































what not  to  do,   [M:  mmh]  IF  they are   fighting  the president,   if   there   is  social  and






they will  be running away.  Now why are  they running?..   In my own opinion,  Boko
Haram are terrorist group. .. [M: mmh] ((phone rings)) And they are mostly .. Muslims.
[M:  yu']  That  how me  I   see  Boko  Haram.   [F:  mm  °yes°]  They  are  mostly  Muslims
themselves, and :they:. And they are not :all: Muslims, there still good Muslims, still
















































































































































Kaduna   that   they   are   the   one   looking   for   trouble.   ((cock   clucking   loudly   in   the





















































































G­3b:  “=[Seeing what this crisis]   is  today ..   [°M: mmhmmh°]  You will  see a Muslim

























except   to   have   a   personal   encounter   like<   so   :many:   confession   we   have   from   the
<Imams> who repent or all those Boko Haram. .. there own is a personal encounter ..































































































attack the Muslims.  [M:  mmh] It's  always the other way round.  In some villages of
recent, like my own local government, [[name]] local government, of recent, last month,





















































was   binding   them   together.   But   these   days,   like   if   you   come   to   …   Plateau   here,
somebody will say .. we are Christians here, yet somebody will say, “I'm Tarok”, this one
will   say,   “I'm   Magabu”,   this   one   will   say,   “I'm   Berom”.   You   know?   [M:   mmh]   The
difference :we: create. (Mix) … It brings more harm to us as Christians.” [C12­Cu][D03­
Cu][D12­Cu][E14­Cu][U06­Cu]

































































































































stand   at   the   main   road,   and   before   we   know   it,   the   next   moment   was   just   fire
everywhere. This areas was just total blackout. [M: yu'] We have Muslim neighbours
around us. So the people, ahr, the youths that came from this side, [M: yu'] they were


















































































































I   was   surprised,   the   fighting  as   in   how,   and   then  before   you   know   it,   small­small





































































































































































































































































































we can't   fold our  arms and watch them kill  our youths and burn our home.  Like  I
remember during Jan­,  er,  2001 crisis   ..   in  fact,   there were many Christian youths,
children and women that were saved by Christians. [M: yu'] But when we discovered

























[M:   mm]   And   I   <think>   I   want   to   recommend   the   Christians   in   Plateau   for   that.
Because, as my brother here has said earlier, the truth is, they have been :attacking:, ...
[M: mm] we have been defending. [M: mm] Under the circumstances, I've never seen a
















































that as an­ as a defence.   [M:  mmh­mmh] Attack, I  see it  as when they are in their
houses. [M: right] You go and attack them. [M: right] You go and :kill: them. Which I
don't agree with that. [M: mmh] Because even the Bible .. don't teach us that. [M: yep ..



































will  get   through  that   :this   is  Christ:.  … On  the   contrary,  He  might  decide   to   ..   to
:destroy: them as He did He helped the Israelites. Go and give you power of them. They





















forgive,  He has a   forgiving spirit   ..   so   to  me,   I   think He's  going  to   forgive   them,   ..
allowing them to stay there. [M: mmh] .. an um, and make make them His friends .. [M:
°yeh°]. .. So that due to the present situation we have now, we try to make them our



























































































































particular land,  :you:  must  abide by  it.  And if  we think of   that,   there will  be know
problem. [M: right] Christians and Muslims are fi­ are fighting in Plateau State. [M: yu']




B­3a(m,J):   “Thank   God   for   the   government   of   the   day,   to   <involve>   youths   in   it,




























































































yu'] It will  not be possible. [M: mmh] There will  be never, there will  never be peace
without acting peace. [M: yu'] If they are calling for peace, they should practice peace


















The respondents'  self­understanding     as   to  why they  exist  and what
their purpose on earth is:
Ref­#395
































































































[[strength]]   there.  But  to  us,  we can say   that   it  doesn't  have   that  power,  but  they,





bacteria.“;;„Things of   spirit  doesn't   cause   stumbling,  doesn't   cause   sickness,  because
unlike my belief is that things of the flesh, there is a blessing in it. So there is hitting of
the toe in it [[in the flesh]] and sickness.“ [E11­Su]































































D-5(f,J): “What I will do is, I will give my life to God in the first place, I will pray, “may God forgive
















that   many   of   the   Tarok   people   abandoned   worshipping   other   things   and   followed
Christianity up to day. Now the whole Plateau, everyone has a tradition, culture and
custom of worshipping things, and they came and abandoned it, some of them turning to














[[strength]]   there.  But   to  us,  we can say  that  it  doesn't  have  that power,  but   they,
because of  the fact  that when you go contrary to anything there,   then you won't be
spared by anybody [[can't  go unpunished]].  So they depend on that power.” [D16­Cu]
[E16­Cu]
Throughout   the   contact   sessions   the   perceived  threats  voiced   during














































Because  He  will   come not  as  a  chief,  not  as  a  queen and not  as  anything  else   [X:
((coughs))], but as a poor man, so we need to fear God.” [D03­Su][D10­Su][D14­Su][T04­
Su][T07­Su]


































































different   locations   were   selected   that   they   must   be   Muslim   followers,   If   not,   they
wouldn't  be elected as traditional rulers.  [T:  mmm] They were forced to Islamise [T:
mmm] by compulsion, so later stood on our feet that whoever that will  Islamise will














































and   then   usually   employed   to   describe   an   economic   relationship.   In
relation to the Fulani, who are also overwhelmingly Muslim, there is the













































































different   locations   were   selected   that   they   must   be   Muslim   followers,   If   not,   they
wouldn't  be elected as traditional rulers.   [T: mmm] They were forced to Islamise [T:
mmm] by compulsion, so later stood on our feet that whoever that will  Islamise will






























peace,  because  a  Muslim when you stay with him today,  he  is   the one who follows





















release  his   daughter   for   Islamic   marriage   then  he   left   and   forget   my  path.   {{claps
hands}} Because he did not grab my attention. He did not grab the attention of my father
as well.“ [E04­Su][M03­Su][M09­Su]






































off  and occupy that place.  Though their  land was there before,  they left   for another
place, so they should clear them there. And they started to fight, and those people were
thoroughly   killed.   So   this   is   my   opinion   to   the   attitude   of   a   Muslim   doing   to   a











































































































































































































































from   the   Fulanis   directly   from   their   hand,   I   collected   them   and   brought   it.   After
bringing that then, I  defended against Muslims inside, because they were burning our
place, so I defended,  defended  at that time – full  participation  I  defended, defended.“
[C03­Sm][C08­Sm][C13­Sm][D09­Sm][M03­Sm][M08­Sm]
Ref­#491
D­5(f,J):   “I  encountered a  lot  of  problem so much,  I  encountered  problems so much,
because at the time they were coming before we will get notice that there is war then, we
saw our colleagues bringing loads, bringing those loads, as our colleagues were bringing






































































B­7(f,F):  “That thing which I want in my life  is peacefulness [[fine to sit]],   living in






































































arrange what you have,  supposing  this  thing should be done  this way.  Especially  a






































are   near   you   without   any   problem   between   you.   In   your   family   you   stay   without







On the causes and nature  of  illnesses and accidents  (“sickness and













































killing,   cursing,   magic,   charms,   robbery   destroy   your   home,   fornication,   adultery,


















































E­7:   “Because,  a  … death as  to  say   is   something   that  nobody can  tell  exactly  your
whereabouts after you die. I have nothing to say pertaining death.” [E13­Su]
(Here E­7 displays a degree of agnosticism)
Participants   are   prompted   to   discuss   the   immanent   threat   of   death
particularly in the context of being faced with a single last day to live:
Ref­#530

















































































The  validity  and  power   of   other   religious   systems  are  also  discussed,































culture.   As   they   used   to   go   and   do   their   cultural   festivity,   or   worshipping   the

























which suggests  that C­6 sees  the meaning of   “Tarok” as  entirely  self­
explanatory. However, after more prompting:
Ref­#549















































C­7(f,F):   “That   is   what   I   had   wanted   to   say.   Then   a   Christian   is   someone   who   is
obedient, and he has fear [[respect]].” [E15­Cm][M02­Cm][P04­Cm][T07­Cm]
Ref­#558
A­7(m,F):   “A Christian  is  always  a   fearful  person  and  full   of   forgiveness.  And  self­
control. (4.0) A Christian, left to me then, is one who has believed that Jesus came and


























and make  them to  be  like  that.  Historically   (3.0)   right   from the history  of  Muslim,














































































































































































Girls'   Brigade   there.   After   finished   the   course,   I   was   promoted   to   a   position   of






























































































































































































































































































may say  you have  forgiven,  but  your  mind  is   still  not   settled   [[peace  of  mind]],   so















not   Christians.   If   …   that   something   happened   at   that   instance,   the   level   of   his
annoyance  may be  at  high  tension,   so  he  may  like   to   retaliate   immediately  and so






























































































one  should not  kill,   but  at   that   time what  we did  was as  a  result  of  us  defending


















































all   the   community.   So  anywhere   you   find   yourself   as   a   Christians,   it   is   your





are opportuned to have something  in as a good Christians.  For the members of  the































to  occur  either   in   future.   [M:  yuh]  They  will  now call  all   ..   the  eldest.  That   is   the
traditional ruler, they call all elders with the community, [M: mmh] and then talk to









































































































































































down,   the  Thuku's,   the  Sufuku's   [[dialects]].  All   the  people  came down to  the   town
following the coming of one man “Kwada Kwaka” as I said earlier. So originally, no one










C­9(m,F):   „[Exactly.  In   fact],   it   reached   the   extent   that   Michika   can   no   longer




































































grieved.  Their hearts changed and began to  fight people,  burning places  and killing






















B­9(m,J):   „Eh­hm.   Like   we   have   known,   em,   they   themselves,   even   the   Qu'ran,
















































































































































































































A­9(f,F): „So sometimes, if  someone is in the Lord,  if  the Spirit of God is  inside you
[[someone]],   like   if  you submit  yourself   to   the  Lord,  His  Spirit   can  come and enter
somebody's heart. As you move, anything you want to do, He will tell you, 'do this'. As
you know, the voice that will tell you to do what is good is not the devil's voice. It is the





















































swords  or  anything  else.  We   remember   that   the   children  of   Israel   ..  The  wheel  on







B­9(m,J):  „Yes.  I  remembered. Because Matthew 24 says that if  we hear such thing
happening, God's time is at hand. I remembered while I was going out, that may be
what God says, come to Michika them, because since the time I was born, I haven't





























































































































































E­8(m,J):   „Living   peacefully   is   to   live   with   people   without   fighting   or   quarrelling.
Nobody thinks of himself as more important than another person. Even those like those
who came  from abroad  [[bature]],   I  am happy  by   their  coming  to  stay  here,   s  here




























The   soteriological   importance   of   maintaining   purity   of   heart   and




day  will   remain   for  you   to  die  which  means  you  know when you  will  die,   isn't   it?




































































































































































Identity­based   competition   for   resources,   dominance   by   “The   Other”,
identified either as Muslim or Fulani:
Ref­#723



































































grieved.  Their hearts changed and began to  fight people,  burning places  and killing

















































































































































































































































































































































get   anything,   they   will   not   fulfil   her   marriage   rights   for   her,   they   won't   give   her























D­8(f,F):   „[That   can't   happen]   because   we're   brothers   with   them,   because   we   are
together. [B: ehh] Because God says­“ [E52­Cu]















































B­9(m,J):   „Ahm ..   I,  as  for  me,  I  will  not   fight.  Because of  what? The Word of  God
























































































each other,  the way they walk together,  visit  each other,  the way they  interact  and
relate together. If one of them comes and sees his brother among other people, he will
call to him, “Mr So­And­So, come now, come, let us meet now”. They will just go and





A­11(m,F):   „In  addition   to   that,   [M:  mmh]   the   relationship  between  Christians  and
Muslims in this town, truly, there is no relationship between us and them. Because even
the way we are living together with them, anywhere you are as a Christian, if a Muslims













































































































C­10(f,J):   „There   is   nothing   we   can   do.   Despite   the   awareness   for   peaceful   living
together, you still get conflicts here and there. Though we do not normally travel with
arms like before, which is a sign of transformation, yet Muslims do not like Christians to
exist.   Especially   the   problem   used   to   erupt   in   the   cities   where   both   Muslims   and
Christians die.“ [C51­Cu/D52­Cu]
Ref­#804


































































































































B­11(m,F):   „Ah,   ok.   Christian,   ..   genuine   Christian.   If   you   are   called   a   Christian,
definitely it is a must that you will take the cross of Jesus and follow Him. [M: mm] All
the   sufferings   that  Jesus  suffered,  don't   forget,   it   is  on  your  neck:   the   joy  and  the
sufferings,  all   is   on your  neck.   If   that  happens,   if   even   that  can  happen,  you  as  a














































































































































B­11(m,F):   „Ah,   ok.   Christian,   ..   genuine   Christian.   If   you   are   called   a   Christian,
definitely it is a must that you will take the cross of Jesus and follow Him. [M: mm] All
the   sufferings   that  Jesus  suffered,  don't   forget,   it   is  on  your  neck:   the   joy  and  the
sufferings,  all   is   on your  neck.   If   that  happens,   if   even   that  can  happen,  you  as  a























C­12(m,F):   „The   truth   is   that   in  all   Islam,  no  one  will   even  agree   to  say,   to   touch















anyone is arrested with a bomb, definitely you will  see that it   is a Christian, not a
Muslim. So they should know this or understand this thing. Glory to God.“ [D54-SM]
Ref­#850
A­16(m,F):   „Well   indeed,   if   we   look   at   the   situation   [[issues/matters]]   that's   been
tabarbare  [[destabilised]] in Jos, is not from Muslims talk more of saying ''what could



























































































































































































































E-14(m,J): „A Christian is (3.0) Christian is like someone that doesn't, one that doesn't have .. one
that doesn't have a religion.“ [D51-SM]
...




































































even   there   could   already   have   been  salaha  [[salha  =   peace]].   So   But   he   who   will
[[should]] made effort [[for people]] to have that  salaha  [[peace]],  also everyday he is
fooling people, especially us Muslims. Everyday if you meet [[come in contact]] with him,
front   and   front   [[back   and   front]]   he   will   show   that   he   is   together   with   you.   But
thereafter then something will follow behind, especially these two people we­ if all they

























































































































B­16(m,F):   „I   in   my   position   as   a   Muslim   human   being,   what   is   most   important
assembled [[along]] with me is my religion. Because the God who created me, he brought
me  ganiyan  [[visibly]]   to   earth   for   him   to   test   me   by   what?   By  bauta
[[service/worshipping]],  this worship also as God sent his prophet,  peace be upon his
























to give  them upright  leaders  who will  do  them justice.  Then first,  unless  we repair
[[improve]] ourselves, we improve our heart before we do think we will improve­ since
God's messenger, salalehuwasalama [[peace be upon him]], indeed even though he came,







matters   of   ruling/leadership   [[maliki]],   also   through election  she  has  what   is   called
ward­ward,  election point­election point  14.  This 14,   the Muslim people of   this  local
government  are  controlling  [[ruling/leading]]   with   [[by]]   winning   the   election   of












reduce  our  strengths,   they  cancelled  the   representatives   instead  of  being   four,   they
make it two. At same two,  if  conducted we are winning, we are winning Jos  North­























in  this  town.  So,   if  you can have  [[find]]  a  house  as  this/such,   then you should see
[[observe/think]]  when was she herself  Nigeria  got  independence  (3.0)  That you will
say­ .. We whom all in all now independence of Nigeria is [[we are]] talking of fifty years


























































many times and he will  not  take revenge on the part  of  him that  is not a Muslim,



























supported, and obtain his right for him]]. But once  a ce  there is no justice  a cuce ni, I
brought report and I will not obtain my right, and keep supporting whom I reported,
then indeed the talk [[issue]] to stay peacefully even has not taken its way. But once
there   is   no   justice,   even   if   I   am   deceived/cheated/blackmailed,   I   will   report   to   the




B­16(m,F):   „Peace,  what is  meant by peace  is;   to do  justice,  and to have the justice















in peace,  this  living in peace is more that the peace.  You know health in you body,
































D­14(m,F):  „Please for God's  Sake,   let them look into this  issue because of  our pain
together with the Christians as a whole, it is both of us that benefits, it is not only the






















that   they  are doing  to   ((mobile  phone rings))   their   followers  whispering/sermon and
drawing mind against quarrellings and also remove their enmity to Muslims. Here in
Plateau State it is important that the Christians in Plateau State do Muslims justice;





sharing   of   affairs   for   progress   (development)   and   government   jobs   [[sharing   of
government development affairs]] between people who are people belonging to Muslims
and   people   that   are   people   belonging   to   those   that   are   not   Muslims,   especially




for   progress   [[development]],   whether   repairing   road,   or   provision   of   electricity,   or


























































































B­15(m,F):   „Therefore   one   contribution   that   Muslim   people   can   give   is   to
understand/identify   those   who   are   not   Muslim   that   have   this  sasaucin   ra'ayi
[[opinion/view]] and also effort to join hands with them or work together with them for
seeing [[ensuring]] that we provide solutions to this matters that are happening in this




A­16(m,F):   „Well   indeed,   if   we   look   at   the   situation   [[issues/matters]]   that's   been
tabarbare  [[destabilised]] in Jos, is not from Muslims talk more of saying ''what could

































are  pagan,   it   is   them that  went  and entered  the  church  and placed   the  bomb.  But
because we Muslims, we don't have that aim, then they went, the Christians, they went
and blocked people and continued to kill people. No­ no any reason, which just now the
speaker  number A,  Mr,  A who explained,  said something,  which we,  they came and




will   go  and  surround   you,  and   that   time   that   they   surrounded  us,  and  when   they
surrounded us, Government Security was there and Muslim Security, and even those
that are not Muslims and policemen of the Government and the Muslims, and those that
are   not   Muslims   and   ah,   security   of,   SSS,   they   came   and   they   were   just   looking.
Christians were carrying stones in tipper trucks, coming to put them on the road, while
we were sitting inside the mosque as we prayed or worshipped. (2.0) They came and






















































during   the  election   in  Kabang  for  Chairman.  BY FORCE OPENLY,   they   came and
started this thing, not knowing that it was a planned thing (2.0), but they tried those















someone  who  is  not  even  from that  side  and gave  him,  who  they  are  not  even  the
majority there,  but they gave him [M: mmh] they gave him to go and become their




















cutting  [[cut]] the  governor, the governor of the state and also he is  Bogom  of Jos. So,
problems  of   what   Christians   will   do   to   have   peace   is;   anything   that   is   going   on,
particularly  in Jos  North in terms of peace, then is a  deception – is a lie.  Particularly





crisis  and   there   had  different   committees  differently.   There   had   also  different




And   they   did   and   they   did  submitted   the   report.   But   because   there   is  interest,   ..

















































































our   children,   all  kurkaka  [[suffering   or   intimidation]],   that's   always   done   to   us   by
burning us [[our]] markets, by preventing us doing businesses, and calling VIO all to
block roads  just   like that.   If  they see you are a Muslim,  they will  be arresting you
without gyara [[fault]], no reason and other things of deceitfulness/cheating and killing
us that's been going on to­ nearly [[almost]] people nearly [[almost]] half (   ) they have





happened   a   few   days   back   preventing   the   achaba   aiki   [[motorcycle   transport]]
businesses working, we made an effort with this and said they should exercise patience.
We then opened [[established]]  centres for learning trade/business,  and we discussed
with all  of  us   our  people  our   traders  especially   those   (       )  and   the  other  places  of
















that   they  will  be  given  the  Middle  Belt  to  establish  land  [[a  country]]  belonging   to
Christians, and made Jos the headquarters for a Christian country of Africa all over and
also including this Middle Belt. If they withdraw this, peaceful living [[peace]], what­




burnt,   likewise Good News,  likewise also that one at  Darben  Street market was not















and  [[but   for]]   the  apathetic  attitude  of   our   council­chamber   [[members  of  house  of
representative]] and self interest/heart desire of our council­members is why we have
been  conti­  we have been coming­   coming  to   the  same place/point.   [[but  due  to   the
apathetic   attitude   of   our   members   of   house   of   representative   and   their   selfish
interests/heart   desires,   that   is   why   we   have   been   tangling   in   one   place/point]].   we
Muslims  also   the  Hausawa.   Because   my   reason   is   real,   in   this  particular  area   the








have supposed that our members  of  house  of  representative have  [[thought]]  of   this
thing. And this thing has affected Nigeria all over. Now if you go to Igboland, he will say











matters   of   ruling/leadership   [[maliki]],   also   through election  she  has  what   is   called
ward­ward,  election point­election point  14.  This 14,   the Muslim people of   this  local
government  are  controlling  [[ruling/leading]]   with   [[by]]   winning   the   election   of












reduce  our  strengths,   they  cancelled  the   representatives   instead  of  being   four,   they
make it two. At same two,  if  conducted we are winning, we are winning Jos  North­























in  this  town.  So,   if  you can have  [[find]]  a  house  as  this/such,   then you should see
[[observe/think]]  when was she herself  Nigeria  got  independence  (3.0)  That you will
say­ .. We whom all in all now independence of Nigeria is [[we are]] talking of fifty years










Conflict   may   have   been   invoked   by   the   international   calculations   of
powerful countries in an effort to dominate Nigeria:
Ref­#923
A­15(m,F):   „There   is   no   doubt   this   question   has   importance.   Ah...   my   fear   is   that
because reading a number of different things (from the observations) that we are doing
and also listening to the present world, there are many challenges for discussion that






























have   a   righteous   government,   but   there   has   been   no   righteousness   up   until   now.
Especially our people of the North, our leaders from the North, they are supposed to
look. We have leaders of other countries that have, have stepped down. Our leaders are






































supposed   to  have   started  writing  our  exams   for   our   Islamic   studies,   but   since   last










































she came out  and she  disclaiming  [[disclaimed]]   that  she  is  not   responsible  for  this
particular bomb that was placed. So at this point, me ake so [[what do they want]] to tell
to Nigerians? Kuma za je a yi [[and there will be]] attack a ce Boko Haram ne ta yi, (and
we say is Boko Haram that did it,)  now Boko Haram also [[in the other hand]]   if  a
[[someone people]] went and did something she will come out she and say she, she is not
responsible  for that particular  attack. So then­,  in a nutshell, we are seeing that [[we
could see that]] they the government, they are deceiving the people of Nigeria – there is








attack  at at­ at­ at­ there was an  attempt  of  suicide bombing at Bauchi, whom was a
woman and she is a Christian. There was an  attack  … at Benin and is Christian, he
[[dressed]] like a Muslim and then also with you­ the name of Boko Haram. So in a nut

























































'Boko   Haram',   and   now   nobody   can   show   you   this   Boko   Haram,   even   though   the
President once said he eats with them, he lives with them, he does what with them. So
you see, this shows even they, they are. Days back there was somebody that was giving
them advice,  who came out openly and said,  there is  no one that is causing all   the
























Boko  Haram,   they   interpret   (relate)  Boko  Haram with  Islam and they  can  use   the


















market,  no schools,  no nothing.  Even these machines  that are,   the poor  are getting
something from it, both us and them, we are getting something from it, the Christians
and the  Muslims,  we all  benefit   from  this  machine.  Business,   there   is  nobody  that
doesn't benefit from them, but today, that they have to stop them, the­the­the little that
we get to eat, they have to fight. The town is dry, no markets, no people are entering this





























































































































































them,   a   Muslim   brother,   and   someone   that   is   not   a   Muslim,   because   marrying   a







































































































D­13(m,F):   „The   Muslims   themselves   should   make   sure   they   create   a   cordial









































things,  different­  different  clothes  you wear,  he sees you doing  things,  you continue
showing this type of Islam, it is not any type of Islam, they are showing you in your
religion,   or   any   fighting   or   anything,   our   Islam  is   easy   and   is   righteous,   is   of




















something   that   can   prevent   him   coming   into   this   religion.   As   regarding   them,   for
example,   to   those  days   there  was one   lady  I   can know  [[remember]])  now/presently
whom we were schooling together who is not a Muslim. But there was a day that she
was telling that even among us [[the Muslims]] to have who can be able to marry her she
will   return/turn   to   Islamic   religion.  So  you   see   regarding   this,   they   know  that   our
religion   is   the   true   religion.   Those   things,   one,   two   to   three   which   are   being   told














stand   and  jayayya  [[controversing,   wrangling,  disputing]]   on   the   truth,   after   all   he
whom he is  kirari  [[confessing]] that he is following him he told him that if  Ahamadu









































































E­16(m,J):   „A  Muslim,  he   himself   is   not  killing   someone   just   like   that  unless   with































you­   he­   ((coughs))   he   will   come   and   help   you   rejoice   with   this   thing   of   kindness
[[blessing]]. If jan­ if an business deal has found you, he will come and assist you. So if


























BeUS1-J BeUS1-F BeUS2-J BeUS2-F Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 11 16 8 34 7 21 28 7 19 42 13 59 120 27 206 125.75
02 land 8 11 2 3 7 1 2 1 14 19 2 35 24
03 [own place of worship] 4 4 1 11 5 1 5 6 20 5 31 17.25
04 [own scripture] 1 2 1 8 6 12 6 0 18 15
05 [other scripture] 2 2 0 0 2 2
06 Boko Haram 0 0 0 0 0
07 [own religion] 2 11 2 2 7 4 6 12 4 2 1 12 31 10 53 30
08 [own tribe] 7 16 3 3 2 2 12 18 3 33 21.75
09 [other religion] 11 28 4 3 3 2 15 16 46 4 66 40
10 [other tribe] 1 1 0 0 1 1
11 [own scriptural tribe] 2 1 2 1 4 2 0 6 5
12 [own rel. Figure] 2 1 4 1 1 1 9 9 4 16 11 5 32 22.75
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 2.75
14 tribe$ 3 2 3 2 0 5 4
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 6 2 0 6 2 8 3.5
17 pray$ 1 2 4 1 8 24 5 4 5 17 32 5 54 34.25
18 Justice/righteous$ 0 0 0 0 0
19 peace 7 18 7 6 3 4 2 2 19 23 7 49 32.25
20 fear 2 4 2 3 1 2 9 5 0 14 11.5
21 fight$ 5 1 3 1 4 3 3 5 1 15 10 1 26 20.25
Total words 9385 4205 8135 6045 27770 27770 27770




BeU2Y-J1 BeU2Y-J2 BeU2Y-F1 BeU2Y-F2 Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 16 8 3 10 9 25 27 6 5 49 12 56 93 21 170 107.75
02 land 1 2 2 3 3 5 0 8 5.5
03 [own place of worship] 6 12 4 3 8 11 2 1 11 21 15 47 25.25
04 [own scripture] 2 2 4 1 5 4 1 4 15 7 1 23 18.75
05 [other scripture] 2 2 1 2 3 2 2 7 4.5
06 Boko Haram 0 0 0 0 0
07 [own religion] 12 9 3 16 15 11 12 1 8 9 1 47 45 5 97 70.75
08 [own tribe] 1 1 1 1 7 3 1 1 1 4 9 4 17 9.5
09 [other religion] 4 12 1 16 30 6 9 26 7 3 18 1 32 86 15 133 78.75
10 [other tribe] 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 7 5 2 14 10
11 [own scriptural tribe] 0 0 0 0 0
12 [own rel. Figure] 5 5 3 5 9 2 5 7 15 21 5 41 26.75
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 2.5
14 tribe$ 1 1 0 1 1 2 0.75
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 2 2 4 3 4 1 3 5 3 13 11 3 27 19.25
18 Justice/righteous$ 0 0 0 0 0
19 peace 5 3 1 3 5 4 7 12 8 8 28 18
20 fear 2 2 1 3 2 4 5 4 5 14 8.25
21 fight$ 3 3 3 1 4 5 5 15 8 1 24 19.25
Total words 7950 9017 7008 6753 30728 30728 30728








TaR1S-J TaR1S-F TaR2S-J Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 4 7 11 11 35 10 5 9 20 51 21 92 50.75
02 land 3 3 3 3 9 3 0 12 10.5
03 [own place of worship] 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 1 7 4.75
04 [own scripture] 1 5 2 5 2 11 4 0 15 13
05 [other scripture] 0 0 0 0 0
06 Boko Haram 0 0 0 0 0
07 [own religion] 6 1 9 19 5 4 3 1 19 23 6 48 32
08 [own tribe] 2 12 1 8 11 1 4 2 14 25 2 41 27
09 [other religion] 3 17 6 10 9 10 18 37 0 55 36.5
10 [other tribe] 1 5 1 1 3 5 0 8 5.5
11 [own scriptural tribe] 3 1 3 1 0 4 3.5
12 [own rel. Figure] 2 5 10 3 1 10 11 0 21 15.5
13 [other rel. Figure] 0 0 0 0 0
14 tribe$ 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 4 2 8 4.5
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 1 4 4 1 5 4 1 10 7.25
18 Justice/righteous$ 0 0 0 0 0
19 peace 2 3 3 5 4 2 3 1 7 11 5 23 13.75
20 fear 2 27 21 1 3 27 21 51 21.75
21 fight$ 2 3 2 3 2 1 8 4 1 13 10.25
Total words 6876 6291 6338 19505 19505 19505




TaR1Y-J TaR1Y-F TaR2Y-J TaR2Y-F Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 8 12 5 8 15 5 7 16 2 23 43 12 78 47.5
02 land 1 1 1 2 1 0 3 2.5
03 [own place of worship] 1 4 9 7 8 1 1 13 17 1 31 21.75
04 [own scripture] 2 1 1 2 5 1 0 6 5.5
05 [other scripture] 0 0 0 0 0
06 Boko Haram 0 0 0 0 0
07 [own religion] 1 1 3 1 1 6 5 4 17 2 14 24 3 41 26.75
08 [own tribe] 2 8 3 1 2 2 7 17 3 12 27 6 45 27
09 [other religion] 4 4 1 6 5 6 8 1 1 6 1 17 23 3 43 29.25
10 [other tribe] 4 2 3 1 5 3 4 9 5 18 9.75
11 [own scriptural tribe] 0 0 0 0 0
12 [own rel. Figure] 2 1 2 5 8 9 9 0 18 13.5
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 1 0 0 1 1
14 tribe$ 1 1 2 0 0 2 2
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 4 3 2 4 5 2 1 3 1 10 12 3 25 16.75
18 Justice/righteous$ 1 1 0 0 1 1
19 peace 3 5 6 18 1 4 9 2 13 32 3 48 29.75
20 fear 2 2 9 7 1 1 1 2 2 13 10 25 11
21 fight$ 1 1 3 1 1 5 1 1 7 5.75
Total words 5771 5786 6860 4267 22684 22684 22684








BeU2Yplus-F BeU2Yplus-J1 BeU2Yplus-J2 Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 16 22 8 7 9 2 4 7 7 27 38 17 82 50.25
02 land 2 2 2 2 0 4 3
03 [own place of worship] 10 23 13 1 4 2 11 27 15 53 28.25
04 [own scripture] 3 4 1 2 5 4 1 10 7.25
05 [other scripture] 1 3 3 1 3 3 7 3.25
06 Boko Haram 6 21 1 1 7 21 1 29 17.75
07 [own religion] 25 26 6 8 9 1 4 5 37 40 7 84 58.75
08 [own tribe] 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 2
09 [other religion] 14 54 16 8 8 1 4 1 1 26 63 18 107 62
10 [other tribe] 1 2 4 1 1 2 3 4 9 4.5
11 [own scriptural tribe] 1 2 1 1 2 3 0 5 3.5
12 [own rel. Figure] 5 3 7 1 3 2 15 6 0 21 18
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 3 2 1 3 2 6 3
14 tribe$ 1 1 0 0 1 1
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 1 1 0 0 1 1
17 pray$ 2 8 3 5 3 3 1 8 11 6 25 15
18 Justice/righteous$ 2 2 0 0 2 2
19 peace 9 14 24 1 9 1 4 7 11 27 31 69 32.25
20 fear 11 1 1 13 0 0 13 13
21 fight$ 8 16 3 3 5 2 5 13 26 3 42 26.75
Total words 5092 2087 10991 18170 18170 18170




KaUS-J KaUS-F KaUY-J KaUY-F Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 6 10 3 8 62 4 14 23 3 12 37 5 40 132 15 187 109.75
02 land 3 2 3 2 8 4 2 14 8 2 24 18.5
03 [own place of worship] 1 1 6 2 3 4 1 4 7 2 14 14 3 31 21.75
04 [own scripture] 1 1 4 4 6 3 1 11 4 5 20 14.25
05 [other scripture] 2 1 2 7 2 4 8 2 14 8.5
06 Boko Haram 1 1 0 0 1 1
07 [own religion] 1 3 1 4 17 6 9 13 10 14 2 24 47 9 80 49.75
08 [own tribe] 4 1 1 3 4 7 9 11 0 20 14.5
09 [other religion] 4 11 2 5 37 4 4 8 1 9 22 3 22 78 10 110 63.5
10 [other tribe] 2 6 5 2 1 3 12 5 2 19 15
11 [own scriptural tribe] 1 3 4 0 0 4 4
12 [own rel. Figure] 2 1 1 3 18 6 2 3 1 5 6 1 12 28 9 49 28.25
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 1 2 3 1 6 1 1 8 6.75
14 tribe$ 2 3 1 3 3 0 6 4.5
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 2 4 2 4 5 3 4 4 6 7 3 16 20 8 44 28
18 Justice/righteous$ 1 3 4 0 0 4 4
19 peace 5 7 1 2 4 6 28 18 3 2 16 41 19 76 41.25
20 fear 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 6 2 1 9 7.25
21 fight$ 3 4 1 6 4 4 2 5 15 13 1 29 21.75
Total words 7376 7770 8693 8821 32660 32660 32660








FaRS-J FaRY-J FaRY-F Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 2 1 12 8 1 7 12 6 21 21 7 49 33.25
02 land 2 1 3 0 0 3 3
03 [own place of worship] 1 1 2 7 3 8 0 11 7
04 [own scripture] 2 1 3 0 0 3 3
05 [other scripture] 1 1 1 1 7 2 2 8 3 13 6.75
06 Boko Haram 2 2 0 0 2 2
07 [own religion] 1 3 5 12 1 3 7 2 9 22 3 34 20.75
08 [own tribe] 2 2 1 3 2 0 5 4
09 [other religion] 3 4 12 8 5 3 9 18 21 5 44 29.75
10 [other tribe] 2 3 2 3 0 5 3.5
11 [own scriptural tribe] 0 0 0 0 0
12 [own rel. Figure] 6 6 3 2 9 8 0 17 13
13 [other rel. Figure] 1 1 0 0 1 1
14 tribe$ 0 0 0 0 0
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 5 4 1 4 2 9 6 1 16 12.25
18 Justice/righteous$ 1 1 2 0 0 2 2
19 peace 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 6 2 13 8.5
20 fear 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 4 3.5
21 fight$ 3 6 1 2 2 6 8 0 14 10
Total words 4490 5944 3128 13562 13562 13562




HaU1S-F HaU1Y-J HaU1Y-F HaU2Y-F Total
Total
S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 10 34 9 1 19 7 14 14 9 13 12 6 38 79 31 148 85.25
02 land 1 1 1 4 3 1 5 4 2 11 7.5
03 [own place of worship] 3 1 2 1 5 2 0 7 6
04 [own scripture] 3 7 2 1 1 2 5 9 2 16 10
05 [other scripture] 1 3 1 2 1 9 1 3 14 1 18 10.25
06 Boko Haram 3 12 7 2 8 7 5 20 14 39 18.5
07 [own religion] 3 83 34 8 9 3 8 41 12 8 53 17 27 186 66 279 136.5
08 [own tribe] 1 7 3 4 8 3 4 15 10.5
09 [other religion] 11 7 3 3 2 13 9 7 26 9 20 49 21 90 49.75
10 [other tribe] 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 2.75
11 [own scriptural tribe] 1 1 0 0 1 1
12 [own rel. Figure] 3 1 1 4 1 0 5 4.5
13 [other rel. Figure] 3 3 0 0 3 3
14 tribe$ 1 4 9 6 5 9 6 20 11
15 indigene 0 0 0 0 0
16 settler 1 1 0 0 1 1
17 pray$ 4 2 1 3 3 2 7 6 2 15 10.5
18 Justice/righteous$ 2 1 3 3 2 2 1 7 6 1 14 10.25
19 peace 5 12 40 1 4 3 7 5 1 12 8 9 32 57 98 39.25
20 fear 3 13 7 7 2 2 0 12 22 34 11.5
21 fight$ 1 1 3 5 8 4 6 9 7 22 12.25
Total words 8056 3103 4446 6544 22149 22149 22149









S C P S C P S C P S C P S C P
01 God 9 9 1 13 13 6 22 22 7 35 64
02 land 5 2 1 1 5 3 1 5 9
03 [own place of worship] 1 1 0 0 2 2
04 [own scripture] 2 1 1 1 3 2 0 4 6
05 [other scripture] 1 2 3 0 0 5 5
06 Boko Haram 4 3 17 14 0 21 17 0 38
07 [own religion] 13 39 20 19 61 31 32 100 51 51 202
08 [own tribe] 5 7 2 2 2 7 9 2 9 20
09 [other religion] 6 18 12 9 24 6 15 42 18 24 84
10 [other tribe] 0 0 0 0 0
11 [own scriptural tribe] 1 1 0 0 1 1
12 [own rel. Figure] 3 1 5 5 8 6 0 13 19
13 [other rel. Figure] 3 3 0 0 6 6
14 tribe$ 3 1 1 2 1 4 3 1 5 9
15 indigene 1 0 1 0 0 1
16 settler 0 0 0 0 0
17 pray$ 1 1 2 0 0 3 3
18 Justice/righteous$ 9 10 4 3 4 1 12 14 5 15 34
19 peace 2 15 8 5 20 10 7 35 18 12 65
20 fear 2 4 3 8 5 12 0 8 20
21 fight$ 1 1 2 3 1 0 5 6
Total words 8302 9104 17406 17406 17406






BeS BeY TaS TaY BeY+ Ka Fa Ha12 Ha34 Be Ta Ka Fa Ha P-X K-X S X Y X F X J X U X R X
01 God 1235 671 826 554 643 932 790 749 237 895 674 932 790 530 812 899 1012 969 1009 634 1059 697
02 land 210 32 108 21 31 120 48 56 34 102 59 120 48 46 86 103 134 131 89 93 126 57
03 [own place of worship] 186 185 63 220 416 155 177 35 14 186 151 155 177 26 172 160 128 157 107 241 205 156
04 [own scripture] 108 91 135 43 78 100 48 81 27 98 83 100 48 58 92 88 110 98 121 56 115 76
05 [other scripture] 12 28 55 70 210 91 34 21 70 210 67 13 103 13 11 52 23 43 41
06 Boko Haram 227 5 32 197 5 32 113 11 2 7 2 6
07 [own religion] 318 383 431 291 659 399 548 1413 345 357 353 399 548 955 355 434 352 408 365 392 433 391
08 [own tribe] 198 67 368 320 31 100 81 76 61 119 341 100 81 69 202 95 213 253 147 202 132 290
09 [other religion] 396 525 494 305 839 548 709 456 162 473 389 548 709 330 442 586 491 450 391 590 581 452
10 [other tribe] 6 55 72 128 71 95 81 20 36 103 95 81 12 61 91 74 78 67 72 64 99
11 [own scriptural tribe] 36 36 39 20 5 7 14 16 20 6 15 15 26 24 20 9 19 13
12 [own rel. Figure] 192 162 188 128 165 244 274 25 88 174 155 244 274 52 167 251 216 220 256 114 229 178
13 [other rel. Figure] 24 12 7 47 40 16 15 41 17 4 40 16 26 12 34 21 22 10 28 28 6
14 tribe$ 30 8 72 14 8 30 101 34 17 40 30 72 25 23 39 31 14 37 24 32
15 indigene
16 settler 48 8 5 19 3 12 21 18 19 15
17 pray$ 324 107 90 178 196 219 258 76 20 193 139 219 258 52 172 228 216 202 155 228 235 162
18 Justice/righteous$ 7 16 20 32 71 101 4 20 32 84 1 23 3 2 12 2 8 10
19 peace 294 110 206 341 541 379 210 496 81 183 281 379 210 318 220 339 249 377 159 365 288 267
20 fear 84 55 458 178 102 45 64 172 54 67 301 45 64 122 155 50 182 164 180 60 70 255




BeS BeY TaS TaY BeY+Ka Fa Ha12 Ha34 Be Ta Ka Fa Ha P-X K-X S X Y X F X J X U X R X
01 God 754 425 455 337 394 547 536 432 433 556 390 547 536 432 493 545 593 447 579 435 646 418
02 land 144 22 94 18 24 92 48 38 61 70 52 92 48 48 63 82 99 47 65 72 90 51
03 [own place of worship] 103 100 43 154 222 108 113 30 14 101 105 108 113 23 103 109 82 120 73 141 121 107
04 [own scripture] 90 74 117 39 57 71 48 51 41 80 73 71 48 46 78 66 89 64 96 49 90 68
05 [other scripture] 12 18 25 42 109 52 34 15 42 109 44 10 58 12 32 31 17 28 21
06 Boko Haram 139 5 32 94 257 5 32 164 11 5 7 2 6
07 [own religion] 180 279 287 190 461 248 335 691 1365 240 233 248 335 980 237 268 209 273 226 285 283 253
08 [own tribe] 130 37 242 192 16 72 64 53 135 74 214 72 64 88 127 70 144 87 102 121 86 185
09 [other religion] 240 311 328 208 486 317 480 252 568 283 261 317 480 387 274 355 298 296 232 391 343 304
10 [other tribe] 6 39 49 69 35 75 56 14 26 60 75 56 8 39 70 54 44 47 49 49 60
11 [own scriptural tribe] 30 31 27 20 5 7 12 14 20 6 13 15 22 7 18 8 17 11
12 [own rel. Figure] 136 106 139 96 141 141 210 23 128 118 115 141 210 68 117 157 140 120 167 90 146 134
13 [other rel. Figure] 16 10 7 24 34 16 15 41 12 4 34 16 26 9 30 15 15 10 21 23 6
14 tribe$ 24 3 40 14 8 22 56 61 11 26 22 58 17 17 24 11 10 24 17 21
15 indigene 7 3
16 settler 21 8 5 8 3 5 9 8 7
17 pray$ 205 76 65 119 118 140 197 53 20 127 95 140 197 39 115 153 137 118 106 156 153 115
18 Justice/righteous$ 7 16 20 32 52 230 4 20 32 128 1 23 3 11 12 2 8 10
19 peace 193 71 123 211 253 206 137 199 439 120 172 206 137 302 139 189 161 148 105 214 172 165
20 fear 69 33 195 78 102 36 56 58 135 47 130 36 56 91 78 41 98 46 89 43 51 115
21 fight$ 121 76 92 41 210 108 161 62 41 94 63 108 161 53 83 121 128 69 85 103 115 83
